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Six years have passed since the Great East Japan Earthquake. The large- scale 
destruction and devastation from this tragedy has still left many Japanese in 
shock, as many survivors of this terrible disaster continue to endure hard-
ships and trauma. With the authors of this book, I would like to also express 
my deepest sympathies to all the victims, and my hopes that all the survivors 
will soon somehow return to a life that they can call normal again.

Many Japanese had been preparing for a large earthquake for many 
years, as we all knew it was not a question of if an earthquake will happen, 
but rather when it will strike. The awful earthquakes in Chile and New 
Zealand were an eerie message of what was to come. What was different 
was how the Great East Japan Earthquake was a multidimensional disaster 
for which Japan was not prepared. Unfortunately, we all learned how all 
our preparation was not sufficient to counter the size and scale of this 
earthquake, tsunami, and subsequent nuclear power plant explosion. The 
contingency plans that were devised by the Japanese ministries and local 
governments for responding to a large earthquake allowed for many of the 
Japanese bureaucracies to take the initiative in systematically managing  
the disaster response after March 11, 2011. Unfortunately, the scale of the 
earthquake and subsequent tsunami exceeded all of the preplanned 
responses and this combination led to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
power plant accident. In the case of the Fukushima Daiichi meltdown, the 
Japanese cabinet of the Democratic Party of Japan, which was in power at 
that time, took the initiative in managing the accident without any definite 
plan and, as a result, was ineffective. This inadequate response will plague 
Japan for decades to come.

Foreword
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Since 2012, Japan has had a Reconstruction Agency that is in charge 
of the efforts to rebuild the northeastern region of Japan. The agency 
also monitors the progress of the decontamination by the Fukushima 
Daiichi nuclear power plant accident and ensures that no more r adioactive 
contamination occurs in the surrounding areas. Most of the infrastruc-
ture has now been restored and the reconstruction of housing is also 
underway. Although it may take time, Japan is slowly taking steps in the 
recovery process.

After reading Dr Kaigo’s second chapter, I recalled the events that 
f ollowed March 11, 2011 and that still haunt many in Japan. The wide-
spread destruction throughout northeastern Japan dwarfed what  happened 
in Ibaraki, but the Tsukuba campus of our university also experienced 
extensive damage on March 11, 2011. At the time, my administrative role 
as vice-president of the University of Tsukuba required me to help keep 
the university on course, to allow it to continue operating and to strive so 
that we could return to a normal state in an extraordinary situation.

Over the course of these past six years, Japan has changed in many 
ways. Some people have compared the effects of the March 11, 2011 
disaster to the havoc of World War II. Although many scholars have already 
highlighted many of the negative after-effects of this disaster, Dr Kaigo, 
along with his team for this book, Dr Okura and Dr Tkach-Kawasaki, 
have been able to highlight some positive changes that have happened in 
Japan’s civil society.

As a scholar, I have also illustrated the importance of civil society 
throughout my career. In 1997, I initiated the Japan Interest Group 
Study (JIGS), which is an empirical international comparative study of 
interest groups and civil society. To date, we have covered 15 nations 
(Japan, South Korea, the United States of America, Germany, China, 
Russia, Turkey, the Philippines, Brazil, Bangladesh, Poland, Estonia, 
Uzbekistan, India, and Thailand). To supplement the findings of this 
book, I would like to add that I have discovered through my research that 
the neighborhood associations that we call Jichikai, or Chonaikai in 
Japanese, are in fact also rooted in other Asian nations. At the local level, 
I have found evidence of how these indigenous neighborhood associa-
tions have access to the political elites in various nations and are an 
i mportant element of society. These neighborhood associations have 
been found to be politically influential in Asian nations, and my research 
has emphasized how this is a noteworthy difference between Asian 
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nations and others. I was delighted to find that the last two chapters of 
Dr Kaigo’s book makes links to our previous findings about civil society 
in relation to the dynamics of social media usage.

The neighborhood associations and civil society organizations all made 
effective use of social media during the Great East Japan Earthquake. As 
suggested in the conclusion of this book, Japanese civil society has been 
going through a sort of reawakening with social media. The reconstruc-
tion efforts of the northeastern region of Japan have led many Japanese 
people to rediscover the importance of volunteering. Many people par-
ticipated in the clean-up of the debris left by the tsunami. Social media 
shared these experiences of volunteering and led to even more people 
joining the effort. Japanese college students, which have also had a low 
presence in civil society for an extensive period of time, have also re- 
emerged. Twitter and other social media have allowed them to coordi-
nate their efforts with civil society. The project that Dr Kaigo is overseeing 
is one of those connections between pre-existing civil society and the 
younger generation of Japanese.

The first two chapters are an enlightening historical journey into the 
past two decades, highlighting some important aspects of how Japanese 
society had feared the Internet. And as we all now know, following the 
Great East Japan Earthquake, many Japanese accepted the Internet as 
another effective path for acquiring important information. I am certain 
that the first two chapters will function as a good introduction for anyone 
who is not too familiar with Japanese media and society to acquire useful 
insight. The four following chapters focus more on the research and results 
from consulting and analyzing data from the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square, which is a joint project between Tsukuba City, the 
University of Tsukuba and Intel Corporation. These chapters are useful 
for understanding methods and strategies for creating synergy through 
social media with local governments and civil society. They also employ 
many fresh and original approaches to the study of social media and civil 
society, and ought to be useful for undergraduate and graduate students 
that wish to pursue a degree in related fields.

Although I am fully aware that Dr Kaigo is media scholar, I am delighted 
to welcome this book as a fine addition to the scholarly endeavors of 
studying the intricate dynamics involved in civil society. I know for a fact 
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that Dr Kaigo has volunteered much time and invested a lot of effort 
d uring the past five years as he acts as chair and chief consultant for this 
 project and I am delighted to see the fruits of his research presented here. 
I hope that this book will inspire interest into research of civil society and 
also function as a permanent reminder of the disaster that has changed 
Japan so greatly.

 Yutaka TsujinakaProfessor, University of Tsukuba
Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
Director, Institute for Comparative  
Research in Human and Social Sciences
University of Tsukuba
Tsukuba, Japan
March 11, 2017
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The main objective of this book is to summarize the findings of a large- scale 
experiment in Japan designed to connect civil society organizations that 
were already active to become increasingly interconnected online. To be 
quite frank, this is more or less the exact opposite of most approaches to 
research in this field and the authors believe it to be fairly original, as it is 
attempting to do the reverse of the more usual approach. For instance, 
when you search for research on social media and civil society, most 
research is focused on how to have people who are already online, to 
engage in real life.

This second half of this book covers the analysis results of a five-year 
research project designed for connecting civil society organizations, 
 citizens and local governments through online communication via social 
media for the promotion of higher levels of citizen engagement in Japan. 
The book not only relies on traditional hypothesis testing and social sur-
veys, but also employs more familiar data in the realm of marketing and 
also takes on large-scale (big) data analysis. Therefore, the second half of 
the book focuses on Japanese civil society and the social media scene.

The project was fielded at the Tsukuba Science City in Ibaraki 
Prefecture, Japan located 60 kilometers north of Tokyo and is currently 
being managed through the municipal government of Tsukuba City. 
Among the majority of the Japanese local government Facebook pages 
that focus mainly on tourism or promotion of local industry, the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber Square is the most successful and largest online 
community in Japan that focuses solely on civic activities with a respect-
able level of online engagement. The book hopes to provide insight into 

PreFace
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the development of online communities for connecting citizens already 
participating in civil society activities such as volunteering. This book is 
also valuable as it also attempts to explain how to create, manage, nurture 
and grow online communities that are focused on non-viral civil society 
themes such as volunteering. Through a careful examination of the multi- 
year project, it captures the challenges and opportunities in designing such 
communities that are aimed at connecting offline groups via social media 
such as Facebook.

The main foundation of the project was conceived during and after the 
Great East Japan Earthquake which devastated large portions of the 
northeastern area of Japan. The project latently aims to prepare for a more 
resilient communication network among citizens in case of another large- 
scale disaster. The book targets professionals interested in the subject 
m atter, but also undergraduate and graduate-level students.

The first chapter offers readers a good introduction to the unique 
Internet environment of Japan and also offers better explanation of the 
cultural norms that surround Japanese social media. This chapter focuses 
on the elements that contributed to the hesitancy and the sluggish adop-
tion of ICT, the Internet and social media in Japan. I explain the dynamics 
of low self-efficacy (or Nigate-Ishiki) in Japan, media access and how other 
various elements have contributed to shying away from using the Internet.

In the second chapter, I make a general overview of social media usage 
in Japan and describe the background of the project through a recap of the 
role of social media during mid-level disruptions by natural disasters by 
examining the case of the city of Tsukuba in Ibaraki prefecture during the 
Great East Japan Earthquake of March 2011. The chapter also reviews the 
role of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident and how that 
accident led to more Japanese to adopt social media.

In Chap. 3, Sae Okura and I conduct a text mining of all available 425 
Facebook pages run by Japanese local governments. This chapter exam-
ines how these SNS pages are being used by local governments to create a 
more collaborative relationship with the private sector. The chapter also 
investigates what policy areas tend to get more fans or followers and 
engagement on Facebook. The result here presents how the number of 
fans or followers and level of engagement of Facebook pages run by 
Japanese local governments are determined by policy areas.

In Chap. 4, Leslie Tkach-Kawasaki and I introduce the Tsukuba case 
study and social media usage. It discusses the possibilities and problems of 
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complementary communication channels such as social networking 
 services for promoting civil society activities and linking civil society orga-
nizations. The chapter focuses on the first phase of the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square (Tsukuba Shimin Katsudō no Hiroba) on 
Facebook Experiment from early in 2012 and how it functioned during 
and after the May 6, 2012 Tsukuba city tornado disaster for subsequent 
relief and support activities.

In Chap. 5, Sae Okura and I conduct a qualitative analysis of the inter-
views with the community managers of the Tsukuba Cyber-Activities 
Square. The analysis results explain how the daily procedures of the local 
government interrupt the development of the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square Facebook page. The chapter explores how government- 
initiated computer-mediated communication (online activities) and 
human communication (offline activities) increases the level of public 
engagement and also, on the other hand, how some activities have a nega-
tive impact on the level of public engagement on the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page.

In Chap. 6, Sae Okura and I examine the advocacy networks of civil 
society organizations (CSOs). Although the importance of the activities in 
advocacy by CSOs in policy and decision-making procedures has been 
greatly emphasized in the literature of political science and social policy, 
we have relatively little understanding of the relevance and impact of the 
leading actors that structure the diverse networks and discourses through 
social media. This chapter analyses CSOs at the local government level 
involved in advocacy activities through the use of social media such as 
Facebook and Twitter. Based on the “Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber -
Square,” the chapter explores how social networking services such as 
Facebook can provide civil society organizations with: (1) more political 
opportunities to advocate; (2) more chances to connect with the local 
government; and (3) create opportunities to exert greater presence, in 
spite of their limited financial and political resources.

In Chap. 7, the conclusion, Sae Okura and I review the findings of the 
previous six chapters and examine how the Japanese adoption of social 
media increased during and after the Great East Japan Earthquake and 
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident as both of these 
catastrophes acted as catalysts for this process. We also created hypotheses 
for further research. One potentially important hypothesis is a possible 
number determining the lower threshold for maintaining a virtual community 
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to be self-sustainable. We also list the accomplishments of the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square and explain how the introduction of social 
media into the local government of Tsukuba City has changed the 
a ttitudes of municipal workers, civil society and has led to the  regeneration 
of new civic activities. 

 Muneo Kaigo
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This book is a based on the results of a five-year project that was designed 
to connect civil society organizations, citizens and local governments 
through online communication via social media for promoting higher lev-
els of citizen engagement in Japan. As there were no proper manuals on 
how to make this type of project successful, to be honest, it was quite chal-
lenging. In the process, the project became truly multidisciplinary, as we 
used theories and methodology from various fields. After the third year, 
we were beginning to see some very positive results, and by the end of the 
fifth year, the project has been quite fruitful for everyone involved. I am 
grateful for all the participants in this endeavor, and the people who are in 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square community.

Partially based on numerous previous conference papers (ICA, 
IAMCR, CeDEM, ITS, JSICR and AMIC) and/or content shared with 
the academic community as working papers, university bulletins (“Social 
Media Usage During Disasters and Social Capital: Twitter and the Great 
East Japan Earthquake” Keio Communication Review 34, pp.  19–35. 
March 2012.) or papers shared through the Creative Commons license 
(“An Analysis of Japanese Local Government Facebook Profiles” CeDEM 
Asia 2016 Proceedings of the International Conference for E-Democracy 
and Open Government, pp. 67–80, 2016; “Who Leads Advocacy through 
Social Media in Japan? Evidence from the ‘Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber- Square’ Facebook Page” Information 7(4), 2016; “Social Media 
for Enhancing Civil Society and Disaster Relief: Usage by Local 
Municipalities in Japan” eJournal of eDemocracy and Open Government 
7(1), pp.1–22, 2015; “Internet Aggregators Constructing the Political 
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CHAPTER 1

The Japanese Internet Environment

Muneo Kaigo

Among a good portion of the Japanese population, the Internet is perceived 
to be a convenient, but scary world, a place of deception and fraud. Many 
Japanese are cautious when using the Internet because it is seen as a place 
where malicious people are prowling around, filled with the utmost 
horrifying information or indecent images, and should either be used with 
great caution or simply avoided as much as possible. Others are cautious or 
paranoid about using the Internet because they believe that devices can 
easily become infected by a computer virus or malware. Although this image 
of the Internet is a somewhat extreme one, all of these concerns are well 
grounded in Japan, and this leads to further discomfort when it is necessary 
for Japanese people to get online.

The Internet is a global network that reaches out to all parts of the 
world, a terrifying prospect if one is xenophobic, and quite intimidating 
for many Japanese who feel discomfort when using English or indeed lan-
guages other than Japanese. In comparison to the relatively safe, everyday 
life in Japan of social law and order kept throughout most of Japan with 
its flow of sanitized mass-mediated information, cyberspace provides a 
break into an area of freedom for everyone and everything that does not 
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belong in the Japanese social environment. For some, the Internet provides 
a fresh space of liberty that was hitherto unattainable in the traditional 
Japanese social context. However, for many Japanese, the Internet is 
viewed as a dangerous area that turns everyone into vulnerable prey for 
the vicious cyber criminals and trolls. The prevalence of security incidents 
that are portrayed in the Japanese mainstream mass media adds fuel to 
these concerns.

One may attribute this perception among the Japanese to be the reason 
why the diffusion of Internet usage in Japan among the general popula-
tion during these past few decades had been relatively slow when com-
pared to many other developed nations. However, other underlying 
elements have contributed to the sluggish diffusion of the Internet in 
Japan and have led to a so-called digital divide in Japan as well.

Nigate-ishiki: Avoiding Computers  
And the internet in JApAn

Research on the digital divide has traditionally been more focused on 
addressing the socio-economic factors that encompass differences in attain-
ing information among races or classes in society (Hoffman et al. 2000; 
Van Dijk and Hacker 2003). However in the case of Japan, racial diversity 
is not so much of an issue. Economic capabilities for acquiring new infor-
mation and communications technologies (ICT) is also not a grave issue, 
although historically the costs of being online, and indeed of telecommu-
nications in general in Japan, has been relatively more expensive than in 
other developed nations. This cost factor may have slowed down quicker 
and wider Internet adoption in the home until the early 2000s in Japan. 
What can be considered a more significant issue is the combination of the 
culturally distinct affective and cognitive factors that have influenced the 
adoption of new ICT among Japanese in the past. This combination may 
be one important element that has also influenced the perception of the 
very nature of the Internet itself among Japanese over the past few decades.

Much of the traditional interpretation of how humans recognize and 
process their environment has been based on many fundamental concepts 
of cognitive psychology. These concepts have been derived from advances 
in computer science and the results have been applied in examining how 
humans process information cognitively (Simon 1979; Anderson 1980; 
Norman 1981). Therefore, the understanding of these human processes 
has been concerned with the understanding of computer science and also 
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research into artificial intelligence. However, this aspect might have 
actually been unintentionally inhibiting advancing research into how 
humans deal with information and communication technology from dif-
ferent perspectives. A broader interpretation of the communication pro-
cesses involved in the use of information and communication technology 
can shed light on the sluggish adoption of the Internet in Japan and also 
illustrate some of the more relevant human communication and cultural 
factors that have been relatively unexplored.

Excluding the Barker and Edwards (1980) intrapersonal communica-
tion model, few models have dealt with the intrapersonal feedback within 
the encoding process of communication. Many of the communication 
models that exist now, have perhaps unintentionally omitted details of the 
intrapersonal feedback within the encoding process of language. Before 
the advances in the technology of voice recognition or telepresence which 
has greatly changed currently what is considered ICT, Rogers (1986) had 
stated how communication through communication technology was 
mainly asynchronous. As this idea still holds true in many features of using 
ICT, the loop of intrapersonal feedback is relevant and should be reviewed 
more carefully. In the process of asynchronous communication of ICT, 
one is constantly using a loop of intrapersonal feedback to improve the 
fidelity of communication. For example, when one writes a letter to a 
friend, intrapersonal communication is being conducted within the writer 
and in the same way, a loop of intrapersonal feedback occurs when con-
ducting asynchronous communication with ICT.  In order to send the 
intended information with the least amount of distortion to the receiver, 
one will continue this internal encoding feedback process while building 
the content of the message.

In consideration of this notion in the Japanese context, one realizes 
that it is important to focus on the encoding–feedback process of ICT. In 
fact, among most areas of the globe using languages that are non- 
alphabetic, the encoding–feedback loop is a salient feature of communica-
tion through information and communication technology. In these areas, 
input methods utilize two-bit (two-byte) encoding to process characters 
for each distinct language (Nishigaki and Lewis 2001). Two-bit encoding 
is the process in which the characters displayed are not using simple one- 
bit ASCII characters available on the keyboards but employ two-bit char-
acters to formulate one character, like the Japanese front-end character 
processing. In this interface environment, the feedback loop should be 
recognized as an important aspect of communication through ICT as this 
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clearly is different from typing one-bit ASCII characters, as in English. 
The awareness of this feedback loop in ICT use validates viewing the use 
of ICT as an independent component of the communication process and 
deepens our understanding of modern communications as a whole.

One concept that can be suggested to directly influence this encoding–
feedback loop during initial ICT usage is self-efficacy. The concept of self- 
efficacy (Bandura 1995, 1997) examines how one formulates the belief in 
maintaining confidence in a skill, and the managing of one’s capabilities to 
execute a certain action. A long line of computer anxiety studies has con-
tinued evolving, and it has merged with the research of self-efficacy in 
examining new ICT use and apprehension. Along with the indications 
made by Bandura (1997), Eastin and LaRose (2000) in the past had con-
ducted a study that examined Internet self-efficacy and they explained 
many of the initial barriers involved in Internet use as self-efficacy deficits, 
or low self-efficacy. However, research into the different factors involved in 
users’ ambivalence towards computers is nothing new. Prior to this, many 
studies focused more on the relationship between information technology 
and anxiety, especially concentrating on computer anxiety. Along with anx-
iety, many other variables have been examined in the past, for example, 
Paxton and Turner (1984) examined human factors such as inexperience, 
needs, and anxiety involved when using a computer. Gilroy and Desai 
(1986) found that gender differences might affect anxiety and, in addition, 
that different training methods can be used to reduce anxiety. Parasuraman 
and Igbaria (1990) and Igbaria and Chakrabarti (1990) further analyzed 
the relationship of computer attitudes, anxiety and gender. They discov-
ered that among their samples, gender and anxiety were the strongest pre-
dictors of attitudes towards computers along with other determinants. 
Dyck and Smither (1992) conducted research on the relationship of com-
puter anxiety and experience, gender, education and age. Their sample of 
younger and older adults confirmed a negative relationship between com-
puter anxiety and computer experience, and also found that older adults 
with less computer experience were less apprehensive towards computers. 
Szajna and Mackay (1995) found that computing aptitude and achieve-
ment are related to the user’s learning performance, however anxiety and 
experience are not. Day and Makirinne-Crofts (1997) examined the inter-
face features that contribute to computer anxiety. They investigated con-
structs including cultural and individual differences,  interface quality, 
self-efficacy, ease of use, user attitudes and intended usage behavior. Chua 
et  al. (1999) conducted a meta-analysis of computer anxiety and have 
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found that computer anxiety leads to computer avoidance, but computer 
experience also leads to a decrease in anxiety. They added that computer 
anxiety is a kind of “state anxiety” which can be altered, and that such anxi-
ety is perceived differently by people from different nations. The relation-
ships between computer anxiety and gender were found to be inconsistent, 
but age was related to computer experience and is inversely related to com-
puter anxiety. By investigating the results of these past studies on computer 
anxiety and self-efficacy, a variety of variables have been found to exist but 
many of the studies are focused mainly on computer anxiety (Bush 1995; 
Whitley 1997). However, in consideration of the findings in Eastin and 
LaRose (2000), the concept of self- efficacy with ICT and the past results in 
computer anxiety research can be merged to explain some uncovered 
mechanisms that can be found in what was delaying adoption and initial 
use of computers and ICT in Japan. Integration of such research for 
recounting the Japanese situation is viable, although these past concepts 
need to be reformulated because fear or technophobia, technology appre-
hension are all too strong to explain the dynamics involved in the Japanese 
context.

As mentioned earlier, the Japanese encoding–feedback process has been 
an important aspect among the various processes of communication when 
using ICT in the Japanese environment and the process of ICT usage is 
directly influenced in this process. Computer-mediated communication 
traditionally adopts a human–machine interface in the message produc-
tion process, so it is a veritable encoding–feedback process by the com-
munication source. During this process, the Japanese construct of 
“nigate-ishiki” can comprehensively explain the evident self-efficacy defi-
ciency (Eastin and LaRose 2000) and aspects that lead to avoidance of 
computers and the Internet in Japan in the past.

The construct nigate-ishiki that is a sentiment or consciousness of natu-
rally being bad at dealing with something or someone, which leads to 
uneasiness, shyness or avoidance. The construct can be useful in explaining 
the mechanism affecting the source–encoding feedback through computers 
in Japan. More importantly, this construct can also can explain the slug-
gish adoption of social media was affected as well in Japan as we see later 
in this book. From the meaning of the construct, nigate-ishiki has com-
mon features of Bandura’s (1997) notion of low self-efficacy; however, 
one can observe how this trait is developed from the common method of 
how people are evaluated by others in Japan. As a general rule that can be 
observed most prominently in the career and life-determining entrance 
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examination systems in Japanese education, Japan as a society is more 
“demerit focused” (people are scrutinized for mistakes or what they 
cannot do) than “merit focused” (people commended for what they can 
do). The conditioning among the youth of this feature has common ele-
ments with the facet of self-efficacy and academic anxiety (Bandura 1997, 
p.  77, p.  235). However, this does not imply that nigate-ishiki is only 
common among children. In fact, when age is taken into account, nigate- 
ishiki is more prevalent among adults than it is among children, due to the 
traditional Japanese cultural tendency of the respected to “save face” when 
that one is in an awkward situation (Ting-Toomey 1988). The mention-
ing by a senior aged person having nigate-ishiki serves as a non-imposing 
excuse to avoid various things, people or situations, and the excuse of 
nigate-ishiki also saves one’s face. Nigate-ishiki can serve as an excuse for 
an individual in an imposing situation and in some cases can be forgiven 
from disgrace, rather than being “crucified” as an “incompetent” indi-
vidual lacking the competency to be able to do something. In this sense, 
another facet of nigate-ishiki is common with some the notions of social 
anxiety, self-efficacy and control (Bandura 1997; p. 323). Nigate-ishiki has 
the nuance of not having confidence in something and wanting avoidance 
but it is not totally compatible with the features of anxiety or apprehen-
sion, that include stronger emotions such as fear. This behavior of avoid-
ance may apply to things but may also apply to avoiding specific individuals 
or people and due to not being based on a dual process theory of anxiety- 
avoidance, it is in accordance with Bandura’s (1997; p. 324) assessment of 
avoidant behavior.

The construct of nigate-ishiki of ICT usage can be explained through 
the ambivalent relation between confidence (one facet of self-efficacy) and 
the level of anxiety involved. Although some anxiety exists in use of ICT, 
it is more of an ambivalent state that balances out with lack of confidence. 
This ambivalent relation between the conflicting emotions of self-declared 
competence and anxiety towards ICT explain nigate-ishiki towards ICT. 
Nigate-ishiki is a potential key in explaining the delay of Japanese ICT 
adoption in the 2000s and may also be one contributing element to 
explain the persistent reluctance of many Japanese to adopt newer means 
of communication technology.

As mentioned earlier, the slowness in adopting an efficient man–machine 
interface with ICT such as computers has been due to the language- character 
incompatibilities (49 basic characters in the Japanese language) and as a 
result, many Japanese businesses, to this day, still continue to have a heavy 
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dependence on photocopying and facsimile communication technology, 
especially those that have an older clientele such as the real estate businesses. 
However, Japanese perceive that a cultural inclination towards the English- 
language culture exists when one considers the human–computer interface 
(such as the ASCII keyboard and other computer system-related jargon) of 
computers. For example, a large portion of the currently used Japanese 
computer terms are direct phonetic imports from English, and are therefore 
assigned sounds and characters (katakana—the Japanese writing system for 
words that are phonetically imported from outside of Japan) most similar to 
the original English term. In result, Japanese computer terms inherently lack 
the context embedded in the original English operating system terms, such 
as: file, cut or paste. Through this, one can assume that it also cultivates an 
intercultural aspect of nigate-ishiki, and such intercultural tension might be 
evident especially when the person adopting the technology is not an adept 
user of the English language. This tension caused by the interfacing lan-
guage can be explained through the tension caused by this “intercultural” 
encounter.

There have been previous examinations of Japanese cultural characteris-
tics in ICT adoption. In a previous survey with my colleague, we empiri-
cally found an inverse relation between confidence and anxiety, and a high 
correlation between age and confidence, and age and anxiety (Kaigo and 
Sasaki 2001). This survey result demonstrated an ambivalent relation 
between confidence and anxiety when putting the perspective of age into 
account and explains one characteristic of explaining the reasons for reluc-
tance of Japanese ICT adoption. The way that both confidence and anxiety 
increase with age is difficult to explain solely using concepts of self-efficacy 
or anxiety, but with nigate-ishiki, one can explain how the older respon-
dents in our survey, who were mainly elementary and junior high school 
teachers, experienced a certain amount of ambivalence with regard to 
ICT. To further explain this dynamic, in the Japanese educational situa-
tion, the teacher must have control of all aspects of the classroom and must 
also demonstrate a high level of confidence in a subject. This includes 
ICT. However, at the same time, if the teacher is not highly adept, he or 
she is likely to experience a high degree of anxiety. A senior aged person 
will not like to admit being bad with computers, but may confess to expe-
riencing some nigate-ishiki towards ICT. When Weil and Rosen (1995) 
conducted a survey among Japanese students concerning computers and 
anxiety, they indicated that very high levels of anxiety were found in the 
results in comparison with other nations and they labeled their findings 
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concerning Japan an “enigma.” The concept surrounding nigate-ishiki—
instead of “fear”—might have been the “key” to their “enigma” of Japanese 
with low self-efficacy towards computers.

Avoidance of communication through ICT in Japan in the past has 
been common in three areas: (1) problems in prior experience with ICT 
leading to apprehension; (2) the preference of written communication; 
and (3) dexterity problems. To explain what the problems in prior 
experience were; along with nigate-ishiki, Japanese also expressed com-
puter anxiety traits, such as the apprehension of breaking or damaging 
computers because they would freeze all the time. In the past, some com-
puters had an overload of CPU and caused erratic performance due to the 
burden of having to display the Japanese language. A general preference of 
written communication might be a distinctly cultural aspect of older 
Japanese that has led to the convenient avoidance of ICT as they would 
express that a word-processed Japanese document printed out on paper 
seemed “inhuman” and “cold” whereas written Japanese is more “warm” 
and aesthetically preferable, especially when transmitting emotional mes-
sages. Many companies in Japan prefer the curriculum vitae to be hand-
written by the college students who strive each year to get recruited by the 
company of their preference. The dexterity problems experienced by 
senior citizens in Japan have mainly discouraged them from trying to use 
the computer interface, but their problems are also with other devices as 
they have mentioned how mobile phone buttons and the screen displays 
on mobile phones are too small for them to use and see, and the graphic 
user interface (GUI) computer icons are difficult to recognize.

The advances in new ICT with new communication devices and 
network infrastructure have made communication through new ICT 
unavoidable in many everyday situations. As in the way computers were 
introduced into homes, social media is also becoming an important and 
vital information exchange method in many nations. Nevertheless, smart-
phones have been leading a large portion of the Japanese population into 
Internet usage. Even with low computer skills and literacy, smartphone 
users are able to manage basic communication skills involved in using the 
Internet such as email and web browsing.

The past focus of research in the past on the personal computer or 
mobile phones is inevitable when considering their roles in the diffusion of 
ICT. As we have seen in these three areas in Japan that have led to the 
avoidance of ICT, the larger problem remains in the older age group of 
Japanese that continue to experience nigate-ishiki towards smartphones to 
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this day. The senior generation of Japanese have trouble when attempting 
to use smartphones as they find it difficult to manipulate the devices, even 
though the interface in language input has improved greatly. Haptic con-
trol of the devices is difficult for those with less dexterity and the App 
icons are difficult to distinguish when age contributes to many vision- 
related problems. If the persistent nigate-ishiki among the older genera-
tion of Japanese cannot be resolved, the residual sluggishness of adoption 
of ICT and social media in Japan may be “sowed” here, where many will 
be labeled non-literate in ICT and therefore not fully functional in the 
new Japanese digital communication environment which involves the 
widespread use of social media.

mediA ACCess: digitAl skills  
And smArtphones in JApAn

In previous observations of the elements related to the gap between those 
who have access to network information and not, Newhagen and Bucy 
(2004) indicated how it is important to have physical access to networks, 
but the ability to freely access content and information on the Internet is 
even more important. Van Dijk’s (2004) ideas of how to assess an indi-
vidual’s ability and skills for accessing networks is unique and is aptly 
named digital skills.

According to Van Dijk, digital skills are those abilities that define how 
one operates hardware and software—instrumental skills, selects, processes 
and applies information from digital sources—informational skills and to 
strategically uses them to improve one’s position in society—strategic 
skills. In comparison to the term computer literacy—which includes such 
abilities as constructing computer programs—digital skills refer to the abil-
ity to have access to networks, therefore it is more relevant to the actual 
skills necessary for those functioning in the growing digital environment.

The importance of using digitalized information is obvious in our societ-
ies now, and whether individuals are capable of accessing various information 
through the Internet becomes increasingly important. Speed and control, 
self-efficacy can be considered elements that determine how an individual 
can actively participate in the digital environment. In this  environment, can 
the concept of digital skills apply to Japan and provide a view on how ICT 
can be smoothly adopted for other nations that use a non- alphabet based 
language? The Japanese experience from this perspective may prove useful 
for other nations that do not use a non-alphabet based language and are 
still in the works to become a networked society.
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Van Dijk’s concept of digital skills deals with four kinds of new media 
access: (1) mental access—lack of elementary digital experience caused by 
mental factors such as computer anxiety, lack of attractiveness, (2) material 
access—not having possession of computers or connections to a network, 
(3) skills access—the lack of digital skills caused by interface problems or 
formal and or informal education and (4) usage access—lack of opportuni-
ties for usage. For the Japanese situation, (1) mental access and 
(3) skills access are larger problems when compared to (2) material access 
or (4) usage access, which are evidently larger problems for other nations.

Upon considering the Japanese situation, digital skill elements need to 
be considered in tandem with what are known in Japan as mind elements 
or the basic traits necessary for living in the information society, the proper 
state of mind that one needs in order to succeed in a networked society 
(Yotsumoto 2002). The mind elements defined by Yotsumoto have been 
described as the following traits and abilities: (1) motivation for self- 
actualization or the drive to use time for improving one’s lifestyle, this trait 
requires one to having a clear picture of an ideal future “self” and actually 
working towards this; (2) societal involvement and being involved in soci-
ety, willing to help other individuals, maintaining awareness of what is 
happening in society by keeping up-to-date with news or documentary 
programs; (3) accepting the price for important information, and willing-
ness to pay for information is necessary in modern society; (4) being 
inquisitive of new things, new information and having a basic understand-
ing of important agenda in society; (5) being able to organize and come 
to conclusions by interpreting large data, and being evaluated by others as 
an adept teacher of things; (6) being enthusiastic of sending out ideas and 
opinions, being able to positively accept criticism; (7) being able to com-
municate with persuasion, always trying to use easy to understand exam-
ples, and simple conclusions when communicating; and, finally, (8) being 
capable of providing useful advice to other people, sharing ways of how to 
do things and asking for the opinions of others (Yotsumoto 2002).

These mind elements complement the concept of Van Dijk’s strategic 
skills of digital skills when overviewing the Japanese situation. In the case 
of examining Japan, the interaction of mental access and skill access is 
related to how language abilities affect digital skills. Through this interac-
tion, the instrumental and informational skills among the digital skills con-
ceptualized by Van Dijk are most affected.

As we have discussed earlier, Japanese is a language that is not alphabet 
based, but translation software programs can now allow the wider reception 
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of content as such programs allow information in other languages to be 
understood through one’s native language. Unfortunately, because of the 
difficulties in the procedure of translating Japanese and most other lan-
guages, translation software between Japanese and other languages still 
result in comparatively crude translations in comparison to, i.e., English—
French translations, resulting in lower fidelity requiring more reinterpreta-
tion by the individual and requires more for actual interpretation of 
information. Hence, the speed of access to certain information is affected 
due to the cultural barriers made by the Japanese language. This can poten-
tially influence the level of informational skills of Van Dijk, because language 
is the basis for the ability in searching, selecting, processing and applying 
information from digital sources. Obviously, the focus here is not on lan-
guage itself, but more on which language is normally being used for infor-
mational skills. As English is one of the most common and inherently 
dominant languages of the Internet, whether one is capable or has facility in 
comprehending and processing English determines how widely an individ-
ual is able to access different textual information. The content that is being 
translated into Japanese or any nation’s language determines what informa-
tion is available to the majority of those that can only understand one’s lan-
guage. The importance of content information access with instrumental 
purposes is an essential aspect in closing gaps in access. We shall later see in 
Chap. 2 how this affected the reception of important information during the 
Great East Japan Earthquake and the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster.

Nowadays the digital divide is no longer deemed as an issue in Japan as 
the rapid diffusion of smartphones in Japan seems to have closed these 
gaps in access. However, when content variety accessed through smart-
phones is measured, one can easily discover that the most commonly 
accessed information is limited and the smartphone is not giving access to 
the wealth of the Internet. Limited content can be accessed through these 
mobile-oriented websites and this results in limiting smartphone informa-
tion access and becoming largely entertainment oriented. Smartphones, 
which are undeniably rapidly advancing ICT accessibility, have limitations 
in terms of capability of access when compared with personal computers. 
In result, this limits the type of access to content available on the Internet 
because access to the Internet through smartphones tends to have more 
entertainment purposes with an “immediate reward” that can be gratifying 
to the user without mental effort. In result, a latently dysfunctional aspect 
of content access becomes evident where smartphone optimization may 
be creating another gatekeeper of information access.
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From the perspective of media access, one can suggest that the pursuit 
of instrumental purposes among all information access is what needs to be 
made a priority. The smartphone is an ideal medium to allow those with 
nigate-ishiki towards other ICT to stay online. This medium has developed 
into an essential digital tool in the everyday life of Japan. In the same way 
that television and computers are accompanied with different orientations, 
smartphones and computers have different orientations, and the ease of 
access of various information is different for each medium. As entertain-
ment-oriented content with immediate reward is more commonly accessed 
through smartphones, they have succeeded in providing ICT for many. As 
full access to the wealth of content and information that is available on the 
Internet becomes increasingly important, one will realize that it may still 
take a little more time for smartphones to replace computers as the sole 
digital devices that allow instrumental purposes of Internet use. Tablets 
may eventually enable this feature, however smartphone use with instru-
mental purposes will be difficult unless the characteristic limitations of the 
medium evolve further. This trend indicates that when content access is 
conducted through limited hardware, it leads to limited access.

The factor of technology itself is not a problem in the adoption process 
of ICT because one can observe, e.g., how gaming technology has dif-
fused over the years. In the case of Japan and perhaps other nations, the 
larger problem is how Internet access with instrumental purposes with 
“delayed” rewards requiring more mental patience in general tends to be 
low. The reality-oriented instrumental aspect of new ICT use for active 
content access might directly affect self-efficacy in new ICT use. Content 
in text—which is predicted to remain dominant in the Japanese Internet 
user environment for the time being, requires the individual to be more 
active within the cognitive domain of the mind and poses a larger problem 
in perception of the Internet in Japan when compared to other nations.

For Japanese to overcome this, more development of the affective 
domain of the mind, for example curiosity, becomes necessary to drive the 
mind into active access to content. In recent years Japanese education has 
been unsuccessful in fostering the affective side of learning and the policy 
makers in Japan should remember that one main feature of education is 
not to teach, but to foster and develop the affective side of the learner’s 
mind as well. Furthermore, a radical change in perception of how to teach 
and learn foreign languages and cultures urgently awaits implementation 
in Japan.
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Until new general policy measures are implemented, a type of classifica-
tion based on digital skills, divided by technology and lifestyle, will deter-
mine the level of access to information through the Internet. As 
smartphones have reached high adoption rates in Japan, there will be less 
of a digital divide or “haves and have nots” concerning ICT, but gradual 
shades of different classes among users based on digital skills, foreign lan-
guage comprehension strategies, the orientations of users and means or 
devices of Internet access. Elements to determine the class of each indi-
vidual in this sort of digital classification can be readily assembled accord-
ing to Van Dijk’s comprehensive categories of access: mental access, 
material access, skills access and usage access. The degree of classification 
will be defined according to the breadth of information that is accessible to 
each individual. Among the Japanese, the ability of digital skills with for-
eign, but in particular English language skills, stands out. Language ability 
can change the level of control of ICT access to information, as those who 
are uncomfortable with foreign languages will have limited access and 
those who cannot use any foreign languages will be even more limited in 
access. Accompanying these elements, access to personal computers or 
smartphones will determine the variety of information that can be accessed. 
Material access will determine the breadth of access, where there will be 
those who will have superb access with the best hardware, top speed band-
width capable of accessing the best broadband content, and speed for gain-
ing information through information and communication technology, and 
there will be those who will have very limited access at the bottom.

In Japan, the highest classification possible will be among those indi-
viduals with optimum access through various devices with high digital 
skills and foreign language facility. They will have access to the widest 
variety of content. The individuals with optimum conditions but with 
nigate-ishiki in digital skills and or foreign language will be on a lower clas-
sification. Translation software can be a complementary means to close the 
gap with these individuals to a certain extent. Even those who are eco-
nomically capable of acquiring optimum conditions but only having 
smartphone access will also be on a lower position of this classification 
because the conditions for optimum access are not obtained.

Furthermore, one can predict that the disadvantage will remain for 
those further on the lower end, because limited network access in terms of 
language and hardware may lead those on the lower end of the classifica-
tion to only access entertainment. Smartphone access to the Internet with 
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single language capability is analogous to standing in front of a magazine 
rack in a convenience store or newsstand. On the other hand, the content 
available on the Internet through optimum conditions of a personal com-
puter with multiple language facility is more similar to having access to a 
vast library of information.

Zeno’s paradox is a faulty illustration of how, in a race, Achilles will 
never be able to overtake a tortoise. In the paradox, Achilles is in a race 
and runs after a turtle, but can never overtake it. The mathematical inter-
pretation of this paradox is as follows: For by the time (t1) Achilles reaches 
the spot where the turtle was initially (at time t0), the turtle has crawled 
forward to another spot. By the time Achilles reaches that spot (at t2), the 
turtle has crawled forward to another spot.

A = Achilles’ speed
T = turtle’s speed (A > T presumably)
L = turtle’s initial lead.

t1 − t0 = L/A
t2 − t1 = L/A × T/A
t3 − t2 = L/A × T/A × T/A
...

Adding, the total time elapsed by the nth step is
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Since 0 < T/A < 1, (T/A)n converges to 0 when n goes to infinity, and 
the whole expression converges to L/(A − T). In other words, after time  
L/(A − T) Achilles catches up with the turtle. Their relative speed is A − T, 
so the time it takes Achilles to overtake the turtle’s initial lead L is L/(A − T). 
The paradox arises because some believe that if you add infinitely many 
terms, the sum must also be infinite and that is incorrect. One can add 
infinitely many, but smaller and smaller terms, so as to make the sum finite.

This faulty paradox can metaphorically describe the problems in Japan 
with regard to Internet connection through limited technology and 
skills  and can also be used to explain the digital divide among nations. 
Metaphorically speaking, the ownership of mobile phones or smartphones 
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with low or limited digital skills can be compared to Achilles’ whereas 
personal computer usage with high skills can be viewed as the tortoise 
of the paradox. The national statistics in Japan display that the adoption 
of mobile phones is complete and, as a result, Internet adoption is also 
complete in Japan. From one point of view, the smartphone (Achilles) 
has already triumphed over the personal computer (tortoise). However, 
when considering access to content, the smartphone user with limited 
digital skills does not fit the definition of proper media access, in such 
conditions as can only be provided through personal computers and 
higher levels of digital skills. In this sense, the smartphone has not over-
taken the personal computer and therefore metaphorically, the paradox 
is substantiated here.

The continuation of further implementation in resolving nigate-ishiki 
of ICT among Japanese individuals should continue to be implemented. 
At the same time, however, more importantly, self-efficacy in the ability to 
adopt new ICT should be fostered and focused on, more than actual self- 
efficacy in current ICT.  In other words, the self-efficacy in having the 
abilities to periodically realign oneself to the newest mode of optimum 
access through information and communication technology should be 
focused on.

Newer platforms of communication and new technology will continue 
to be developed. The currently dominant social media platforms may 
become obsolete in the next decade. However, as social media is becoming 
an important way to exchange information among those who are online, 
one must examine on how this platform can benefit society as we shall see 
in the later chapters of this book.

infeCtion: virAl ContAgion through shAring  
files over the internet

Sharing files over the Internet, such as music or movies, is more often than 
not an illegal and a disputed activity that is engaged in many areas that have 
high bandwidth Internet connections. The debate over downloading media 
files is both a social and public policy issue, and the legal and economic 
aspects have been disputed from both sides in various nations. In Japan, 
Winny was for a time the most infamous peer-to-peer (P2P) platform and 
operates on the Microsoft Windows OS environment. The software was 
developed by a former University of Tokyo assistant named Isamu Kaneko. 
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Information about this software was exchanged or distributed through the 
main/largest Japanese Internet forum called the Ni-Channel (2Ch).

The Ni-Channel or 2Ch is infamous for its many problems and dis-
tasteful posts (Onishi 2004). Indeed, given all its counterproductive 
aspects, the Ni-Channel is a well-known chaotic community in Japan. 
Many topics that are avoided in daily communication in Japan are among 
the most popular topics to be found in Ni-Channel. Another feature of 
the Ni-Channel is the frequent and vulgar incivility among users, contrary 
to a culture where face-to-face conflict is unwelcome and is infrequent in 
formal communication among Japanese. Ni-Channel has also become a 
vortex for cultivating hate speech, and a place where criminal activi-
ties have taken place. The anonymity of the users inherently hides infor-
mation of who is posting something and, as a result, the content of 
Ni-Channel often appears as the worst examples of human communica-
tion. The Ni-Channel is moderated by volunteers (Kaigo and Watanabe 
2007).

The Ni-Channel is an anonymous posting system, deviating from the 
systems of most Internet forums in other nations which often require 
users to register and email verification to avoid trolling or flaming. 
Although a name field is available in Ni-Channel threads, it is hardly ever 
actually used for real names. This allows people to post without taking any 
risk of revealing their identity. It thus creates an atmosphere in which 
people are able to discuss anything straightforward and fully offensive, 
mainly due to the fact that nobody knows who is involved in the discus-
sion. The users and fans of the Ni-Channel Internet forum cite this as 
“honesty” and justify the important social role and function the forum 
serves for Japan (Kaigo and Watanabe 2007).

Highly popularized through this Ni-Channel Internet forum, the P2P 
platform Winny was developed as the successor to a formerly popular P2P 
software named WinMX (the name Winny is a play on letters of WinMX, 
as N and Y are the alphabet letters that follow M and X). Winny does not 
require a central server, and is a “pure” P2P system. Therefore, the net-
work is robust and resilient, making it difficult to terminate. The data 
communication encoding uses a forwarding function in each computer’s 
cache, in addition to an anonymous bulletin board function, and the 
design of the system allows each personal user to remain anonymous.

Unfortunately, in late 2005, Winny began gaining much negative media 
attention and prominence as it became identified as the major vehicle for 
transferring computer viruses, especially malicious worms like Trojan horses, 
over the Internet. Malicious worms that include a type of “exposure” virus 
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was transmitted throughout the Winny network to maliciously expose the 
user’s personal chat logs, email data, digital camera pictures, screenshots, 
password and memos, unknowingly to the user, throughout the network. 
The worm begins sharing data that it found on the desktop of the user’s 
computer without the knowledge of the user, meaning that by the time the 
victim realizes his computer has been infected, the situation is disastrous 
and too late because all the victim’s files are already being shared through-
out the Internet. The most malicious worms convert the computer into an 
HTTP server and begin exposing all the data in the computer over the 
Internet, and all these HTTP servers are linked so they merge all the infected 
computers together.

The unintentional distribution of sensitive and private information was 
reported continuously throughout 2005–2006. The confidential cus-
tomer information owned by various prestigious companies, police records 
of the Japanese National Police Agency, confidential prison records and 
judiciary information, and even sensitive information about nuclear power 
plants and military secrets of the Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force, the 
Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force and the Japanese Air Self-Defense 
Force were all exposed through contagion on the Winny network. One of 
the most devastating unintentional distribution incidents happened with 
the controversial Jyuki-Net (Basic Residential Registers Network System) 
access password being exposed onto the Winny network by a civil servant 
in Hokkaido (Anonymous 2006). Finally, the leaks of military secrets of 
Japan prompted former Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi to 
plan measures to ban the usage of Winny illegal in Japan to avoid any 
recurrences of such incidents. The former Chief Cabinet Secretary of 
Japan at that time, Mr. Shinzo Abe, who later became Prime Minister, 
held a press conference issuing a warning about using file sharing software 
such as Winny and advised all Japan’s citizens not to use file sharing soft-
ware, and especially Winny, via the mainstream media. This measure came 
at a time when sensitive government information at the time was continu-
ously being distributed unintentionally through contagion by Winny. The 
proposed method to deter further distribution of the information was to 
have all citizens to stop using Winny and terminating the contagion. The 
main reason leading to the spread of all these events was through the use 
of Winny at home, by the employees, civil servants or workers who kept 
sensitive government information on their personal computers at home. 
Sometimes, a younger family member would use the Winny network on 
the same computer of the adult owner without consent, who was using 
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the computer for work. This resulted in the computer being infected and 
the subsequent distribution of sensitive information by the malicious virus.

The constant media coverage of contagion and Winny made many citi-
zens aware of computer viral contagion, the name of the software and P2P 
technology. Through the heavy media coverage of Winny, the mainstream 
media may have once again furthered another element of negative percep-
tion of the Internet among the general Japanese public. The individuals or 
parties that had sensitive information unintentionally distributed by the 
Winny network were labeled “victims” of cybercrime in the coverage in 
the Japanese media. Such constant negative coverage may have overly 
heightened fear of computer viral contagion among the Japanese.

Ni-Channel and Winny had thrust Japan into an unknown territory of 
lawlessness and this newer media environment was viewed as a frightening 
space in which anyone might be the next victim. The Winny incidents may 
have boosted anxiety towards adopting or using the Internet among many 
members of Japanese society. The mainstream media have repeatedly 
reported how both the Ni-Channel and Winny are problematic to society 
and are synonyms to address the dark and negative side of the Internet in 
Japan.

offensive And hArmful Content, regulAtion  
in JApAn And the internet

Currently, a plethora of potentially socially harmful media content is 
already available in the normal Japanese market for consumers. Violent or 
sexually explicit videotapes, books, magazines are available for adults and 
violent or sexually explicit manga (comic books) are also on sale. Control 
over distribution of violent content or “content with nudity” is compara-
tively lenient. What may seem contradictory is that sexually explicit mate-
rial in Japan was banned until the late 1980s, as images or depictions of 
frontal nudity were banned as illegal, and so were pictures of pubic hair or 
graphic depictures of genitals and sex acts (Diamond and Uchiyama 1999). 
With regard to the greater part of traditional media, the distribution of 
socially harmful digital content is regulated or has established self-imposed 
codes in the traditional media sector of Japan. As for regulations, Article 
175 of the Japanese Criminal Code prohibits any entity to distribute or 
exhibit obscene pictures or documents in public, with violation of this 
code punishable by a prison term or fine.
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The broadcast media such as television and radio have a voluntary 
Broadcasting Ethics and Program Improvement Organization (BPO) that 
services complaints and discusses problems about broadcast material and 
sends out advisories to the broadcasters. No legal binding or authority is 
given to these advisories, but broadcasters are expected to follow and 
respect any admonitions by these organizations. The Broadcast and 
Human Rights/Other Related Rights Organization—BRO is the base 
organization of the BPO that was established by NHK and the National 
Association of Commercial Broadcasters in Japan.

Along with the BRO and BPO, there is a self-imposed broadcasting 
code. The broadcasting code is principally targeted at controlling discrimi-
natory or obscene or offensive language to maintain public decency in 
accordance of the broadcasting laws. The observance of this code is most 
evident in cases of how foul language in broadcast material is usually omit-
ted through censorship by the broadcaster in the form of a beep sound or 
other sound effect. Another difference in Japanese media in comparison to 
US or other European media is how the Japanese media sometimes censor 
a crime suspect’s hands in handcuffs, or hides the face of a suspect (unless 
the suspect already has a coat or blanket over him or her), to uphold 
human rights.

The Japanese equivalent of the MPAA—Eiga Rinri Kanri Iinkai (the 
Administration Commission of Motion Picture Code of Ethics) evaluates 
motion pictures and self-imposed ratings. The ratings are similar to those 
of the MPAA that administer the following categories: a general audience 
category (all ages), PG12 (parental guidance under 12), R-15 (restricted 
under 15) and R-18 (restricted under 18). The discrepancy in age catego-
ries with the ratings in comparison with that of the MPAA is assumed to 
be due to differences in educational systems, where in post-World War II, 
Japanese junior high school students have graduated at the age of 15 and 
high school students graduate at the age of 18.

The Computer Entertainment Rating Organization (CERO) conducts 
rating and evaluation of the Japanese domestic market home electronic or 
video game machine software and establishes age limit recommendations 
for consumers. Rating and evaluation by the Japan Amusement Machinery 
Manufacturers Association (JAMMA) is done for commercial amusement 
machine game software. CERO is very similar to the Entertainment 
Software Rating Board of CESA. Although membership is not mandatory 
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for all manufacturers, most game manufacturers and software houses are 
members of CERO.  CERO conducts rating and evaluation by referees 
that are over 20 years of age and excludes selecting referees that belong to 
the video game business. The main content of the video game, along with 
“hidden content” (because video games often have hidden content that 
can be viewed only when a special code is used) is rated. Since March 
2006 in Japan, home video game software rating is currently divided into 
five rating categories: A—for all ages, B—for over 12 years old, C—for 
over 15 years old, D—for over 17 years old, Z—for over 18 years old only. 
The rating is determined at least one month prior to release of the soft-
ware, and suspension of sales is advised if content deviates from the given 
standard. Exact rating standard details are not revealed to maintain up-to- 
date rating standards.

Content descriptor icons are also labeled on the package by the guid-
ance of CERO. These icons may depict the outline of some of the current 
confidential standards used by CERO: (1) Passionate scenes of sexuality, 
consanguineous affairs, dating, hugging, kissing; (2) Sexual scenes—cos-
tume of high exposure, nudity, lingerie, swimsuits, touching (sexual acts 
or genitalia is prohibited by CERO); (3) Violence—fights, abuse, torture, 
and all combative sports such as martial arts; (4) Horror-blood and gore, 
dead bodies, zombies, ghosts or body part slaughtering; (5) Gambling—
illegal gambling activities such as casino games or mah jong, however if no 
monetary exchange or stripping is involved, the rating becomes suitable 
for all ages; (6) Crime—murder, robbery, theft, race games and car action 
violence inclusive of traffic violations, praise or affirmation of criminals; 
(7) Drinking and Smoking—underage drinking or smoking or unneces-
sary scenes of smoking or drinking; (8) Drugs—illegal drug usage or 
dealing; and (9) Language—sexual, discriminating, offensive language 
(basically adhering to the broadcasting code).

The organization called Computer Software Rinri Kikou (Ethics of 
Computer Software, usually abbreviated Sofurin) conducts ethical evalua-
tion of adult-oriented PC games, usually of a pornographic nature. This 
organization has no legal binding power or any specific authority, and 
therefore adult PC games can be put on the market without receiving any 
rating from this organization.

Adult pornographic video material has been evaluated and approved by 
the Nihon Bideo Rinri Kyoukai (Japan Video Ethics Commission) and 
the  Supervisory Committee of Video Ethics, along with the Contents 
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Soft(ware) Association (CSA) that evaluates video material and adult game 
software. The main function of this commission is to regulate censorship by 
prohibiting the display of any graphic sexual pictures and human genitalia.

A noteworthy discrepancy between broadcasting customs of Japan with 
US or European customs exists in the historically lax attitude of Japan 
towards broadcasting brief female nudity and fictional violence in contrast 
to its strict custom and laws prohibiting graphic sex. Depending on the 
hour of airing, broadcasts that depict brief female nudity may be offensive, 
but had not been considered a violation of public decency in Japan until 
recently. Apart from this, one may observe comparatively lower concerns 
towards fictional violence in Japan—exemplary in Japanese television for 
children such as animated cartoons. On the other hand, any display of 
genitalia is in violation of Article 175 of the Japanese Criminal Code.

The main problem with Article 175 of the Japanese Criminal Code 
becomes evident with the advent of the Internet and new information and 
communication technologies involved. The law itself is out of date, and is 
questionable because: (1) the term “pictures” does not technically cover 
the legal territory of computer “images”; and (2) “obscenity” is not clearly 
defined enough (Ibusuki 1997). Although strict standards have been 
imposed on obscene material for traditional media, the Internet environ-
ment has introduced conflicting interpretations, therefore, disrupting the 
legal procedures that are involved in enforcing Article 175.

In this definition, the Internet has an abundance of inappropriate con-
tent deemed unfit for the viewing of minors. A major focus of this in Japan 
is on protecting children from unfit content, and how to shield children 
from this information, although some of the improper content is usually 
unworthy for adult users as well. The content in question here is essen-
tially violating online safety standards. Filters with these standards have 
been quite effective for overseeing web browsing activity or blocking out 
IP addresses, although even with such filters, web browsing is not 100 
percent safe for children.

In the media environment of Japan, broadcast and printed media are 
allowed to show acted death by actors or animated. Images of death in 
dramas and such are in abundance in the normal Japanese mainstream 
media such as television and salient in the manga or comic books. However, 
corpses are usually visually censored in mainstream media broadcasts due 
to religious and privacy issues. This is not a uniform rule for all nations, so 
in some broadcasts from other nations, images of corpses from accidents 
or from wars are televised, and these images become available through the 
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Internet. In other times, such as during the war in Iraq, hostage execu-
tions were being released onto the Internet, and then were uploaded onto 
file servers (Kaigo and Watanabe 2007). These images are very easy to 
access, and filters did not stop minors from accessing these images over the 
Internet.

In a previous study with a colleague, we attempted to examine how 
Internet and especially Ni-Channel users would disseminate information 
about how to download execution files of a Japanese hostage in Iraq in 
2004 (Kaigo and Watanabe 2007). However, instead of these files getting 
infested all over the Internet, Japanese users repudiated such information 
like a contagion. The 2Ch users became moderators and began to act as a 
type of collective pro-social team trying to beat away the information by 
discouraging any more links. The emergence of a collective ethical “con-
science”, that was showing up without any governmental bodies making 
any action illustrates how members of society can act together in cyber-
space, and without any management from above, and determine right 
from wrong.

Unfortunately, this is an anomaly and only because of the extremely 
violent nature of this specific execution video and mental assimilation 
among the users due to the fact that the victim was Japanese, the users 
acted this way. Terrible images and videos are accessed and distributed all 
the time. The Internet has no regulating body that sets guidelines for what 
is indecent even for the Internet, so such revolting or shocking images that 
are socially harmful are easily accessible. The flow of harmful images and 
videos through the Internet has distorted all trials by the Japanese govern-
ment and associated organizations to regulate this type of content so that 
it will not reach the normal user. Another issue is the prevention of cyber-
crime, as sex crimes and incidents that involve minors accessing Internet 
friendship (dating) services that have been a persistent problem.

Regional governments have begun taking action by requiring (1) 
Internet service providers (ISP) to provide filtering software to stop the 
flow of information that has the potential to harm the minds of youth. (2) 
Internet service providers must confirm if there are any minors residing 
with those who wish to join and must inform and easily make available the 
filters. (3) Facilities that have Internet access must make sure to have youth 
access devices that have installed filters.

The problem is that filtering software does not solve the problem of 
minors accessing the horror available through the Internet environment. 
As switching the URL or using code to overcome keyword filters are easy 
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ways to break filters, new keywords are used to outsmart the filters. The 
Internet is a dynamic environment, and ordinances will always have the 
risk of becoming obsolete when dealing with the Internet.

Along with violent and pornographic images, websites that distribute 
information on how to commit suicide painlessly and bulletin boards that 
try to recruit people to commit suicide together have also been considered 
a source of socially harmful content in Japan. These websites and bulletin 
boards periodically gain mainstream media attention when young teenag-
ers use the websites and commit suicide together. The National Police 
Agency has asked for cooperation by all Internet- related service organiza-
tions to help them save lives when suicide premonitions are made on any 
of their services.

As a total solution to block harmful information through the Internet 
is not in sight by technology or regulation, the outcome for the time being 
now lies in the hands of family ethics and values, because the parent or 
guardian will need to confront the issue with his or her other family mem-
bers and begin a discussion. In this case, the family unit will need to decide 
what is “taboo” and what is “undesirable” and how to deal with such 
information.

In relation, a well-known phenomenon of antisocial behavior on the 
Internet such as flaming or trolling has been researched in the past. Some 
studies have concluded this as an anomaly of the Internet as there are just 
a handful of people who are naturally trolls, but newer research claims that 
anyone can become a troll depending on mood and the content of any 
online discussion (Cheng et al. 2017). Such undesirable behavior seems to 
be acted out by a small number of individuals in most situations; however, 
the way the Japanese see this is somewhat unique but similar. In Japan, 
multiple trolls have repeatedly ganged up on an individual or an organiza-
tion and the phenomenon is referred to as Enjyo which literally means 
“going up in flames” and is a situation that most Japanese individuals and 
organizations are afraid of and very much want to avoid. The fear of Enjyo 
can inhibit one from using Twitter as many accounts by individuals have 
gone up in flames in the past and have been shut down. In severe cases 
when there have been death threats, the National Police Agency has inter-
vened in past cases. Since 2016, a risk management firm under the Japanese 
insurance company Sompo Japan now offers an Enjyo prevention package 
which provides monitoring, consulting and press conference support. 
Especially in the case of organizations such as corporations, attacks can 
continue for a prolonged time and if no measures taken against these 
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attacks, they may even affect stock prices and take an even longer time to 
recover. If the Enjyo is a result of some wrongdoing on the part of an 
organization, actions such as public apologies are often seen as a remedy 
to these attacks; however, in the case of individuals, sometimes there are 
very few ways to have these attacks stop and may require some type of 
regulation. To illustrate the background of this common anxiety among 
Japanese organizations, there have been incidents in the past where hotel 
restaurant personnel began to post private information about celebrity 
customers in the mainstream media via social media, and, subsequently, 
this scandalous information made its way back into the mainstream media, 
such as gossip tabloids and tabloid television. The results were damaging 
to the organization that was reported in the news and took time for recov-
ery because such information essentially lures trolls and results in creating 
long-term negative corporate images—in the case of this example, the 
restaurant and the hotel.

Regulation on part of the governments is demanded by various sectors 
of society, however, the real issue is about how to create a society that 
naturally promotes ethics and allows ethical values to permeate into the 
Internet. Certain facets of Japan will require more regulation or more 
technological innovations, however, some facets are showing how society 
can naturally adapt to harmful information when it goes to one extreme, 
and self-regulate to determine what is acceptable and what is not. The 
time may be ripe for Japan to confront these issues, instead of hiding them.

eArly soCiAl mediA in JApAn And AggregAtors

Along with the early characteristics of Internet platforms that clearly sepa-
rated the real and virtual world, wariness about entering the Internet envi-
ronment among a large portion of the Japanese persisted even with the 
introduction of various social media platforms. Social media connected 
the detachment of information from people, places and things and along 
with this new connection of the virtual to the real, the perception of the 
Internet in Japan also began to change. From 1999, blogs provided a 
simple interface for publishing content on the Internet and the existence 
of blogs eventually became well known in Japan from 2003 as they were 
started by Japanese celebrities and politicians. Unlike other nations, the 
blogs in Japan that were widespread were not platforms to stand up against 
the mainstream media, but instead were veritable diaries of people’s every-
day life, food reviews, or book reviews. Blogs were also seen as useful PR 
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tools and were utilized by businesses for marketing of services and goods. 
To facilitate this, bloggers were invited to press conferences of announce-
ments of new products or services. However, blogs did not become popu-
lar in the same manner as other nations partly because the Japanese 
Internet environment at the time was still being perceived to be a frighten-
ing place to disclose one’s private information. In result, information 
exchange through blogs was not as prevalent among Japanese in compari-
son to other nations.

In the political sphere, Japanese politicians who were mainly relying on 
mail magazines to transmit information about their opinions began to 
shifting to blogs. Their use of blogs had a comparatively short life span 
because in a matter of few years, the introduction of more popular and 
widespread use of social networking services gradually led to the use of 
social media among the politicians. Social media became their preferred 
method of relaying information to the Japanese public outside the main-
stream media. However, the blog interface facilitated the eventual popu-
larization of other social media in Japan such as aggregator sites. These 
aggregator sites in Japan have become popular tools for gaining informa-
tion and are a noteworthy facet of Japanese social media.

Famous aggregator sites such as Reddit and Digg are popular among 
English-speaking Internet users, who wish to gain information efficiently 
about popular topics that are being discussed in various locations in the 
Internet that may interest them. In Japan, other than the main popular 
portals such as Yahoo and Google News, there are similar sites called 
Matome Saito (summary or aggregator sites) that are individually managed 
blogs that collect and edit information and discussions among Internet 
users about various popular topics. Similar to the US aggregator sites, the 
Matome Saito in Japan collect information about scandals, pictures, vid-
eos, along with news information about politics and society that are popu-
lar or relevant to Japanese from all over the Internet. The difference is that 
the relatively popular Matome Saito are blogs maintained by individuals 
that often scan popular topics in the Ni-Channel (Ni-Channeru or Ch2) 
anonymous bulletin board site, and present the information efficiently and 
concisely so that one can navigate and select information from the colossal 
amount of information that is being discussed in the various sections of 
the Ni-Channel forum. The information is rapidly and accurately pro-
cured, disseminated and delivered to those that view these blogs, often 
providing news quicker than the main news pages of the popular portals in 
Japan such as Yahoo or Google, therefore, the Matome Saito are  considered 
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to be an efficient and reliable source of information, and at times, superior 
than the portals, even if the content is dubious or outright false from time 
to time.

The Matome Saito also exist as a potential tool for providing important 
political information and comments about news for those scanning cyber-
space who are not traditionally knowledgeable about politics and current 
affairs. The information in the blogs becomes a convenient guideline for 
gaining information on current topics; however, many potential problems 
also exist, because they are the personally edited blogs of entries by anony-
mous users that do not adhere to any social or ethical norms of journalism. 
The management of such Matome Saito by a single individual every day is 
close to impossible, so the use of wikis allows for several people to add and 
renew information on the Matome Saito. These individuals can participate 
in creating and maintaining these sites that require the constant effort of 
selecting and editing topics from the Ni-Channel. Although these Matome 
Saito mainly collect and edit popular information from anonymous bulle-
tin board sites, the information on Matome Saito is not always balanced.

The Matome Saito, which are prevalent throughout Japanese cyberspace, 
are popular, and they provide useful sophistry. There are smartphone apps 
that provide the information on these sites tailored for optimum results on 
these devices. This allows for many users to  conveniently receive common 
information and political viewpoints via a “meso” medium among popular 
topics. In result, the Matome Saito are creating information sources that 
 provide concisely edited news commentary on various news topics from 
the Ni-Channel.

The Matome Saito, or edited Ni-Channel thread blogs aggregate infor-
mation of this largest bulletin board in Japan. The edited Ni-Channel 
thread blogs pick up topics that are popular—particularly hot threads that 
are getting many entries and viewers. The Matome Saito, or edited 
Ni-Channel thread blogs, subsequently pick up the threads that are get-
ting the most attention, or that fall into the category that interests the 
editor, and will delete the trolling and ASCII art that is rampant in these 
threads to improve readability, change the color and/or enlarge the font 
of interesting comments or comments made by the thread originator and 
upload these as a blog. In this way, the Matome Saito is a blog that conveys 
information in the Ni-Channel to a wider audience than the typical 
Ni-Channel user. The blogs are updated daily, and are mediated to a large 
audience, with the rapid diffusion of hot topics. The blogs edit user- 
generated content of the Ni-Channel into a package with much better 
readability. Through affiliate programs or AdSense (Google) editors of 
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popular blogs can gain revenue through advertising so the blogs compete 
with each other to gain more readers by improving readability, add more 
controversy and alter titles to make the edited threads more attractive. 
Twitter and other types of social media simply post link to these blogs and 
proliferate knowledge on these blogs.

The Ni-Channel- based content on Matome Saito can be divided into 
news and non-news content. The non-news content, for instance, may be 
about interesting exchanges between Ni-Channel users, material such as 
stories or personal episodes, or pictures, videos. News content can be from 
the Ni-Channel News Sokuhoban (News flash bulletin board), which is a 
popular bulletin board. News on this bulletin board can range from stories 
supplied by news agencies and newspapers to anime or sports. What is 
noteworthy about the information stemming from this bulletin board is 
how Ni-Channel users will read specific news, and decode the news and 
comment in a way to re-create the news into neta (new material) that can 
receive more liking by the majority of the Ni-Channel users. The exchanges 
among the users can become new material, or the way the title is presented 
can lead to entries flooding the thread.

Kashiwabara (2012) illustrated in his study how instead of the tradi-
tional Japanese mass media, the Matome Saito were central in initially 
 disseminating the November 2010 YouTube video leak of the Chinese 
fishing vessel ramming into the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force ves-
sel the previous month. The videos of the Chinese fishing vessel ramming 
into the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force vessel in October 2010 
were not to be made public as the result of a diplomatic agreement between 
Japan and the People’s Republic of China to avert a worsening of relations 
between the two nations. However, the videos were leaked onto YouTube 
and, subsequently, the Ni-Channel and Matome Saito quickly picked up 
this information and acted as a catalyst to quickly spread the existence of 
these videos throughout the Internet. As more users became aware of 
these videos and information became diffused more widely, the popularity 
of this issue became visible in the rankings of the Ni-Channel and in the 
Matome Saito. Such content in the Ni-Channel tends to be flooded with 
comments, or become a matsuri (“festival” of flaming) as Tsuda (2009) 
has described. As the Matome Saito were instrumental for diffusion of this 
news, in result, this incident dramatically increased the perceived reliability 
and trustworthiness of Matome Saito. Among some Japanese, the Matome 
Saito are now considered to have higher credibility than the legacy tradi-
tional mass media as a result of the 2010 video incident, because the mass 
media initially cooperated with government in not showing the footage of 
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these videos and in effect were considered collaborators of the govern-
ment and also Pro-Chinese and Anti-Japanese for not actively disclosing 
these videos. The Matome Saito do not comply with the government and 
are not regulated, so information is viewed to be more objective because 
they do not need to adhere to legal, social or other professional norms or 
regulations, and supposedly provide both sides of any issue.

A “Matome Saito no Matome” is an aggregator of these numerous 
edited Ni-Channel Matome Saito blog pages. The Matome Saito aggrega-
tor will list either the most recent or most popular blog pages based on 
Hatena bookmarks, which are online bookmarks that are shared through 
a website, as a social bookmarking service. The Matome Saito aggregator 
will have many blogs, for instance, MT2 has over 150 registered as Matome 
Saito. The Matome Saito aggregator differs from popular aggregators in 
the U.S. such as Reddit and is also different from Google News in the 
aspect of having an actual human editor creating the blog instead of hav-
ing a computer algorithm, which is used by many of the search engine 
portal news sites.

Hindman (2009) explains how the Internet has made political inequali-
ties already existing more equal, but on the other hand, it has led to newer 
inequalities. Citizen participation in political voices heard on the Internet 
may be one of these inequalities, as we can observe in the case of the 
aggregators in Japan. Hindman (2009) states how linking structures lead 
to the concentration of certain information that is contrary to the assump-
tion that the Internet will allow for diversification of voices. If only a few 
visitors arrive at a website, it is narrowcasting while the websites that 
receive the most visitors continue to expand their viewership/readership. 
The vastness of available political information and the lack of cognitive 
resources to process this wealth of information leads people to depend on 
a limited, handful of convenient sources of political information. In such, 
Hindman (2009) claims that websites have a tendency to be a “winner 
takes all”, so concentration of online access of audience share due to the 
nature and structure of the Internet is inevitable, however, Hindman men-
tions that the Internet has not entirely displaced the legacy media or tra-
ditional media.

The case may be similar among younger Japanese that have begun liv-
ing in a different information environment than the age group above 
them. The younger Japanese are not so dependent on traditional media 
when taking into consideration the many different types of information 
that caters to their needs. The most common way to access news for 
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younger Japanese is through portal sites on mobile devices in recent years 
(Dentsu Public Relations 2012). Younger Japanese are less dependent on 
traditional media. In addition, political information in each of the major 
legacy media outlets has been often viewed to be supporting a specific 
political view in Japan. In result, many Japanese in their teens and twenties 
have been reluctant to support those views or subscribe to these legacy 
media outlets, especially if they have been disinterested or had apathy 
towards politics in the past and see a grim future that is the fault of the 
liberal or left-wing policies in control of the government.

The Ni-Channel and the Matome Saito blogs may have transformed 
this disinterest towards politics among the youth, by providing additional 
information or viewpoints similar to their voices on certain political 
themes. Along with various miscellaneous topics, political news is included 
in the Matome Saito for audiences that have traditionally had no interest at 
all about politics. Ordinary individuals create the content on Ni-Channel, 
and the Matome Saito blogs edit the information to cater to the political 
inclination of the editor or popular view. The content found on the 
Ni-Channel has an inherent polarizing nature through anonymity and tra-
ditionally display direct and hostile interaction among those that make 
entries (Onishi 2004; Johnston 2006; Fackler 2010; Mie 2013). However, 
this content style may lead the audience to feel the Ni-Channel is more 
truthful and objective than the traditional media outlets which try to use 
more indirect expressions when delivering the news (i.e., in news about 
accidents, a situation in which the victim has had both arms and legs sev-
ered may be expressed in the Japanese mass media as “the victim is in a 
serious condition” ). Hindman (2009) has indicated how blogs are now 
the new elite media, although in the case of the Matome Saito, the content 
is not so much what the blogs originally create, but rather how they edit 
available user-generated content of the Ni-Channel forum that uses politi-
cally polarized language. This creates an image of the blogs to be honest 
political opinions and discussions of the ordinary citizens due to the com-
mentary information presenting both sides of any issue. People browsing 
the Matome Saito sense that they are able to access what ordinary citizens 
perceive about each issue through the comments, in contrast to reading a 
column in the newspaper or the opinion of an educated expert on televi-
sion. Therefore the Matome Saito differ from Hindman’s view of blogs, in 
the sense that they are not the original content of a select elite, but they 
are the popular blogs of people who want to access and read the words of 
other people on various issues that concern the population at the time. 
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The Matome Saito aggregators then list up the popular blogs, and let peo-
ple know which topic is “hot” or popular. The problem lies in the fact that 
the entries of these threads are far from a public sphere. Cass Sunstein 
(2001) and Yochai Benkler (2006) have pointed out problems in online 
deliberation. Sunstein (2001) has warned how the Internet will not sus-
tain but rather, fragment a public sphere by providing a chamber that 
echoes polarization among those in that realm. Benkler (2006) is in accord 
with the critique of Habermas that suggests commercial mass mediated 
public discussion is at the level of the “lowest common denominator” and 
lacks a sense of upholding the public good. The commercially run blogs of 
the Ni-Channel may create a combination of both, but at the same time 
provide a channel that resembles a trustworthy, objective source of political 
information. Benkler also has commented on how the Internet lacked the 
strength to uphold a Jeffersonian model of democracy due to the polar-
izing views of the users. This weakness may not imply that the Internet is 
lacking in influencing people who access information. The current Matome 
Saito aggregators may relate to the findings of Yoo (2011), that has stated 
gatekeepers who do not produce original content can be as influential as 
the traditional elite media and that the news found in the aggregator’s 
agenda were in sync with the public agenda, suggesting it to have some 
significant influence over people. Kashiwabara (2012) also probed how 
the Ni-Channel and Matome Saito may act as a double gatekeeper when 
providing information to a wider audience. Aggregators may function as 
gatekeepers of information, as the legacy media have acted in the past. 
Williams and Delli Carpini (2000) consider the Internet to have no gates, 
so there is no such thing as gatekeeping. However, Hindman (2009) 
claims that there is gatekeeping done through aggregation and that the 
Internet supports the filtering of the political information. I will now 
examine how a variation of gatekeeping may be occurring in the Japanese 
context through reviewing a survey result that probes the Matome Saito.

The social media lab of Dentsu Public Relations (the largest media pub-
lic relations corporation in Japan) named Antenna conducted a survey 
about Matome Saito in June 2012 (random sampled n  =  10,000, 
male = 4359 and female = 5641, age 15 or older, nationwide). Among the 
10,000 respondents, 36.5 percent (male = 43.2 percent, female = 31.4 
percent) had experience of using or viewing Matome Saito.

Among 1200 Matome Saito users (male = 600, female = 600), 76.2 per-
cent were using Matome Saito more than once a week, and 18.5 percent 
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were heavy users (in other words, these respondents were using Matome 
Saito multiple times per day). Over 30 percent of the male respondents in 
their teens and twenties, and females in the age range of twenties were 
heavy users of Matome Saito. 90 percent of male respondents in the age 
range of twenties used Matome Saito over once a week. Among males in 
the age range of 50s and 60s, approximately 10 percent were heavy users 
and over 70 percent viewed the Matome Saito more than once a week. 45 
percent of Matome Saito users indicated they have seen information ini-
tially on Matome Saito later being broadcast on television. 14.6 percent of 
respondents claim they have had this experience numerous times.

The top reason why respondents use or view Matome Saito was to “kill 
time” (48.2 percent), followed by the evaluation that “information is well 
summarized and easy to view” (38.5 percent), and that they “can access a 
wider variety of information than mass media” (38.2 percent). Among the 
respondents in their teens and twenties, the second most common reason 
was because it is “fun” and among respondents in their 50s and 60s, the 
second most common reason was because they “can access a wider variety 
of information than mass media.” Therefore, the Matome Saito were being 
considered a form of entertainment among younger users, and as comple-
mentary channels of news for the older age group in their 50s and 60s. 
The younger respondents had a tendency to view Matome Saito during 
transportation (commuting), eating or when in restrooms. One can infer 
that the Matome Saito were being used in brief moments of spare time to 
browse information.

One explanation for this may be that many Matome Saito aggregators 
are also optimized as smartphone applications such as 2Ch Matome, 
2ChMX or MT2. These applications that can be used on smartphones 
(multiple platforms) and tablets (multiple platforms) are available as free-
ware and essentially provide the same information because the logic used 
for aggregation on these applications is identical.

When a smartphone application user views the content on these aggre-
gator applications, he or she can view both a list of: (1) newly arrived 
edited thread blog titles; and (2) popular edited thread blog titles of the 
day. The user can click the thread that seems most interesting and then 
view the actual linked Matome Saito thread. When one views the titles of 
the threads, one will quickly notice that many titles have multiple consecu-
tive letters of “w” after them, which are the equivalent of “lol” because 
“w” refers to the Japanese word warai or laugh. The term omoshiroi in 
Japanese used to explain “interesting”, also has the meaning “fun” and 
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may mean both in certain contexts. These threads are usually ones that fall 
into the category of “material” that has gone through a “festival” of Enjyo 
or flaming. The edited threads usually provide a cleaned up insight into 
what people (users of Ni-channel) think/thought about this particular 
issue. The user can check to see if their opinion is the same with the major-
ity of entries of the edited blogs, and he or she can also view how their 
opinion is viewed among others if they are able to find comments towards 
someone with the same opinion. Many Matome Saito aggregator users do 
not view the Ni-channel forum, and rarely check the actual source, if ever, 
so the aggregated information source becomes their sole source and may 
become the source of conversation topics among friends that may or may 
not use the aggregators.

The popularity of Matome Saito has verified it to be an important infor-
mation source in a positive light. They are allowing many Internet users to 
conveniently receive common information and political viewpoints via a 
“meso” medium among popular topics through smartphone apps that 
provide the information on these sites tailored for optimum results on 
these devices. They are creating interest in politics among the youth that 
use this medium for news and information. Most of the thread titles are 
sensational, as the Matome Saito managers need to create revenue by hav-
ing as many viewers to their blogs as possible, so the current flow of infor-
mation may seem alarming but the actual effects on the general public of 
Japan of such, sometimes xenophobic and aggressive arguments in these 
threads need further research.
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Web 2.0 and Social Media in Japan

The transition to Web 2.0 has allowed many individuals to easily upload 
and share information on the Internet. Japanese Web 2.0 services still 
continue to roll out in Japan, and there have been numerous social media 
that have been developed in Japan for the benefit of the Japanese popu-
lation. For instance, in 2005, YouTube was launched as a video sharing 
site and soon after, the Japanese video sharing service, Nico Nico Douga 
was experimentally introduced in 2006. The most notable characteristic 
of Nico Nico Douga is that all users can add comments superimposed 
directly onto the shared video image. Nico Nico Douga started its service 
in December 2006 and grew rapidly during 2007. Spikes in access dur-
ing peak hours (from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.), weekend and holidays required 
limits to be placed on the number of users that can access the service 
so as to avoid overloading the servers. This resulted in the introduction 
of a premium membership service that allowed unlimited access during 
these times. Nico Nico Douga originally started by accessing and retriev-
ing  videos on YouTube; however, in February 2007 YouTube servers 
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terminated all access from Nico Nico Douga in order to stop Nico Nico 
Douga from free-riding. This resulted in the creation of a new service 
that allowed several different kinds of video codecs to be uploaded. In 
2007, Ustream was launched and this provided live video streaming, and 
in the same year Nico Nico Namahousou (live broadcast) was introduced 
in Japan, with the press conferences of politicians becoming available 
through this platform. During this same period, a number of social net-
working services were also introduced into Japan.

The definitions and history of social networking services have been well 
documented and there have been various comparisons of platforms in dif-
ferent contexts (boyd and Ellison 2007; Raacke and Bonds-Raacke 2008). 
The social networking services of Japan have been evolving in a different 
context while numerous Japanese companies attempted to popularize their 
own individual platforms. Different platforms have been emerging from 
Japan and the initial spread of social networking services that took off in 
Japan was among these Japan-born platforms, which were usually attempt-
ing to catch up with other services that had been launched earlier in the 
United States and other areas. Following the introduction of social net-
working services such as Friendster and MySpace, Japanese social network-
ing services such as Mixi and GREE were introduced in 2004. Becoming 
a member of some social networking services of the “Made in Japan” plat-
forms required invitations from others who were already members. The 
existence of such a formal ‘invitation-only’ membership system gave a sense 
of security to the many Japanese users who became new members of these 
services. Compared with the unprotected and threatening environment 
of the blogs in Japan (see Chap. 1), Mixi was regarded as a safe area to 
exchange information and ideas, so for a period of time, it became the most 
popular social networking service in Japan. The ‘invitation- only’ system of 
participation made people feel more at ease, and the “footsteps” function 
that recorded and showed you a list of people who had viewed your Mixi 
site, added to the sense of security. Mixi also had a community function, so 
that its members were able to connect with each other based on their spe-
cific interests or hobbies, local hometowns or schools that they graduated 
from. Another positive characteristic of Mixi for Japan, in addition to its 
emphasis on protecting privacy, was in the way it was rolled out as a mobile 
phone-oriented service. The service continued to grow quite rapidly and 
became, for a time, even more popular than the Ni-Channel bulletin board 
(see Chap. 1). The web-enabled mobile phone interface of Mixi allowed 
for text input to be very similar to text messaging which facilitated the 
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increase of younger users because a large population of the youth in Japan 
had relatively few computers in the home and/or an Internet connection. 
As many users were able to view Mixi through their web-enabled cellular 
phones during their daily commute, they could use their cameras on their 
phones to post pictures with an easy email interface, and users continued to 
increase until Twitter and Facebook eventually overtook Mixi and GREE 
following the Great East Japan Earthquake.

According to an ethnographic study of users of Mixi and MySpace, 
Takahashi (2010) pointed out that Japanese engagement in the social 
context with social networking services had the following dimensions: 
(1) information-seeking activity; (2) connectivity; (3) bricolage; and 
(4) participation. Takahashi states that Japanese SNS use has more of a 
collective dynamic (with a focus on “us”), in comparison to social net-
working sites initially developed in the United States such as MySpace, 
that is more about the individual user (oneself or “me”). Takahashi also 
explains the constructs of uchi (inner) and soto (outer) to explain how 
users attribute individual properties to their online personas in differ-
ent platforms while often simultaneously using pseudonyms. The web 
interface of Mixi also creates a boundary that reflects society, and this 
interrelates with preexisting cultural behavior and distinctions between 
ethnic groups online.

Unfortunately, Mixi and MySpace are no longer the dominant SNS in 
Japanese and US cyberspace. According to a report published by Nielsen 
Netview of Japan, in March 2013, Facebook had the most unique visitors 
among the various SNS in Japan, with a total of 17,515,000. In con-
trast, Mixi, formerly the most dominant social network in Japan, had only 
4,468,000 visitors in the same month. For the purposes of comparison, 
data from July 2011 report 14,033,000 visitors to Mixi and 9,504,000 
visitors to Facebook, showing that within two years, the SNS usage ratio 
in Japan had changed dramatically. In less than two years, the number 
of users of each service changed rapidly, resulting in Facebook being the 
most popular SNS in Japan by March 2013. One possible factor in the 
rapid decline of Mixi may have been its relative lateness in adopting a 
smartphone interface for the service. The number of Mixi and GREE users 
in Japan continue to decline and they have completely lost their popularity 
to Twitter and Facebook in Japan; however, both services still exist and 
they have shifted their businesses more towards the areas of social gaming 
and the gaming community. What then is the most popular social media 
in Japan at the time of writing? The answer is LINE.

 SOCIAL MEDIA IN JAPAN AND THE GREAT EASTERN... 
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In 2009, the WhatsApp voice, video calling and messenger service, was 
launched but adoption among Japanese was sluggish at best. In 2011, after 
the Great East Japan Earthquake, the similar but different messenger service 
known as LINE initiated its development and launching in the same year 
due to the high perceived demand for being connected to family and friends 
during this disaster. The underlying notion of communication through ICT 
over the Internet as asynchronous became obsolete with these voice, video 
calling and messenger services because direct communication among users in 
close to real time over the Internet became increasingly prevalent. The com-
bination of the increase in smartphone use, the Great East Japan Earthquake 
and LINE all acted as catalysts to push the Japanese to overcome their previ-
ous uneasiness towards the Internet and ICT (See Chap. 1) and led the way 
for many Japanese to go online. Currently, LINE is the most popular social 
media platform in Japan; however, its use among most Japanese is mainly as 
a person-to-person or group messaging service that is more convenient than 
the mobile carrier messaging services because it is not carrier dependent. 
Although LINE is popular in Japan, the most common usage of LINE is for 
private messaging, as it provides a very convenient method to communicate 
between close friends and family, especially during a crisis like the Great East 
Japan Earthquake. However, it is different from the dynamics of social media 
such as public sharing information to your community or a larger audience 
in Japan. Therefore, this book will focus more on the types of social media 
usage that are not limited to private messaging uses.

The GreaT eaST Japan earThquake: a recounT 
of evenTS in TSukuba, ibaraki

March 11, 2011, 14:46
The prefecture in Japan in which I have been living, Ibaraki had been 

experiencing minor earthquakes prior to March 11, 2011. A major tremor 
two days ago, on March 9, 2011, was treated as another earthquake. For 
most of the inhabitants, the earthquakes were becoming another routine 
nuisance of everyday life. At 14:46, I had returned to our living quarters 
to pick up some documents, when I began to hear a hum and started feel-
ing small shakes. The shakes continued to gain in strength and as if some 
turbo-like mechanism kicked in, everything in the room I was in began 
falling off the shelves. Things started violently flying onto the floor. The 
lights suddenly all went off, which meant that I was experiencing a total 
power outage which is very rare in Japan, so this was a cue to tell me that 
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what I was experiencing was no ordinary earthquake. As everything that 
can possibly fall out of our cupboards was falling onto the floor, large 
shakes continued and then it finally stopped. I looked around our flat and 
quickly checked what was damaged and evacuated our flat.

March 11, 2011, 14:50
Many other people living in our neighborhood had evacuated their 

homes as well. They joined each other around the bench I had sat on. 
Mothers were trying to contact children on their mobile phones, and 
wives were trying to contact husbands at work; however, no one was able 
to get through. As a result of everyone trying to make contact at the same 
time, no mobile voice calls could get through on any of the major mobile 
carriers. I tried accessing the Internet, but was unsuccessful as every-
one else was also having trouble getting through to any mobile Internet 
access. Even the mobile carriers’ messaging services were congested at the 
moment right after the first quake because everyone in the area was trying 
to contact everyone else at the same time.

As all the stereo systems and televisions that we owned needed an electri-
cal outlet, we discovered that most of us did not have any battery- operated 
portable media to gain access to information of what was happening due to 
the mobile phones not being able to receive any data. The continuous shak-
ing left us in awe as we watched our houses be rattled by the subsequent 
shakes. We had been shut out from any media or information for about 20 
minutes due to the power outage and congestion on the mobile phones, so 
I next walked over to my parking lot and decided to get some information 
through my car’s radio and television. Twenty minutes after the first shake, 
I very quickly learned through the television in my car that this was a very 
severe, big earthquake, but none of the radio stations nor the television sta-
tions I accessed knew exactly what was going on at that moment. All they 
were repeating was that the epicenter of the first quake was very close to the 
one that we had two days ago, on March 9, 2011, but much bigger.

March 11, 2011, 15:20
A person living in our neighborhood sitting on the bench had found 

and brought along a portable radio. As a result, we started receiving real- 
time reports of the earthquake and about the aftershocks that had been 
continuing. The radio announcer mentioned that the initial earthquake in 
our area had a seismic intensity scale of four (to which everyone listening 
in my vicinity immediately disagreed) that was later upgraded from four 
to six. We also started receiving warnings of tsunamis of over ten meters 
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along the northeastern sea line of Japan. My wife and I started sending 
out SMSs to our families in an attempt to communicate with them. The 
SMSs sent out at 15:24 were properly received, but with a time lag of over 
an hour as we later learned.

March 11, 2011, 16:00–17:00
As the earth continued to shake every few minutes, I went back 

into our flat and confirmed that the electricity, gas and water were all 
unavailable. Water was coming out of some of the faucets in the nearby 
park and the public washroom was also operating. However, later that 
day, this small supply of water also came to an end. My wife and I took 
refuge in our car because it was equipped with a heater, along with a 
radio and television. The Tsukuba municipal government was provid-
ing shelter at a local elementary school, something which was being 
announced by a loudspeaker on top of a car driving around the neigh-
borhood as our municipality does not carry a city-wide speaker system. 
Due to the lack of earthquake fortification of this magnitude, every 
time it shook, they were having the people inside evacuated outside 
of the school. This meant that people had to leave the building every 
few minutes. We later learned that many residents were also not able 
to hear what was being said on the loudspeaker due to the direction of 
the speaker or the speed of the car moving around affecting reception 
of the sound to be very bad for most people.

March 11, 2011, 18:00
The Internet connection on my smartphone returned and was now 

functional. As my computer had become unusable after the initial 
earthquake, my smartphone became my main communication device. 
As we watched television coverage or listened to the radio in my car 
and starting getting some of the visual coverage of horrifying destruc-
tion, I began sending out emails to see if our Internet connection was 
truly functional. After receiving messages through email, I began send-
ing out emails and text messages and starting posting my status on 
Facebook. I received many comments and messages, asking me how  
I was, telling me others were doing well too. Encouraged by the good 
3G Internet connection, I tried to Skype Out to my mother living in 
Tokyo who I had not been able to contact since the largest earthquake 
due to the mobile voice lines being overloaded. To my surprise, voice 
over IP through Skype worked without many flaws.
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March 11, 2011, 20:00
Mobile congestion was slowly improving; however. considering how 

public transportation was being disrupted in Tokyo, it still seemed dif-
ficult to get a normal voice line to anyone. My wife sent a message to me 
through our mobile phone carrier to experiment and see whether or not 
the messaging system was working. I was able to receive her message with 
a time lag of about ten minutes by this time.

March 12, 2011, 04:00
Electricity came back on around 4 a.m., and soon we were able to get 

information about the other affected areas through our television set. As 
our cable TV connection seemed to be functioning, I quickly scavenged the 
mess in our flat caused by the earthquake and reconnected our cable modem 
and WiFi and had our Internet connection back online. Later that morn-
ing I accessed the Tsukuba city website; however, very little information 
was available. Fortunately, to my surprise the Twitter account was feeding 
information continuously at that time, so to our relief, information contin-
ued to come out of the Twitter account of the Tsukuba municipal govern-
ment. The local community FM radio station was also transmitting local 
emergency information. The water system was down, so information on 
where to receive emergency water supplies was being announced through 
these channels along with cars with the mounted speakers. Television and 
radio stations were still reporting about the destruction in the northeastern 
area of Japan, so very little relevant information about our area was avail-
able on the major media outlets. Voice communications were still disrupted, 
although the Internet had now become essentially functional…

In this recount of the Great East Japan Earthquake, in the context of 
media access in Tsukuba, Ibaraki, one can observe how in the event of 
failure of lifelines due to a severe natural disaster, (1) voice communica-
tion through normal telephone lines becomes difficult, however, Internet 
access through mobile devices is relatively robust and resilient in com-
parison to normal telecommunication channels, therefore VoIP (Voice 
over IP), (2) SMS and email were quicker solutions for communication 
and overcoming telecommunication breakdowns in disaster situations. 
(3) In contrast to websites, which required editing with computers, social 
media is more effective in disseminating information on the Internet. For 
example, SNSs like Facebook are convenient for efficiently communicat-
ing with friends and family, and micro-blogs like Twitter can widely dis-
seminate information in short text messages, and (4) radio was effective 
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because of the portability of the device required for receiving radio waves, 
in comparison to televisions are usually dependent on an electricity outlet 
for it to normally function.

During the Great East Japan Earthquake, Twitter was a valuable commu-
nication channel in Tsukuba, as will be considered in detail later in this chap-
ter. Prior to that analysis, I shall first examine relevant perspectives in relation 
to social media and subsequently social capital in relation to social media.

TWiTTer in Japan, Social capiTal and The GreaT eaST 
Japan earThquake

The Great East Japan Earthquake affected a large proportion of Japan’s 
population and its effect had many dimensions, but two major aspects 
stand out which were devastating as they destroyed the lives of many. 
The horrifying spectacle of the actual shaking from the earthquake and 
tsunami that continued to swallow houses and people that dominated the 
mass media is the infamous and very well-remembered dimension. The 
other well-known dimension that stands out is the nuclear accident, evac-
uation and accompanying following problems that stunned Japan. The 
minor dimensions that affected Japan are how a large number of people 
were left stranded without public transportation to get home, and the 
interruption of communication services through congestion and/or basic 
lifeline infrastructure such as electricity, water and gas.

During and after the Great East Japan Earthquake and the subsequent 
tsunami, many areas of the northeastern coast of Honshu experienced dev-
astation beyond the range of most of the contingency plans that had been 
put in place to protect people in such a disaster. As the large-scale disas-
ter exceeded the emergency planning of the Japanese ministries that were 
responsible they were still coping; however, the nuclear disaster that followed 
left Japan in a state of total disarray. The nuclear accident and meltdown of 
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant overwhelmed the public and 
the government during the explosions, and, to this day, continues to plague 
Japan with its numerous and various long-lasting effects of radioactive con-
tamination during and after the Great East Japan Earthquake.

During such devastation, social media cannot be used in many of these 
areas because large sections of the infrastructure necessary for communi-
cation through normal means have obviously been destroyed. Electricity 
supply becomes impossible as cables are broken. Communication antennas 
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are damaged. Indeed, even if the antennas are not damaged, emergency 
batteries eventually die out due to the lack of electricity because of the pro-
longed shortage of supply. In the case of the Great East Japan Earthquake, 
cables for international communications were also damaged. In such a 
case of large-scale destruction, mobile phones cannot be used for com-
munication, although at the time of the disaster, most Japanese were heav-
ily dependent on mobile phones and carrier messaging services as these 
were regarded as the most reliable medium for communication. For the 
areas in northeastern Japan that had the most destruction after the earth-
quake, computers and other information and communication technology 
becomes a low priority as people have other, more urgent needs such as 
heat and other essentials. The necessity of heat to keep warm is of utmost 
importance, or the need of food to eat, water to drink. The need for real, 
actual people that can help them becomes a much higher priority than the 
need for interacting with others through social media. A large- scale disaster 
with a wide range of destruction can nullify any argument of how impor-
tant social networking services are, or how people can utilize social media. 
Human support from first responders, rescue personnel and machines such 
as automobiles or helicopters for evacuation or other purposes are obvi-
ously a higher priority than being online in such severe situations.

What use is social media, then? Unless everything is destroyed, then 
some or large parts of the infrastructure required for communications may 
still remain functioning. Even in the areas heavily affected by the Great 
East Japan Earthquake, if this is the case, then communication through 
email, Twitter and Facebook can function even if mobile carrier messag-
ing becomes congested. During this disaster, the case of Tsukuba is an 
example of how social media such as Twitter can allow municipalities with 
mid-level disruptions to communicate to citizens and allow them to “walk 
a tightrope” situation until normal telecommunications are back.

Although all social media at the time functioned in various beneficial 
ways, I will discuss the details about the problems and possibilities of Twitter 
use and, in particular, how it functioned during the disaster because the use 
of the platform in Japan is potentially allowing for new contexts of commu-
nication that were impossible before. Twitter is  basically a beneficial media 
to use in the following three general methods or contexts: (1) it allows for 
people to easily create new personal networks and receive exposure to infor-
mation that could not be available prior to the existence of this platform; 
(2) it allows for a different channel for everyday online communication with 
acquaintances; and (3) it allows for simpler information transmission on the 
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Internet. Following someone on Twitter allows for the follower to know 
what the account holder is thinking about, and even though thoughts are 
being transmitted as tweets, the follower feels these thoughts to be more 
real, building the motivation for followers to follow someone’s tweets on 
Twitter. The act of following the tweets of famous people like actors, artists 
or famous writers allows ordinary users to read what normally out-of-reach 
famous people are thinking about at that moment indirectly (although 
sometimes the accounts of famous people directly communicate to ordinary 
citizens as well). Following a friend’s friend on Twitter may start out as a 
virtual friendship, but may evolve more easily into a real-life friendship if 
there should be an occasion to actually meet. In such ways, Twitter allows 
for people to create new personal networks and receive exposure to infor-
mation that was not available to them before.

Communicating with people on Twitter that you interact with daily 
in real life is a popular means of communication among Twitter users in 
Japan, as a more indirect method of interaction. For example, a phone call 
or email is a direct person-to-person communication mode that requires 
a reply or a formation of synchronous communication whereas a tweet 
is a more indirect mode because it is directed from one person to many 
people. In other words, a tweet is a message that may be intended for 
a certain person, however a reciprocal person-to-person communication 
or interaction is not always being demanded in this situation. A tweet 
does not require a reply, so interaction becomes in contrast, less obtrusive, 
voluntary or informal for Japanese people. Communication is also effec-
tive and efficient, because communication is one person to many people. 
The follower of this type of a tweet has the freedom to choose when and 
whether or not to respond, so there is less pressure for both sides in com-
parison to normal one-to-one interaction, such as an email or a phone call.

Opening a Twitter account and tweeting are both simple and the cur-
rent limit of 140 characters does not require a lot of information to be 
transmitted in each tweet. This is actually a benefit for a wider range of 
people, because it allows account holders with little literary talent to express 
their thoughts or ideas. The 140-character limit also applies to Japanese; 
however, as Japanese characters also use Kanji (Chinese characters), a lot 
of meaning can be condensed through one or a couple of characters and 
this allows for a lot of meaning to be included in a single tweet. The 
140-character limit is much more restrictive if using an alphabet-based 
language, but because the Japanese written language can condense a lot of 
information even with this constraint, this actually promotes messages to 
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be created in a fashion to be more simple and easy to understand, but not 
necessarily truncated or short. Twitter is also friendly for the web-enabled 
mobile phone and smartphone user. Account holders that do not have a 
lot of time, nor own a computer can still have access to Twitter and com-
municate. The properties of the Japanese language and characters and 
smartphone and web-enabled phone usability may account for the steady 
popularity of Twitter in Japan.

In contrast to all the preceding possibilities of Twitter, some problems 
exist among Japanese Twitter users. It can lead to: (1) a weakening of 
personal relationships; and (2) difficulty in verifying credibility of infor-
mation. As one is added as a follower to an account, two users are con-
nected virtually. However, that may be the conclusion to this relationship. 
In other words, the two users are only connected by a virtual link, and no 
other activity will ever happen. Some text messages may be exchanged, 
but that may not contribute to a real relationship. For a solid relationship, 
communication and empathy is required. Such a diluted, weak network 
may give false images or may lead to various misinterpretations and prob-
lems. Verifying the credibility of information is also a problem with Twitter. 
False rumors or false stories can be communicated very rapidly by retweet-
ing other tweets without verification of the original information source. 
Retweets may be recreated, unaltered to followers, or be manually altered 
by adding RT in front of the original tweet. In either case, rumors or stories 
can spread at rapid pace, and may be dangerous if false or damaging.

Through reviewing the pros and cons of Twitter usage, one can 
observe both the various possibilities and also the problems of this plat-
form. It can be used for beneficially supporting everyday life and com-
munications; however, it can also be latently problematic in some other 
instances. As Internet and social media usage is becoming incorporated 
into the daily lives of most people in Japan, more time is spent on com-
munication through these methods. Even with potential problems, the 
prevalent usage of social media such as Twitter allow for new forms of 
communication that are proving to be more beneficial than problematic, 
in various ways that were unimaginable before. One aggregate benefit of 
social media that we observed through Twitter use, especially during the 
Great East Japan Earthquake, can be the formation of social capital.

Social capital is a well-known construct, but it is one that is capable of 
a variety of different interpretations among many social scientists in differ-
ent fields, and with those various interpretations, becomes quite complex. 
Bourdieu (1986) defined social capital as the collective resources or assets 
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that one is able to maintain as a consequence of the activities of social 
connections with other people. Through the better connection among 
people or to groups, social capital is enhanced and develops. Bourdieu 
(1986), pointed out three forms of capital—economic capital, cultural 
capital and social capital. Cohen and Prusak (2001) described social capi-
tal as the active connections among people bound by trust, mutual under-
standing and values to make cooperative activities properly function.

Social capital can mobilize resources of an individual and lead to function 
for the betterment of a community (Helliwell and Putnam 2004; Granovetter 
1973). Putnam connected social capital to the importance of civic engage-
ment and voluntary organizations for political participation. Social capital is 
both a structural phenomenon (social networks) and a cultural phenomenon 
(social norms) (Norris 2001). According to Putnam, the networks of civil 
society, friends, colleagues and neighbors, can build the conditions for col-
laboration, coordination and cooperation to generate some type of common 
good. So if the social bonds are denser and richer, the social infrastructure 
becomes more vibrant and solid. This definition has three important ele-
ments: networks, norms and trust. Putnam believed that dense networks 
will cultivate more social capital and can build solidarity among other net-
works. The norms are the mutually shared reciprocal correspondence among 
members of the community. Trust means having faith in other people, even 
if one is not familiar with the other. The consolidation of networks, norms 
and trust are interconnected and mutual. Social network and social support 
can be considered important pillars of social capital. Trust is incorporated 
in social support and social networks and this creates a sense of community.

There are a number of studies that employ the ideas of bonding and 
bridging with regard to social capital. Bonding in social capital refers to 
the strong ties or close-knit relationships which are founded on similarity, 
intimacy and frequent contact (Williams 2006; Putnam 2000; Granovetter 
1973), such as those found between family members and close friends. 
Bridging in social capital are the connections among various networks or 
set of contacts and the weak ties are the ones that appear when people 
from diverse backgrounds create relationships with each other (Putnam 
2000; Granovetter 1973). Adkins (2009) mentions how the networks of 
weak links are less likely to provide strong support, but the bridging of 
relationships are a positive feature as this allows for exposure to different 
people. The trust between nodes or people and linking to new or different 
resources that were not available through the strongly bonded connections 
are similar to what Granovetter (1973) called the strength of weak ties.
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Putnam has lamented how there has been a decrease in participation in 
regards to civic activities in the United States and provided the evidence 
of a decline in America’s social capital (Putnam 2000). Putnam pointed 
out that the increased use of electronic media for entertainment and com-
munication is one of the reasons leading to the decline of social capital. 
However in the year 2000, Putnam was not able to mention that the 
Internet is also a definite contributor to the decline of social capital, and 
that has led the pathway for many to claim that online activities on the 
Internet may serve as a potential building block to rebuild declining social 
capital in many of the developed nations. Online interaction and social 
exchange among individuals and groups can create social capital, through 
linking people together. One can suggest that the Internet is an interactive 
means for connecting people and can have a positive role in constructing 
social capital.

According to Quan-Haase and Wellman (2005), social contact and civic 
engagement are two complementary uses of social capital. With inexpensive 
and convenient ways of communication available now through the Internet, 
remote and distant communities and areas can now be easily reached and 
the Internet can provide an arena for social capital to provide existing social 
ties and relationships among people and friends (Chen  et al. 2002). The 
Internet has provided a space for the growth of online communities and 
social networking services. One of the main reasons for people to join social 
networking services is to keep in touch with old friends and meet new ones 
(Joinson 2008) as individuals are able to maintain and build their social 
networks (Ellison et al. 2007). Some studies have provided some evidence 
that Internet use can enhance civic and political participation among those 
online (Valenzuela et al. 2009; Howard and Gilbert 2008; Scheufele and 
Shah 2000). People now use the Internet to gain support (Bargh and 
McKenna 2004), link up with charitable institutions (Raine et al. 2005) 
or engage in political deliberation (Smith and Raine 2008). Positive results 
between Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) and  community has 
been documented in the past (e.g. Wellman and Gulia 1999; Schuler 1996; 
Baym 1995). Hence it is easy to infer that social media also has the potential 
to be regarded as a possible space to connect and build a community.

In studies of social capital in relation to the network society, the majority 
of the results are claiming that the Internet encourages social connections and 
involvement rather than prior concerns of decrease of social involvement or 
social displacement (Valkenburg and Jochen 2007). The case of social media is 
the same, as studies are indicating that social capital is greater among those that 
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actively use SNSs (Ellison et al. 2011; Pfeil et al. 2009; Steinfield et al. 2008). 
Kobayashi and Ikeda (2005) have indicated that trust and reciprocity are such 
observed elements of social capital during ICT usage in Japan.

As many people are now online, they now have access to more enhanced 
social capital (Livingstone and Brake 2010; Adkins 2009; Perry-MacLean 
2010). Social networks that are found on social media are now a signifi-
cant component of social capital. The personal contacts and links to other 
people can help the members of a social network build social capital by 
offering each other access to informational resources, social status and 
power (Burgess 2009). Social media users have social assets through their 
community, which is created and maintained by themselves to develop 
mutually beneficial relationships.

As social support is another important element of social capital, previ-
ous research has indicated how it can be observed to happen often online, 
as online support does not involve physical or necessarily require monetary 
transactions (Livingstone and Brake 2010; Perriton 2008). Such support 
seen online could be in the form of information, emotional support and 
self-help support (Notley 2009; boyd and Ellision 2007).

The final component of social capital in social networks is trust. As new 
social media can provide better accountability of the user, one can anticipate 
more honesty among users and more cooperative behavior. The social net-
works in social media can potentially lead to more trust. Social media can be 
used to increase formal and informal networks as links can become stronger 
and therefore provide space for deliberation and social connections.

Regarding the communication activities of Twitter, the two separate 
types of bridging and bonding through social capital may both be pres-
ent. The communication of bonding among close individuals may occur 
in Twitter, but the bridging of diverse individuals is also equally possible 
through Twitter, so the intermix of the two types of building social capital 
should also be considered. In the subsequent hours and days of the Great 
East Japan Earthquake, the wider usage and adoption of electronic net-
works such as social media were observed in areas of mid-level disruptions 
throughout Japan. Social media users had greater interaction among other 
online individuals and the growth of a social support communication net-
work was observed. Information about lifelines and support, that is always 
in great demand by disaster victims had been very difficult to transmit in 
previous earthquakes. In the Great East Japan Earthquake, social media 
may have been able to provide and supply information and knowledge to 
socially support many disaster victims.
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Social SupporT: inforMaTion ThrouGh TWiTTer 
durinG eMerGency SiTuaTionS

Previous studies have indicated how social media can be a backchannel to 
communicate information that cannot be received through the traditional 
media (McCarthy and boyd 2005; Sutton et al. 2008). Twitter has been dis-
cussed as a possible platform for providing and sharing information during 
emergencies (Hughes and Palen 2010; Mills et al. 2009). White (2010) has 
suggested how Twitter can effectively communicate the severity and range 
of a disaster, by linking documents and pictures and also being able to trans-
mit location if using a mobile device. Information is posted almost real time, 
so logistic information can be retransmitted to rescue teams during crises.

During the Great East Japan Earthquake, traditional media and web-
sites could not provide information about lifeline disruptions or other 
necessary information for the vast majority of victims in disrupted areas. 
The whole prefecture of Ibaraki had severe damage; however, this was 
almost completely ignored because Ibaraki prefecture does not have a 
local commercial television station belonging to a national network, and 
NHK (the public broadcaster in Japan) in Mito was not able to relay 
information of the destruction in the prefecture, as the area surround-
ing and including Mito experienced widespread destruction and disrup-
tion by the earthquake. The widespread destruction in Iwate, Miyagi 
and Fukushima had eclipsed most of the damage in Ibaraki. Therefore, 
the traditional media outlets of television, radio and newspapers were 
highly ineffective in  supporting the people living in Ibaraki prefecture 
in the early days of the disaster.

So how could people get information about disaster relief in Ibaraki? For 
example, in the city of Tsukuba, vital information was provided through 
the city of Tsukuba’s Twitter account, as detailed in my recount of events 
earlier. The 2011 White Paper of Information and Communications in 
Japan (Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan 2011) 
concurs that Twitter played a major role in disseminating information 
during the disaster in many Japanese communities, as the white paper 
shows how the number of followers and tweets per day of 11 local gov-
ernment Twitter accounts affected by the disaster and the 28 peripheral 
local government accounts each increased tenfold after March 11, 2011. 
Many Twitter users also began following newspapers and local radio and 
television stations in the disaster areas that had Twitter accounts.
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In this section, we analyze the role of Twitter during natural disasters and 
examine the dynamics of social capital building through the interactions by 
social media usage, focusing on the Tsukuba municipality. While the damage 
in Ibaraki Prefecture was relatively small in comparison to Miyagi, Iwate and 
Fukushima Prefectures, electricity, water supplies and transportation were 
all severely disrupted for an extended period of time in Tsukuba. During 
the period immediately after the initial earthquake, from March 11 until 
March 17, the City of Tsukuba Information Systems Department continued 
to transmit information through their Twitter account, @tsukubais, until 
normal computer systems and network connectivity were restored. In order 
to analyze the role of Twitter during this disaster in this area, I conducted a 
content analysis of all the tweets in the seven days after the March 11, 2011 
earthquake until March 17, 2011 to view the trends of tweets and retweets.  
I also conducted an exploratory interview on April 25, 2011 with the account 
holder of the Twitter account, @tsukubais.

Figure 2.1 indicates the frequency of tweets and retweets by the Tsukuba 
Information Systems Department (currently renamed the Information 
Policy Department) Twitter account from March 1 to March 17, 2011. 
The preceding ten days were included for contrast.

As one can observe, the number of tweets increase sharply after the initial 
earthquake and the frequency is continuously higher than the daily number 
of tweets preceding the earthquake. The total number of tweets and retweets 
after the earthquake on March 11, 2011 until restoration of the computers 
of  Tsukuba City Information Systems on March 17, 2011 was 593. Through 
analysis by text analytics computer software, all terms that construct meaning 
were extracted from the tweets and categories were built to measure fre-
quency of common concepts in the tweets. Table 2.1 indicates the frequency 
of terms that were relevant to the disaster and measures taken. (I have trans-
lated the Japanese terms into English equivalents.) Table 2.2 indicates the 
frequency of terms that are relevant to the function of the Twitter platform.

One can observe that terms related to transportation, water and elec-
tricity supplies were used frequently; however, so were the terms related to 
calling out to people, expressions of gratitude and cooperation. The text 
analysis results provide evidence that the Tsukuba City Twitter account 
holder was having interactivity and communication with its followers. 
The relatively high frequency of tweets from specific smartphone software 
(Echofon Twitter software) indicates how Twitter was being used from a 
smartphone in this period.
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Table 2.1 Frequency of terms relevant to the disaster and measures taken

High-frequency terms in tweets in relation to the disaster and measures Count

Transportation (i.e., tx, schedule, operation, bus) 137
Calling out to people (i.e., please help, everyone) 118
Terms indicating time (i.e., now, presently) 102
Information on water (i.e., water supply) 77
Information on electricity (i.e., outages) 46
Expression of gratitude (i.e., thank you) 44
Expression of cooperation 25
Tweets by a Tsukuba city council member 15
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inTervieW WiTh TSukuba ciTy TWiTTer ManaGer

For further examination and clarification of the actual interactions from 
this Twitter account, on April 25, 2011, I conducted an exploratory 
interview with the Tsukuba City Information System Department Twitter 
account manager at the time of the earthquake, Mr. S. This was approxi-
mately six weeks after the March 11, 2011 earthquake in Tsukuba City. 
The following is a summary of the content of the interview.

The Tsukuba City Information Systems Department (currently renamed 
the Tsukuba City Information Policy Department) had been conducting 
an experiment to examine the effectiveness of using Twitter to commu-
nicate with its citizens from the latter half of 2010 through the account 
@tsukubais. In result, with the ongoing experimental period prior to the 
March 11, 2011 earthquake, @tsukubais already had approximately 2000 
followers just before the initial giant earthquake hit Northeastern Japan. 
Immediately after the earthquake, Tsukuba City created a disaster coun-
termeasures headquarters in the city hall. The damage to the computer 
and communications infrastructure in the city hall building was extensive, 
meaning that it was impossible to update the Tsukuba City website for 
several days. The Tsukuba City Information Systems Department decided 
to transmit any information that was being aggregated at the disaster 
countermeasures headquarters to the citizens via Twitter and also started 
collecting information from citizens through Twitter. Several members 
of the Tsukuba City Information Systems Department were on a busi-
ness trip outside of Ibaraki, so Twitter was used to communicate with 
these members on how to get back to Tsukuba. The account manager also 
started communicating information to citizens who were unable to return 
to Tsukuba due to the wide disruption of public transportation systems 
throughout eastern Japan.

Table 2.2 Frequency of terms that are relevant to the function of the Twitter 
platform

High-frequency terms in tweets in relation to the functions of Twitter Count

rt, Retweet (in response to Tweets) 247
Smartphone software usage (i.e., echofon) 94
Links to other websites 72
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Information and updates on the electricity and water outage situation 
was being transmitted continuously, along with information about public 
transportation and the major roadways in and out of Tsukuba city. The 
water outage was predicted to take a longer time to repair in comparison 
to the recovery of electricity power facilities, therefore information and 
know-how in relation to emergency drinking water and toilet facilities 
from disaster victims of previous giant earthquakes began to be posted on 
the @tsukubais account. Such information was being relayed out through 
the Twitter account to the followers and readers.

What was noteworthy, and something of an anomaly, was the speed of 
information coming out of the municipality immediately after the disaster. 
Any useful information coming into the disaster countermeasures headquar-
ters was being quickly distributed out to the citizens through Twitter from 
the start of the disaster. The department head of the time was taking full 
responsibility of bypassing normal procedures, such as those that required 
the sending of circulars around for everyone’s stamp of approval in the gov-
ernment before tweeting anything. In result, emergency related information 
was being communicated at an unprecedented speed for a Japanese munici-
pality. As aftershocks persisted throughout the following week after March 
11, 2011, anxiety levels of government workers and citizens were high, so 
the account manager took extreme care on using language expressions not 
to further heighten anxiety. The 140-character upper limit required the 
account manager to carefully plan how to transmit information in easy-to-
understand, normal language, without using any technical terms. Other 
information about Tsukuba was being tweeted through other accounts, so 
the #tsukuba hashtag was being used to facilitate those following topics in 
this context. The use of normal language enhanced the feeling of affinity 
towards to the account manager of the Tsukuba municipality among many 
of the followers, so an interactive environment for communication with the 
citizens using Twitter was created in the days following the earthquake. 
Twitter also allowed person-to-person communication or one-to-many 
communication depending on the situation. When the account manager 
needed to answer the same question that was being asked by many people 
(i.e., questions on the predicted time of recovery of the water supply, etc.), 
Twitter allowed for efficient and effective communication.

After three days, the account manager had other workers in the Tsukuba 
Information Systems Department help him tweet to the citizens, as the 
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Twitter account became a main channel of information until the Tsukuba 
City main website could be restored. The number of followers increased 
from 2000 to over 10,000 in a few days following the first big earthquake on 
March 11, 2011, and many followers were able to contribute  information 
and know-how on methods of coping with this type of large-scale disas-
ter. For example, knowledge on building makeshift toilet facilities or other 
techniques that can be used during water shortages were shared through 
Twitter among the followers of the account. A member of the city council 
created a makeshift volunteer group to translate the tweets coming out of 
this account into English, Chinese and Korean to the comparatively large 
foreign population living in Tsukuba due to its university and many national 
research institutes being clustered in Tsukuba. Cooperation among citizens, 
promotion of volunteer activities and other information sharing was being 
made available through Twitter to help the disaster countermeasures efforts 
of the municipality. Many messages of gratitude and communication helped 
boost the morale of the Information Systems Department and City Disaster 
Headquarters of the municipality. In reflection, the account manager also 
pointed out how it was important to always include a date and time into 
the tweet, just to make sure that people wouldn’t confuse older tweets as 
being real-time information, such as information of the hours of operation 
of emergency supply vehicles for distributing water.

TWiTTer and ruMorS durinG diSaSTerS

Although the pro-social effects of  Twitter use were verified in the Tsukuba 
city case during the Great East Japan Earthquake, social media contributed 
to the dissemination of false rumors as well during the same period. In the 
case of Tsukuba, the Twitter account manager worked hard to negate any 
false rumors being circulated on Twitter during the crisis, however, because 
information is being communicated so rapidly among Twitter users, false 
rumors unfortunately spread quite rapidly as well. Subsequently, this 
information becomes widely spread throughout by email, but at a much 
slower rate. One noteworthy and highlighted rumor that spread immedi-
ately after the Great East Japan Earthquake dealt with the fire that broke 
out in the industrial complex of Cosmo Oil Co Ltd. The essential content 
of the rumor was disseminating false information claiming that hazard-
ous materials would begin to fall from the sky with the rain, and that the 
information source of this imminent danger was from employees working 
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at the complex. Tweets and retweets of this information quickly spread 
during the hours right after the earthquake. On March 12, 2011 the 
disaster headquarters officially negated such rumors by tweeting informa-
tion coming from the Chiba prefectural government (Chiba Prefectural 
Government 2011).

In the 2011 White Paper of  Information and Communications in Japan 
(Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 2011), a keyword  analysis 
using Google Real-time Search was conducted for investigating the false 
rumors during the Great East Japan Earthquake. The study averaged out 
the count or number of emergence of a keyword per minute, throughout 
the duration of the false rumors of Cosmo Oil. The keyword “Cosmo Oil” 
begins appearing in tweets right after the initial earthquake on March 11, 
2011 and continues increasing from evening until midnight, at which the 
number of tweets reaches a peak and then begins to fall. From around 11 
a.m. on March 12, 2011, the number of tweets begins to increase again. 
However, from around 3 p.m., the tweets that are negating the rumor begin 
to increase, and by March 13, the false rumors decrease dramatically. From 
this analysis result, one can observe that the spread of false rumors was very 
rapid through Twitter, but once tweets that negate the false rumor begin 
to appear, the false rumors also decrease very quickly on Twitter. Although 
the rumors no longer were circulated through Twitter, these false rumors 
subsequently continued to slowly spread by email, and this took a lot longer 
to negate in comparison to what happened on Twitter.

Although the Cosmo Oil rumor was a false rumor that began to spread 
in the wake of the disaster when people were still in panic, even after 
several months, many kinds of rumors, such as those related to radiation 
contamination continued to appear. Right after the March 11, 2011 earth-
quake, drinking water, foods with long shelf life, gas cartridges, gasoline 
fuel, toilet paper and tissue paper were in shortage because people began 
receiving false information that these supplies were running short due to 
disruption of logistics. This caused panic among people in many areas, and 
people started hoarding these items until it eventually created a chain reac-
tion. Such chain reactions have happened in the past in Japan (i.e., the oil 
shock in the 1970s) and were deemed ridiculous, however the reporting 
of this behavior on mass media and Twitter simply aggravated the prob-
lem right after the earthquake. This unnecessary hazard occurred due to 
human behavior and incorrect information and irresponsible communica-
tion, sending a negative sentiment to the population that these supplies 
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would be in shortage due to the earthquake. As the rumor grew, many 
assumed a possible problem would truly happen with commercial logistics 
in the weeks to come. Twitter account holders would tweet or retweet this 
type of information without verifying the truth of the information being 
communicated. The account holders did not perceive the grave conse-
quences of transmitting this type of information, so no malicious intent 
was possibly perceived in them, however the result was a breakdown in 
these supplies in eastern Japan during the month after the earthquake. 
The breakdown even affected relief activities in the areas of dire need. 
In other instances, some tweets had malicious intent, such as those that 
swindled relief donations for the disaster victims. Through these inci-
dents, we clearly know that Twitter in some instances, like these that were 
observed after the Great East Japan Earthquake, may cause unfavorable 
consequences for society.

Social Media and inforMaTion of The fukuShiMa 
daiichi nuclear accidenT

The Great East Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011 caused various 
types of enormous damage throughout Japan, but the severely damaged 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant is the most catastrophic and has 
left a terrifying after-effect that continues to this day. The tsunami waves 
caused by the earthquake managed to destroy the diesel backup power 
systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, which led to the 
sequential meltdown and explosions of the reactors in the days follow-
ing the earthquake. The residents living in the vicinity of the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant had to evacuate during and after the accident 
in March 2011. Several systems were implemented by the governmental 
agencies to assist effective evacuation of residents in these situations. One 
of these systems is named the Development of the System for Prediction 
of Environmental Emergency Dose Information (SPEEDI). Acting as an 
academic advisor during the preparation of the Nuclear Risk Research 
Center of Tokyo in from 2014 to 2015, I reconfirmed and verified much 
of the following information in regards to SPEEDI that occurred after the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident that has also been heav-
ily covered by the Japanese mainstream media in the past.

SPEEDI was initiated after the nuclear power plant accident that 
occurred at the United States Three-Mile Island nuclear reactor in 
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1979. The actual development of the system begun in 1980 by the 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute and has cost over 10 billion 
Yen over the course of its improvement and development. The base 
system of this prediction system was completed by 1984 and develop-
ment has continued on improving the system since the initiation of the 
project. The system had been continuously updated in accordance to 
the latest technical, scientific and technological developments and the 
current system has been in operation since 2005 by the Nuclear Safety 
Technology Center. The Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) had been responsible for 
overall administration of SPEEDI, so that it can be quickly activated to 
predict the approximate range and density of radioactive contamination 
in the air and approximately calculate the level of radioactive dosage 
when in a potential emergency situation or during an actual accident 
of a nuclear facility that is releasing radioactive particles into the envi-
ronment. SPEEDI can output results according to the available input 
of information about the radiation being emitted by the radiological 
source event and include weather and geographical patterns into its 
calculations to create a fairly accurate image of the radioactive fallout 
and contamination.

The Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Prepared-
ness of Japan indicates the procedures in the basic plan for disaster countermea-
sures and how environmental radiation monitoring needs to be conducted in 
accordance to law in the case of a radiological accident. According to MEXT, 
SPEEDI can produce graphic map-like figures depicting its calculations and 
predict the range of radiological particles. The diagram to illustrate the cal-
culation results is designed so that it is simple to interpret and be understood 
by non-experts of radiological events. These predictions can help governmen-
tal policy making in determining the scale of evacuation and make the best 
decision on possible escape routes for residents to lower any extra accidental 
dosage of radiation in the case of an actual disaster situation. The calculation 
results can be also used for deciding how and when to distribute iodide tab-
lets to prevent the Iodine-131 thyroid gland accumulation health risk in such 
an event. MEXT had devised a disaster countermeasure operations plan that 
switches normal SPEEDI operations into emergency mode, accompanying 
the radioactive emergency alert in accordance to Article 10 ( Jyu-jyo tsuho) of 
the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness of 
Japan established in 1999.
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According to the Ministry of Justice (2012) of Japan, Article 10 states that:

When a nuclear emergency preparedness manager has been notified that a 
radiation dose above the limit specified by a Cabinet Order has been detected, 
pursuant to the provisions of a Cabinet Order, near the border of an area 
where the nuclear site is located or has discovered such fact for him/herself, 
he/she shall, pursuant to the provisions of an ordinance of the competent 
ministry and the nuclear operator emergency action plan,  immediately notify 
the competent minister, the competent prefectural governor, the competent 
mayor of a municipality and the related neighboring prefectural governors 
(in the case of the occurrence of an event pertaining to transport outside 
the nuclear site, the competent minister, and a prefectural governor and the 
mayor of a municipality who have jurisdiction over the place where said event 
has occurred) to that effect. In this case, the competent prefectural governor 
and the related neighboring prefectural governors shall notify the mayors of 
related surrounding municipalities to that effect.

During emergency mode, SPEEDI begins calculations predicting the 
spread of radiation and the results are shared through devices owned by 
the Nuclear Safety Commission, Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency, MEXT, 
prefectural governments and other municipalities with nuclear facilities, off-
site centers (OFC, which become emergency countermeasure centers in the 
case of an accident) of nuclear facilities. The procedure for SPEEDI to enter 
into emergency mode requires approximately 30 minutes for data input to 
have results being produced for predicting the following 24 hours after ini-
tiating the mode. If the information about the amount of release of radio-
logical particles from the contamination source is available, calculations can 
be made using that information to augment results. Otherwise, the predic-
tions are based on a calculation hypothesizing that 1 Bq (Becquerel) or any 
assigned amount per hour is being released from the radiological source.

The Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 
of Japan clearly indicates that in the event of an emergency, these results are to 
be used in supplying the government and municipalities of detailed informa-
tion about the possible radiological fallout from an accident. This information 
was to be shared by all citizens of Japan, help everyone prevent unnecessary 
exposure to radiation and protect the health and lives of younger children 
susceptible to the effects of Iodine-131 to the thyroid gland, which has been 
documented during the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident.

During the immediate hours and days that followed the Great East Japan 
Earthquake and the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, the 
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government did not release the calculations of SPEEDI to the public, even 
though the system was set into emergency mode two hours after the first large 
earthquake that occurred at 14:46 JST. The Emergency Response Support 
System (ERSS) that was supposed to send exact data from the power plant 
was not responding, therefore hypothetical data was being used for SPEEDI 
to predict possible patterns of contamination. The system worked success-
fully and produced thousands of possible patterns that  correctly illustrated 
the direction in which radioactive particles would spread. Following the 
results of potential widespread contamination being calculated by SPEEDI, 
MEXT initiated actual radiation monitoring of areas predicted to have high 
radiation measurements by their monitoring cars. On March 15, 2011, the 
measurements by these monitoring cars indicated 300 microSieverts per 
hour in Namiemachi of Fukushima Prefecture. MEXT did not immediately 
disclose the precise name of Namiemachi, which location was producing 
measurements with these high levels of radioactive doses, and avoided any 
clear indication of this spot on the maps in their announcements. What hap-
pened in result, was having MEXT release measurement information of an 
undisclosed area with very high doses radiation and subsequently, did not 
warn the residents of Namiemachi of this situation. As this specific loca-
tion was outside the initial 20 km perimeter for evacuation, some residents 
ended up remaining there until April 11, 2011. The Nuclear Industrial and 
Safety Agency (NISA) also had acquired the results of SPEEDI, but they 
were unable to use these results effectively as well. As a result, the Japanese 
cabinet under Prime Minister Naoto Kan and the government did not plan 
evacuations based on the calculation results by SPEEDI and instead, set a 
circular evacuation perimeter surrounding the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant.

The topic of SPEEDI began appearing in the Internet forums, Twitter 
tweets and Facebook and other SNS discussions following the March 23, 
2011 mainstream media news reports (a delay of more than ten days) 
made by the media organizations. There is no evidence of wide spread 
discussions about SPEEDI information leaked prior to the news orga-
nizations on a large scale. However, the information on radioactive fall-
out being provided by non-Japanese governmental organizations outside 
of Japan were being linked or quickly translated and uploaded onto the 
forums and other social media such as Twitter and Facebook.

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and United 
Kingdom Scientific Advice Group in Emergencies were making assess-
ments of the situation very early, and were quick in making the information 
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public via websites and other information outlets, so this information was 
being translated into Japanese and relayed to the Japanese public via social 
media such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube other means such as web-
sites through the Internet. At the same time, L’Institut de Radioprotection 
et de Sûreté Nucléaire of France (IRSN) was also announcing accumu-
lation of radiation by Fukushima on their website. Zentralanstalt für 
Meteorologie und Geodynamik (ZAMG) of Austria that also had been 
conducting surveillance of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 
was predicting the spread of Iodine-131 from Fukushima according to 
the weather patterns and atmospheric movement from March 15, 2011. 
The information of IRSN and ZAMG was also being relayed among 
forums and various social media in Japan. The Deutscher Wetterdienst 
and Norwegian Institute for Air Research Department of Atmospheric 
and Climate Research were having their early reports transported onto 
YouTube and Japan’s Internet video sharing platform Nico Nico Douga. 
These were also being accompanied by news reports on how German citi-
zens living in Tokyo and Yokohama were being advised to evacuate, raising 
concern about the conflicting reports being announced by the Japanese 
government at the time concerning radiological contamination. Japanese 
social media such as Twitter and SNS users of Facebook were also fea-
turing the consultant Kenichi Ohmae’s live interviews being relayed on 
YouTube concerning his views on the Fukushima reactor, early predictions 
of a reactor meltdown, radioactive exposure dosage and policy failure of 
the Japanese government.

Through these various sources, along with the information being pro-
vided by the United States Armed Forces stationed in Japan, informa-
tion was quickly being relayed through social media such as Twitter and 
Facebook, translated into Japanese, and then being received by a growing 
audience in Japan. Although the information of SPEEDI was not being 
conveyed as quickly as anticipated in its original scheme and design, outside 
governmental sources were providing Japanese social media users sufficient 
information for predicting the possible patterns of contamination of radia-
tion during the first weeks of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 
accident, prior to actual the release of SPEEDI predictions.

One noteworthy discrepancy that discredited the Japanese govern-
ment’s competency was the evacuation perimeter designated by the 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and how the Japanese 
Government and media reacted in the days that followed March 11, 2011. 
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US citizens in a 50 mile (80 km) radius were advised to evacuate based 
on the studies based on Chernobyl, while the Japanese government was 
advising an expansion of the perimeter from 3 kilometers to 10 kilometers, 
to 20 kilometers on March 12, 2011. United States Armed Forces radio 
announcements in the days following the explosions at the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant were advising non-active personnel in the 
Kanto area to try to stay indoors and minimize risk to radiation exposure 
as a precaution while the Japanese government did not make any similar 
types of announcements. Ten months after the accident, MEXT Minister 
Hirofumi Hirano announced on January 17, 2012 that the SPEEDI cal-
culation results were sent to the United States Armed Forces in Japan 
through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on March 14, 2011, which is nine 
days before it was made public to the Japanese.

Local residents and governments in Fukushima that had to evacuate 
the immediate vicinity did not have access to the calculation results of 
SPEEDI, and unknowingly led its evacuation of the residents into the 
northwest direction, which was subject to the highest level of radioactive 
contamination following the explosions and vents made by the Fukushima 
Daiichi nuclear power plant. If the calculation results of SPEEDI were 
readily available, local municipalities would have been able to avoid hav-
ing their residents being exposed to unnecessary high levels of radiation 
in the following weeks due to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 
accident. The reason why SPEEDI was not properly utilized may be due 
to fear of panic and unnecessary confusion that caused the policy mak-
ers in Japan to hesitate in disclosing the calculation results. Hiding the 
calculation results of SPEEDI was a big error in the process of crisis com-
munication and offset the whole strategy of the Japanese government’s 
attempt to contain the situation through half-baked tactics. This error, in 
retrospect was a human error that led to another set of future problems, as 
strong anxiety of not being able to receive accurate information on radia-
tion contamination persists in Japan and in Fukushima.

During the time period where many areas in northeastern Japan were still 
left in devastation or being evacuated due to the Fukushima accident, many 
areas within Japan and outside began to panic about the risks of radiation. 
As substantial amounts of radioactive material were released during the acci-
dent at Fukushima Daiichi, many people became concerned of the health 
issues involved, such as acute health effects like the increase of thyroid can-
cer and internal radiation contamination. In retrospect, the health effects 
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still remain controversial, but the evacuation and the sudden breakdown of 
communities have left social and psychological scars among the large num-
ber of people who experienced psychosocial distress by this accident.

In the days following the Fukushima accident, one noteworthy 
phenomenon in social media that occurred in Japan in relation to radio-
logical contamination was the element of distance from Fukushima. 
The weather patterns after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 
accident carried radiological material to a wide region of Eastern Japan 
and as information about the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 
meltdown and radioactive contamination was initially hidden, this led to 
panic about health safety, as most Japanese had very limited information 
or knowledge about radioactivity at that time. These concerns towards 
health safety, and food safety heightened in Tokyo and the surrounding 
suburbs,  temporarily creating shortages of bottled water and other foods 
that were deemed to be uncontaminated. Taro Yamamoto, who is now 
a member of the Japanese Upper House, tweeted his concerns about 
children and radioactive contamination and his words were heavily circu-
lated through retweets and through other social media. The noteworthy 
phenomenon here is about the location of users and the frequency of the 
social media use to communicate concerns about radiological contami-
nation. Rather than the people who were in the immediate vicinity of 
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant and at the highest risk, those 
who were further away, in highly populated urban areas such as Tokyo 
and the suburbs that surround Tokyo, expressed grave concern about 
radiological contamination and voiced their opinions on social media. 
This somewhat peculiar phenomenon requires more research; however 
during the case of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident, 
grave concern about radiological contamination among the people in 
the areas that were at a distance of approximately 300 kilometers or 
more with trace radiological contamination was higher than those that 
were closer at 200 kilometers or less, and Japanese who were voicing 
their concerns were also more salient as well. When the distance became 
larger at 400 kilometers or more, concerns about contamination were 
observed to be lower. One can suggest population and stress to be other 
elements that could have affected the emergence of this phenomenon; 
however, this may be due to the areas that were 200 kilometers or less 
also experienced mid to high-level disruptions, destruction and damage 
and had more urgent things to worry about other than radiation at the 
time period right after the initial earthquake.
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criSiS coMMunicaTion, Social Media and TruST 
in GovernMenT and MaSS Media

During the Great East Japan Earthquake, voice communication through 
mobile telephone was reconfirmed to be difficult in the affected areas; 
however, Internet access through mobile devices was found to be rela-
tively robust and resilient in comparison to normal telecommunication 
channels. VoIP, SMS and email are quicker solutions for communication 
and overcoming telecommunication breakdowns in such disaster situa-
tions. Radio is more effective because of its relatively portability in com-
parison to televisions and also it can be battery-operated. Social media 
such as Facebook and Twitter was more effective in disseminating infor-
mation on the Internet than  websites early in a disaster. Twitter was found 
to be most effective for quickly spreading information whether correct 
or false as this chapter also examined how Twitter has the potential to 
transmit false rumors very rapidly during disasters. This requires some 
further consideration and one needs to devise how to avoid some of the 
unfavorable consequences that were observed during the Great East Japan 
Earthquake. False rumors were quickly negated on Twitter, although we 
also observed email takes longer for negation of false rumors.

The main portion of the first section of the chapter provides evidence 
that Twitter is a communication means that has characteristics that are 
greatly beneficial during disasters. Through the quantitative content anal-
ysis of “tweets” of the Tsukuba City Information Systems Department 
and interview with the account manager, Twitter was found to be raising 
social capital to new levels and it played a significantly pro-social role dur-
ing the disaster. In the case of Tsukuba, many of the lifelines, such as water 
and electricity, were not functioning, but social media such as Twitter 
functioned for building communication lines that were trustworthy. A 
communication backchannel until the disaster became the main commu-
nication channel for the citizens of  Tsukuba and the disaster countermea-
sures headquarters of the city.

Through social media, a communication network of social support and 
trust among the government and stakeholders was formed, and social 
interaction was made possible in a wide region. Twitter became the sup-
plier of information and knowledge for the citizens of  Tsukuba in the 
early days of the disaster and the basis for further support because social 
capital was high to begin with among many Japanese communities. As the 
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 earthquakes and havoc by the tsunami continued to plague Japan, looting 
was comparatively limited and no rioting was observed after the large 
earthquake. The Japanese social norms of maintaining order prevailed 
with a high level of social capital already present in Japan. The Japanese 
collectively found the necessity to maintain social order in this grave situ-
ation, and this was reflected onto the social media usage of the Japanese 
during this large-scale disaster in various regions. People retweeted use-
ful information and communicated with each other. People who were in 
need of help, or who were in various predicaments, were helped by others 
through useful information being communicated and retweeted through 
the function of Twitter. Although the pre-existing high level of social capi-
tal in Japan was an advantage, this does not imply that the findings in this 
section are only limited to Japan. The means of transmitting and receiv-
ing information and building of trust observed in the first section of this 
chapter are effective, and can be applied to other disasters, in other nations 
and societies.

Initially, the experiment of using Twitter for communicating to the 
citizen of  Tsukuba was received with little enthusiasm and mostly negativ-
ity among the heads of  Tsukuba City Hall. In retrospect, thanks largely 
to the fact that the Information Systems Department of Tsukuba City 
stepped out of its bureaucratic bounds and embarked on sending out 
timely information, the tweets of the account manager became a major 
source of providing vital information on lifelines and infrastructure until 
restorations were made after the disaster.

On the other hand, in the second half of this chapter, I re-examined 
the debacle of information mishandling by the Japanese governmental 
agencies during the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident 
that led to the general distrust of the Japanese government. The nuclear 
accident overwhelmed Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO), many 
of the agencies and ministries. It exposed the lack of preparedness towards 
nuclear accidents. In retrospect, the delay in providing information of 
radiological contamination that was already in hand through SPEEDI led 
to the radioactive exposure to many residents who evacuated in the direc-
tion that was affected by the Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident. To this 
day, the credibility of Tokyo Electric Power Company is very low since the 
accident, and distrust is evident in information regarding radiation pro-
vided by the government and regulatory agencies. The mismanagement 
of the crisis and communication strategy of hiding information has forever 
damaged the reputation of TEPCO. Social activism that was unseen in 
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Japan for a long period of time emerged again and nuclear energy policy 
was the new adversary. As the initial information release by the Japanese 
government regarding the meltdown was so slow, not only the citizens of 
Japan but other governments as well made preemptive evacuation plans 
for their citizens residing in Japan immediately after the nuclear accident. 
The strategically created image of nuclear energy as a clean energy source 
has been wiped out. Japanese activists continue to protest the restart of 
Japanese nuclear power plants that were suspended after the Fukushima 
accident.

Many Japanese people that searched for information through social 
media and the Internet for information on radiological contamination no 
longer fully trust announcements from the Japanese government or the 
mass media. Although they may use the information found on mass media 
as a reference, they will try to find other information sources and discuss 
this on Twitter or other social media. Sole reliance on mass media in Japan 
changed from March 11, 2011. Standard strategic communication plans 
needed to be changed. People experienced the need to look and search 
for information that was not available through the traditional media, and 
social media was the quickest to supply information to this new demand. 
People can acquire information through social media, think and decide 
on what to do. The Japanese who until that day, who were avoiding the 
murky, dangerous and sinister Internet could no longer afford staying 
offline. The Japanese people were thrust into an environment where one 
was required to search information for their personal safety and well-being 
of their family. Social media was the solution. YouTube provided informa-
tion of the disaster. Nico Nico Douga was transmitting and relaying televi-
sion broadcasts to those without television reception in March 2011 after 
the initial earthquake and also transmitted information reports on the 
damage caused by the earthquake from various regions in Northeastern 
Japan. Residents in the devastated areas were able to send out information 
through social media, and public offices and media began using it as well. 
Inquiries on the safety of people were sent through social media. Direct 
messaging among users of Twitter became a standard means of commu-
nication. Information about volunteering was also shared through social 
media. The Great East Japan Earthquake and Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant accident became a major catalyst in shifting many Japanese 
to begin using social media and pushed away previous concerns towards 
using the Internet (see Chap. 1).
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Political ParticiPation through Social Media

The importance of the growth of the public sphere and cooperation 
between public and private sectors has been the subject of considerable 
debate. Cooperation is defined as a state in which “multiple actors inclu-
sive of individuals and groups cooperate on an equal basis while comple-
menting each other’s different abilities and roles in order to achieve certain 
purposes” (Nishio 2004, p. iii), and this has been emphasized, in particu-
lar, in the context of participatory democracy and new public management 
(NPM) (Kodagiri 2014, pp. 11–13).

Participatory democracy focuses on the educational aspect of  political 
participation and civic engagement, which can make citizens more 
 democratic and act more publicly, and can eventually make political  systems 
more stable (Kabashima 1988, p. 41). This theory focuses on the  effectiveness 
of education through political participation, as occurs, for example, through 
elections, election campaigns, lobbying, advocacy  activities, and so on 
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(Pateman 1970; Kabashima 1988, pp.  39–44). Rochon and Kabashima 
(1998) found that African-American citizens, who finally obtained the 
right to vote after a long civil rights movement, use media to collect politi-
cal information and information on internal political efficacy through polit-
ical participation, indicating that political participation has positive effects 
on the education of citizens. Ikeda et al. (2008) also found that political 
participation can enhance the political efficacy of citizens. In other words, 
political participation through cooperation can create democratically 
minded citizens who are more aware of public issues.

One of the ways to integrate the government sector with the private 
sector is through the use of social media such as Facebook. Social media 
has the potential to create a useful environment for citizens so they can 
participate virtually and actively towards the promotion of a more open 
government (Lee and Kwak 2012). Citizens can become the producers of 
public services through social media (Linders 2012). Social media can also 
be used in times of crises (Kavanaugh et al. 2012); for example, civil soci-
ety can assist the government during large-scale disasters that temporarily 
paralyze governmental functions. Opportunities created by enhanced 
online communication allow for the creation of greater social capital and a 
more effective civil society. For instance, McAtee and Wolak (2011) found 
that the existence of social networks leads to a higher degree of motivation 
and participation in civil society. Such networks create a space for the civic- 
minded members of society to engage in daily online communication and 
interconnectedness (Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2002). Some studies 
have indicated that virtual communities expect to facilitate the actions 
of  civil society through the development of online social networks 
(Jennings and Zeitner 2003; Livingstone and Markham 2008; Shah et al. 
2001, 2005).

Despite the importance of the growth of the public sphere and 
 cooperation between the public and private sectors, we have little knowl-
edge about how local governments use Facebook. What is the major focus 
of local governments in Japan, and what policy areas are the focus of local 
government Facebook pages that accumulate more followers and civic 
engagement?

To answer these inquiries, this chapter investigates how local govern-
ments in Japan use Facebook. Our aim is to examine specific areas of pol-
icy that are the areas of focus for each of the local government Facebook 
pages. This chapter will investigate all 425 Facebook community pages 
operated by local governments in Japan.
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Political and civic ParticiPation, civic 
engageMent and the internet, and Social 

networking ServiceS (SnS)
Political participation has been defined as the “activity by private citizens 
designed to influence government decision-making” (Huntington and 
Nelson 1976, p. 3). According to a more specific definition of political 
participation, proposed by Samuel P. Huntington and Joan M. Nelson 
(1976), the following definitions are the core of political participation:

 1. It is actual activity and does not include psychological preference.
 2. It is an activity of the public, and does not include activities con-

ducted by bureaucrats, politicians, and lobbyists as occupations.
 3. It includes activity designated to influence the government, and it 

does not matter if the means to influence the government are legal 
or illegal.

 4. It does not matter whether it actually can influence the government.
 5. It includes not only voluntary and autonomous participation, but 

also participation mobilized by someone else.

There is a similar concept called “civic engagement” which refers to politi-
cal participation by citizens. Zukin et al. (2006) define civic engagement as 
an “organized voluntary activity focusing on problem solving and helping 
others. It includes a wide range of work undertaken alone or in concert with 
others to effect change,” inclusive of participation increasingly encouraged 
by the schools and facilitated by parents and community organizations 
(Zukin et al. 2006, p. 7). Takahashi and Sato (2013), by contrast, define 
civic engagement as an “activity by private citizens designed to influence 
government and society in order to solve the public issues in the commu-
nity” (Takahashi and Sato 2013, p. 8). Based on this definition, civic engage-
ment includes activity to influence not only the political actors in a narrow 
sense such as administration and government inclusive of parliament, but 
also social actors such as community organizations and non-profits. The 
definition also divides civic engagement into three different stages based on 
the level of engagement by private citizens: (1) civic engagement initiated by 
government; (2) cooperation; and (3) autonomy. Civic engagement initi-
ated by the government has stronger levels of participation or initiative by 
the government, whereas autonomy has stronger and more intense partici-
pation or engagement by private  citizens. Cooperation occurs between them, 
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and the government and private citizens cooperate on an equal basis to 
achieve certain purposes (Takahashi and Sato 2013). Cooperation here is 
defined as being “multiple actors inclusive of individuals and groups [who] 
cooperate on an equal basis while complementing each other’s different 
abilities and roles in order to achieve certain purposes” (Nishio 2004, p. iii). 
There could be multiple relationships between government and citizens 
regarding cooperation. Citizens may provide public services as partners of 
government, and they may lobby or even strongly influence the govern-
ment to achieve specific purposes (Young 2000). The collaboration of 
actors such as civil society organizations (CSOs) participating in the provi-
sion of public services raises concerns both about the concept itself and also 
about the realities of collaboration. Having citizens, CSOs and the govern-
ment in an equal relationship is a potential concern for the administra-
tive body. In addition, there is also the concern whether or not residents 
and organizations will become “subcontractors” of government through 
collaboration.

As the purpose of our chapter is not to redefine what cooperation is, it 
may be more useful here to simply understand cooperation through the 
definition provided by Nishio (2004).

The level and form of political participation or civic engagement could 
vary according to the area of policy. For instance, Eto (1998) pointed out 
that more civic engagement with regard to social welfare should be 
encouraged because the more society develops and matures, the more the 
requirements for social welfare have been diversified and individualized. 
Fisher et al. (2015) also argue that more active civic engagement or politi-
cal participation in environmental policy is essential to achieve better 
democracy. On the other hand, Zukin et al. (2006) indicate that minority 
and immigrant young people are less likely to express their political opin-
ions by contacting officials and expressing opinions via media than major-
ity young people.

One useful way to promote political participation or civic engagement, 
as we discussed in Chap. 2, is through the Internet and social media. Even 
for the Internet, the difference in devices to be used depends heavily on 
citizen preference. Kobayashi and Ikeda (2005) indicate the difference in 
impact on political and social participation to be found between mobile 
phone email usage and computer email usage. They find that mobile 
phone e-mail usage has a minimal impact on participation in activities and 
discussions regarding five political issues, whereas computer email usage 
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has a more significant impact. At the same time, mobile phone email is 
found to have a positive correlation with informal group participation. 
These findings suggest that mobile phone usage happens more often in a 
private informal social context, which will not necessarily promote formal 
participation that is widely open to society, along with political participa-
tion and civic engagement (Kobayashi and Ikeda 2005).

Regarding the impact of social media such as Facebook on political 
participation or civic engagement, Boulianne (2015) produces 36 studies 
assessing the relationship between social media usage and participation in 
civic and political life. Her results indicates that (1) the metadata she col-
lected demonstrates a positive relationship between social media usage 
and participation, that; (2) only half of the coefficients are statistically sig-
nificant because studies using panel data are less likely to report positive 
and statistically significant coefficients between social media use and par-
ticipation compared to cross-sectional surveys; and, finally, that (3)  the 
metadata also suggests that social media usage has minimal impact on 
participation in election campaigns. Kushin and Yamamoto (2010) exam-
ine college students’ online media usage for political purposes during the 
2008 US national election. Their results indicate significantly positive rela-
tionships between attention to traditional Internet sources and political 
self-efficacy and situational political involvement. However, they also dis-
cover that attention to social media is not significantly related to political 
self-efficacy or involvement, and online expression is significantly related 
to situational political involvement but not to political self-efficacy (Kushin 
and Yamamoto 2010).

On the other hand, according to Gil de Zúñiga, Jung, and Valenzuela’s 
findings using US national data, off line and online use of traditional 
media, political constructs (knowledge and efficacy), frequency and size of 
political discussion networks, and seeking information via social network-
ing sites have a positive relationship and can be significant predictors of 
people’s social capital and civic and political participation, both online and 
offline (Gil de Zúñiga et  al. 2012). According to Xenos, Vromen, and 
Loader’s results based on cross-national data among young people in 
Australia, the USA, and the UK, there is a significant and positive correla-
tion between social media use and political engagement among young 
people across all three countries (Xenos et al. 2014). Vissers and Stolle 
(2014) also provides evidence on how social media can be useful for politi-
cal participation and civic engagement. According to Vaccari et al. (2015), 
based on an original survey of a representative sample of Italians who 
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discussed the 2013 election on Twitter, the more respondents acquire 
political information via social media and express themselves politically on 
these platforms, the more they are likely to contact politicians via email, 
campaign for parties and candidates using social media, and attend offline 
events to which they were invited online. The researchers suggest that 
lower-threshold forms of political engagement on social media do not 
distract from higher-threshold activities, but are in fact strongly associated 
with them (Vaccari et al. 2015).

Social media can also function as a link to civic engagement. In their 
study of Western European local governments, Bonsón et al. (2015) find 
that media genres and content such as Facebook affect engagement. Topics 
related to municipal management are found to be of interest to citizens, so 
local governments need to devise ways to provide such information. They 
find that photographs are also beneficial for enhancing participation, which 
leads to engagement. Facebook is found to be effective because the plat-
form functions have the potential to allow citizens to interact with the 
government through posting on government Facebook pages. The find-
ings by Bonsón et al. (2015) indicate how social media is allowing citizens 
to become more empowered and more engaged in local issues.

Hofman et al. (2013) has also shown evidence of how Facebook can 
be useful for local governments in Germany because the platform pro-
vides timely information for citizens. Social media can be a useful com-
munication channel for interacting with citizens and other stakeholders. 
Hofman et al. (2013) also agree that pictures and videos are beneficial for 
increasing engagement and that Facebook can create new opportunities 
for more communication behavior. Mossberger et al. (2013) have pointed 
out how social media has allowed for many of the major US municipal 
 governments to become more open through the adoption of Facebook 
and other interactive platforms. Being more open has led to more inter-
activity, and has suggested how these technologies are allowing for better 
engagement.

Sobaci (2016) has created an inventory on how social media can be 
beneficial for local governments. They can improve (a) efficiency, (b) pro-
ductivity, (c) local public services, (d) policy-making, (e) the strength of 
local democracy, (f) collaboration, and (g) the management of knowledge. 
However, risks accompanying social media for local governments include, 
for instance, (a) resources, (b) legal issues, (c) security, (d) information 
and content concerns, and (e) reputation management.
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Political ParticiPation and civic ParticiPation 
through SnS in JaPan

In Japan, municipalities are established in a two-tier structure: the todou-
fuken regional tier of prefectural or metropolitan governments and the 
shikuchouson local tier of cities, wards, towns, and villages. The partial exis-
tence of regions with jurisdictional disputes notwithstanding, Japan is 
divided into local shikuchouson, whose boundaries are incorporated into 
the shape of the regional todoufuken that contain them. Today, there are 
47 todoufuken, containing 1,718 shikuchouson.

Moreover, the Japanese government is characterized by its relative 
“smallness of scale” internationally. Maeda (2014) finds that the number 
of state and local civil servants in Japan is quite small by carrying out an 
international comparison utilizing various sources of data such as OECD 
data, Nomura research data, National Tax Agency data, ILO data, and an 
international comparison of the number of personnel in the public sector 
for every 1,000 people; this information was made public by the Personnel 
Affairs Department of the Cabinet Office. Maeda calls the Japanese gov-
ernment “the state that does not employ its citizens,” and suggests that 
this also inhibits the social progress of gender inclusion. The fact that the 
number of civil servants is low does not mean, however, that the number 
of activities conducted by the Japanese administration is small. The 
Japanese bureaucracy engages in a large number of activities through 
mobilizing the maximum amount of various resources that exist in society. 
Specifically, through use of the resources linked to networks such as indus-
try groups, a large number of activities have been maintained with a small 
amount of resources. The Japanese political scientist and scholar of public 
administration Muramatsu has referred to this sociopolitical state as “a 
maximum mobilization system” (Muramatsu 1994). To put it another 
way, the political and social groundwork for political and public participa-
tion has already existed in Japan.

In addition to these characteristics, since the 1990s, the Japanese gov-
ernment has not only promoted efforts toward electronic governance, but 
it has also encouraged the use of the Internet and social media by local 
government, and has contributed to the promotion of indirect political 
and public participation. Prior efforts regarding electronic governance in 
Japan, included the promotion of the automation of large-scale routine 
tasks in the 1950s. In the late 1990s amid the spread of the Internet, 
“Reforming the General Plan for Promoting the Computerization of 
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Governance” (a cabinet decision dated December 20, 1997) stated that 
“as well as using the Internet and websites to provide online materials 
reporting the information that is made public every day, [including] every 
kind of administrative news that is important to the life of the people, we 
can also promote ever more completeness and timeliness of the material 
provided.” In other words, each government ministry was encouraged to 
put in place a clearing system for informing the public about administra-
tive news. Aside from this, in “Reforming the General Plan for Promoting 
the Computerization of Governance,” basic provisions aimed at fostering 
the computerization of governance were adopted, meant to “promote the 
deployment of one computer for each person among the necessary per-
sonnel.” Moreover, since the 2000s, with the aim of simplifying and opti-
mizing administrative management to an even greater degree, efforts have 
been promoted regarding the following four pillars (MIC 2013: 180–185):

 1. Promoting Internet use and moving administrative procedures online 
(such as the “e-Japan strategy”),

 2. Optimizing tasks and systems,
 3. Implementing cloud information systems,
 4. Establishing and strengthening ICT governance in the administration.

To penetrate e-governance and make civic engagement or political partici-
pation more active, the role of local governments that provide public ser-
vices close to citizens is quite strenuous. In addition, local governments 
have high expectations for e-governance because they have a strong prefer-
ence for providing public services more effectively, increasing  administrative 
efficiency, revitalizing regional industries by e-government, and so forth. 
The use of Internet-based functions is not new in Japan, as many munici-
palities are using e-mail newsletters for information dissemination such as 
safety alerts and weather advisories. According to the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs and Communications (MIC), as of April 2014, 93.6 percent of 
larger administrative structures such as large cities and prefectures in Japan 
distribute e-mail  newsletters, and 22.8 percent of smaller administrative 
structures (small cities, towns, and villages) utilize this function for one-
way information distribution (MIC 2014). According to survey results by 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications in 2013, 35.2 per-
cent of the local governments in Japan make use of websites; 28.3 percent 
use a commercial SNS (i.e., Facebook); and 29.1  percent use blogs or 
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micro-blogs (i.e., Twitter) for communication (MIC 2013). With regard 
to their reasons for using social media, 86.5 percent use social media for 
communicating to residents and local businesses; 72.7 percent for dissemi-
nating information to non-residents; and 58 percent have started using 
social media in case of disasters. Furthermore, the use of social networking 
services to promote municipalities can be observed in Japan, similar to 
examples in other nations such as Spain (Kiss 2015).

In Japan, in the past many local governments and Non Profit Organiza-
tions (NPO) have already attempted to promote public–private collabora-
tion by launching bulletin board services and have also built customized 
systems for local social networking services that were appropriately named 
Chiiki SNS (local SNS), as well as utilized existing SNS platforms such as 
Facebook and Twitter (Shoji 2012; Noguchi and Ito 2013). Social experi-
ments for operating bulletin board systems or Chiiki SNS (regional social 
networking services or systems) have been conducted by numerous 
Japanese local governments and non-profits in the past. For instance, the 
MIC conducted experiments deploying regional social networking systems 
in Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, and Nagaoka City, Niigata Prefecture from, 2005 
to 2006. Through these experiments, the notion of regional SNS systems 
has become familiar across Japan where regional networks have been estab-
lished through these SNSs. Through them, the production, distribution 
and storage of regional information and their use for community develop-
ment spread across the country in the 2000s (Shoji 2012, p. 68).

However, local governments are facing various challenges when they 
employ these social networking services. Nakano (2014) has found that 
local governments stop using their Chiiki SNS for three main reasons: 
(1) project re-evaluation; (2) an introduction of a time limit for usage; and 
(3) competition with other existing and nascent information and commu-
nications technologies (ICT). Furthermore, Kogawa (2012) studied the 
Fujisawa Citizens’ e-Conference Room (also known as the Commutto 
Fujisawa), which was operated jointly by the Fujisawa municipal govern-
ment and Keio University. They discovered that, even when business was 
stable, it remained difficult to fully outsource its operation to private par-
ties. Employees of the Fujisawa municipal government felt strong pressure 
to maintain the SNS, which they considered a centerpiece business of 
Fujisawa City, and, consequently, they were reluctant to carry out reforms 
that would be seen as “irresponsible.” In recent years, more and more 
local governments and advocates for public–private collaboration have 
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begun to use existing social networking services such as Facebook and 
Twitter instead of bulletin board systems or Chiiki SNS (Shoji 2012, 
p. 56), and such use is expected to increase further in the future.

One noteworthy example in Japan is the case of Takeo City of Saga 
Prefecture, located in southern Japan. In recent years Takeo City has 
switched from using traditional websites to featuring its Facebook page as 
its main Internet presence. Takeo City has a history of progressive use of 
social media such as Twitter. For example, by 2010, it had provided 
Twitter accounts to a majority of its workers and has been encouraging 
them to post tweets, contrary to the policies of many corporations which 
prohibit the use of Twitter during working hours. The local government’s 
aim was to promote the flow of ordinary information from the govern-
ment so that citizens could feel closer to their municipality. During the 
flooding that occurred in the Takeo area on June 12, 2011, the mayor and 
other workers continued to distribute disaster information about road 
blocks and flooding, and subsequently were able to raise over one million 
yen in donations in part thanks to communicating their relief efforts via 
Twitter. Their success in using Twitter evolved into a strategy for further 
enhancing awareness of the workings of the municipal government, and 
eventually they expanded their online presence to the use of Facebook.

Takeo City provides information on services for residents, including in 
areas such as child-rearing support, general safety, tourist information, and 
business or procurement information. Using inline frames, the municipal-
ity embeds local government information in Facebook, but it also uploads 
such pages onto a server outside of Facebook to avert risk in case of service 
failure or changes in Facebook policy. Their Facebook page is set to open 
access for those who do not have Facebook accounts. Communication is 
facilitated between the government and Facebook account holders who 
can comment on and “like” any updates posted by the city.

Using Facebook has certain merits for local governments. It allows for 
quicker service, increased accountability, lower IT server maintenance 
costs, and greater opportunities for interactivity among citizens and the 
government. However, there are also a number of potential disadvantages: 
Facebook implementation may be intimidating to citizens with varying lev-
els of digital skills (IT literacy or computer literacy). Furthermore, to ensure 
fairness to all citizens regardless of their levels of digital literacy, local 
 governments must also consider balancing information provision to address 
potentially different levels of interest in civic activities among  citizens.  
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There is also a certain degree of risk in the case of Facebook, as some ser-
vices may be phased out and policies concerning privacy and personal infor-
mation may be changed. Such concerns about platform durability may 
inhibit new users from joining the service. In Japan, where government 
polls have identified the potential for misuse of personal information to be 
the most important concern among users overall, entrusting their shared 
personal or private information to Facebook is a particularly relevant issue. 
Despite the low risk, some entries are potentially subject to trolling by other 
Facebook users (MIC 2013).

In addition to the case study of Takeo City, Joyo ARC, a think-tank 
based in Japan’s Ibaraki Prefecture, conducted a survey concerning social 
media usage by local governments in the northeastern Kanto area cover-
ing Ibaraki Prefecture, Tochigi Prefecture and Gunma Prefecture. The 
study found that 18 local governments were operating official social media 
accounts in Ibaraki Prefecture, and nine local governments such as Mito 
City, Tsukuba City, and Hitachi City operated multiple social media 
accounts in 2012. They also found that nine local governments in Tochigi 
Prefecture, including Utsunomiya City and Oyama City, operate Twitter 
accounts and blogs. Social media such as Twitter or Facebook accounts 
were also being used by five local governments in Gunma Prefecture such 
as Numata City, Ooizumi City, and Tsumagoi City (Joyo ARC 2012).

According to Joyo ARC, a noteworthy example was the case of Tsukuba 
City of Ibaraki Prefecture. As mentioned in Chap. 2, Joyo ARC pointed 
out how the Tsukuba municipal government began to use Twitter to 
enhance communication between city hall workers and residents in January 
2011. Immediately after it started using Twitter, Tsukuba City faced seri-
ous damage caused from the Great East Japan earthquake on March 11, 
2011. Many citizens rushed to call Tsukuba City Hall directly, view the 
city’s webpage, or listen to community radio to obtain disaster-related 
information. However, in the midst of the flood of inquiries via telephone 
and the Internet, this basic infrastructure was not functioning as expected. 
As documented in Chap. 2, Joyo ARC’s report mentions how remarkable 
it was that the Tsukuba municipal workers started using Twitter to provide 
and collect disaster information as efficiently as possible. They retweeted 
the tweets by the residents when they thought they had found information 
that was worth believing. In the days following the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear power plant accident, the citizens’ voices that were collected via 
Twitter were not always positive with regard to the Tsukuba municipal 
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workers. For example, there were a number of critical messages on Twitter 
when they could not accept all the disaster victims from Fukushima 
Prefecture immediately. However, there were many supportive messages 
for the city workers on Twitter, and overall these positive messages and 
tweets encouraged the municipal workers during the period when Tsukuba 
City Hall was reconstructed (Joyo ARC 2012). Joyo ARC  (2012)  confirms 
the findings and suggestions stated in Chap. 2.

In viewing both the pros and cons of implementing Facebook services, 
many Japanese local municipalities have determined that the benefits out-
weigh the risks of incorporating Facebook usage into their daily opera-
tions. They have initiated, or are currently planning to create, Facebook 
pages to provide fora for citizens and government so that community 
members can exchange ideas and participate in social activities (MIC 
2013). However, we have relatively little understanding of how social net-
working sites such as Facebook are being used by local governments to 
create a more collaborative relationship among citizens and promote citi-
zen engagement, and what policy areas tend to get more attention and 
achieve more engagement by citizens.

Objective of the Study in This Chapter

This study investigates how local governments in Japan use Facebook. Our 
aim is to examine the specific areas of policy that each local government 
Facebook page focuses on. We posit that some Facebook pages focusing on 
some specific policy areas are more likely to have a large number of fans, 
and that other Facebook pages that focus on other areas of policy are more 
likely to have more engagement. Our rationale behind this assumption is 
based on the fact that the level of civic engagement could differ depending 
on the area of policy involved. As mentioned earlier, some policy areas are 
expected to have higher engagement, while others are not. Therefore this 
study investigates the following three research questions.

RQ1: What is the major focus of local governments in Japan when they 
use Facebook?

RQ2: What policy area focused on by a local government Facebook page 
accumulates more fans?

RQ3: What policy area focused on by a local government Facebook page 
accumulates more engagement?
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Methodology

To analyze the focus of each local governments’ Facebook page, we used 
a list provided by the Chiiki SNS Kenkyukai which has a “list of local 
 governments’ Facebook page in Japan (as of March, 2013).” Specifically, 
the list is an inventory of the Facebook pages that are associated with the 
official webpages of: (1) prefectural governments; (2) municipalities in 
prefectural capital cities and designated cities (the redundant pages with 
prefectural governments were removed); (3) Tokyo’s 23 special wards, 
and pages posted on news sites. A total of 466 Facebook pages are listed. 
We removed 38 pages that were defunct and three pages that were being 
operated by individuals, not governments. Through this process, we had a 
remaining total of 425 Facebook pages (see Appendix A).

The Facebook profiles of the 425 pages were extracted and analyzed 
statistically. The profile data analyzed in this study included: (1) the total 
number of people who “liked” the page (fans); (2) people talking about 
this page (engagement); (3) brief information of the page; and (4) a more 
concrete description of the profile. By using the Blockspring application, 
data was extracted from the 425 Facebook pages between July 7, 2016 
and July 15, 2016.

Data Analysis Method

The area of policy focused on by each local government’s Facebook page 
was analyzed through the KH Coder text mining software. The “Brief 
information of the page” of each Facebook profile was analyzed using KH 
Coder that allows for analysis of Japanese-language  text along with 
Chinese-, Korean- and Russian-language texts. KH Coder conducts mor-
phological analysis for the Japanese language utilizing the ChaSen mor-
phological analysis tool developed by the Nara Institute of Science and 
Technology. This tool can be employed to assist in conducting computer 
based content analysis of Japanese text. We used this software for deter-
mining co-occurrence patterns in the paragraphs of the text provided in 
the Facebook profiles. The text is analyzed based on the following rules to 
enhance the accuracy of analyzing Japanese.

 1. The words with inflections are taken out after they are changed to the 
basic forms.

 2. The general words that are used in any sentences such as postpositional 
particles and auxiliary verbs are omitted from the target of analysis.
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Only “nouns” and “suru verbs” (verb formed by adding suru to a noun in 
Japanese) are counted because our main focus is to discover the policy 
areas that local governments are focusing on. As a result, the remaining 
data was extracted and the co-occurrence network (modularity) is illus-
trated in the following section.

Results: Text Frequency and Co-occurrence Network

For analysis of each local governments’ profile on its Facebook page, the 
“nouns” and “suru verbs” (verb formed by adding “suru” to a noun) were 
measured. Descriptive statistics on frequencies of “nouns”(名詞) and “suru 
verbs”(サ変名詞) are shown in Table 3.1. With regards to nouns, the word 
“information” (情報) is the most frequent word (184) with “page”(ページ), 
“municipal halls”(市役所), “events”(イベント), “communities”(地域), 
“attractive”(魅力), “ward offices”(区役所), “center”(センター), “projects” 
(プロジェクト) and “accounts”(アカウント) following. Regarding “suru 
verbs,” “transmit”(発信) is the most frequent word, with “sightseeing”(観
光), “management”(運営), “public relations”(広報), “introduce”(紹介), 
“promotion”(進行), “propulsion”(推進), “notice”(お知らせ), “activities” 
(活動), and “support” (支援) following.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the co-occurrence network of Facebook profiles 
provided by the analysis results of KH Coder. Nodes are displayed larger 
when frequencies are higher, and edges (lines between the bubbles) are 
denoted thicker when co-occurrences of the pair of the adjacent nodes 
are  more frequent. It is immediately visible that at the right bottom 
side of  the co-occurrence network, we have community-development or 
community- promotion- related words such as “community,” “events,” 
“introduce,” “attractive,” “promotion” etc. With regards to “community,” 
there are co-occurrence relationships among “promotion,” “informa-
tion,” and “introduce,” and at the same time, each text co-occurs among 
“events,” “local specialty,” and “transmit”. These characteristics of the co-
occurrence network revealed that “community development/community 
promotion” is the main focus of public policy of the local government.

At the same time, we can observe (a) agriculture, (b) environment, 
(c)  enterprise, (d) civic engagement, (e) employment, (f) (agriculture) 
 forestry and fisheries, (g) industrial development, (h) sports, (i) childcare 
(j) art and culture, (k) tourism and (l) public relations as policy areas.
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Analytical Results of Policy Area

The data shown in Table 3.2 indicate the analytical results of the policy area 
focused on each by Japanese local government. Community development is 
the most frequent (157), followed by tourism (53), entertainment (29), 
childcare; education and learning (25), public relations (24), agriculture, 
forestry, and fisheries (21) and employment (15). On the other hand, fewer 
than ten local governments focused on welfare-related issues such as animal 
welfare (4) and social welfare (4); safety-related issues such as public safety 
(3) and consumer safety (2); and diversity-related issues such as gender 
equality (5), multicultural coexistence (3), and  international relations (2). 
At the same time, only six local governments focused on civic engagement.

Table 3.1 Analysis results of frequency of text
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Subsequently, we examined which area of policy would increase fans or 
engagement of a Facebook page of a Japanese local government. We first 
analyzed the total number of fans of each local government’s Facebook 
page. By the following classification created for assisting with better inter-
pretation of the result of this analysis, 46.8 percent are small-scale (under 
1,000 fans); 37.2 percent are mid-scale (1,001–5,000 fans); and 16 per-
cent are large-scale (over 5,001 fans). Through further inspection of the 
percentage of various numbers of fans per page, those with 1,001–2,000 
fans was the highest (at 19.3 percent), followed by 501–1,000 fans (at 18.8 
percent), and those with under 250 fans (at 15.1 percent) and 251–500 
fans (at 12.9 percent). The percentage of pages with over 9,000 fans was 
7.3 percent. Therefore, through our analysis, we can conclude that most 

Fig. 3.1 Co-occurrence patterns of Facebook profiles (modularity, minimum 
frequency 8)
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Japanese local government Facebook pages have fewer than 1,000 fans, 
and their fan base is usually small-scale; however, the number of Japanese 
local government Facebook pages with over 9,000 fans is noteworthy.

We next analyzed each policy area (The aggregate data of all policy areas 
is in Appendix B.) First, among the policy areas of tourism, public relations, 
and community development, these pages have the highest-level median in 
seven policy areas. Tourism and public-relations-related pages have over 
15 percent among the large-scale (over 9,000 fans) fan base pages; there-
fore, these two policy areas have the largest fan base. Second, with regard 
to agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; childcare; education and learning; and 
civic engagement, these pages have a moderate- level median in seven policy 
areas. Among these policy areas, about 70 percent of the pages have fewer 
than 1,000 fans. Third, with regard to employment, the pages have the 
lowest-level median in seven policy areas. All the pages focused on employ-
ment have fewer than 1,000 fans.

Areas of policy % Count

Community development 36.9 157
Tourism 12.5 53
Entertainment 6.8 29
Childcare, education, and learning 5.9 25
Public relations 5.6 24
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 4.9 21
Employment 3.5 15
Environment 3.3 14
Health care and sports 2.6 11
Land, infrastructure, and transport 2.6 11
Disaster prevention 2.4 10
Foods 2.1 9
Enterprise 1.6 7
Industrial development 1.6 7
Civic engagement 1.4 6
Gender equality 1.2 5
Animal welfare 0.9 4
Social welfare 0.9 4
Election 0.7 3
Multicultural coexistence 0.7 3
Public safety 0.7 3
Consumer safety 0.5 2
International relations 0.5 2
Total 100.0 425

Table 3.2 Policy area
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We next analyzed the distribution of the degree of engagement, and we 
observed a fairly even distribution of engagement from 0 to over 1,000. 
We also examined the engagement of each area of policy. For better assess-
ment of the distribution, and we found it was divided into three groups: 
(1) low engagement, (2) mid-scale engagement, and (3)  high engage-
ment. Employment; childcare; education and learning; civic engagement; 
and agriculture, forestry, and fisheries have low engagement, although 
public relations and community development have relatively high engage-
ment, and tourism has mid-scale engagement.

diScuSSion

This study investigated how local governments in Japan use Facebook. We 
examined the specific policy areas focused on  by local governments in 
Facebook and found some to have more fans, and others to have more 
engagement. This study investigated the following three research questions.

RQ1: What is the major focus of local governments in Japan when they 
use Facebook?

RQ2: What policy area focused on  by a local government Facebook 
page accumulates more fans?

RQ3: What policy area focused on  by a local government Facebook 
page accumulates more engagement?

Our study found that Japanese local governments use Facebook for 
(a)  agriculture; (b) environment; (c) enterprise; (d) civic engagement; 
(e)  employment; (f) (agriculture), forestry and fisheries; (g) industrial 
development; (h) sports; (i) childcare; (j) art and culture; (k) tourism; and 
(l) public relations as their focused policy areas. In answering RQ1, among 
these policy areas, community development and community promotion 
are the most common policy areas, followed by tourism; entertainment; 
childcare; education and learning; public relations; and agriculture, for-
estry, and fisheries. By contrast, the policy areas there was little evidence 
with regard to diversity or social equality such as gender equality or multi-
cultural coexistence. This result indicates that Japanese local governments 
do not at present operate social media with regard to these policy areas, 
and, as a result, are lowering the civic engagement or political participation 
via Facebook that has been achieved among Japanese local governments.
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With regard to RQ2, which makes an inquiry into which area of policy 
tends to accumulate more fans, employment was found to have a small fan 
base. By contrast, tourism, public relations and community development 
have a large-scale fan base and agriculture, forestry and fisheries, childcare, 
education and learning and civic engagement all have a mid-scale fan base. 
With regard to RQ3, which considers which areas of policy tend to accu-
mulate more engagement, we found that employment, childcare, educa-
tion and learning and civic engagement have low engagement, tourism has 
mid-scale engagement, and public relations and community development 
have higher engagement.

Figure 3.2 illustrates this study’s findings regarding how the number of 
followers and the level of engagement fluctuate depending on each policy 
area. We discovered four different policy areas based on the number of 
followers and the level of engagement. The first group has a high number 
of followers as well as level of engagement. Public relations and commu-
nity development are categorized in this group. With regard to this group, 
the function of the local governments’ Facebook pages would be not only 
to provide and share information, but also to create opportunities to 
enhance communication and engagement among citizens. The second 
group has a moderate number of followers, while engagement is relatively 
low. Childcare; education and learning; civic engagement; and agriculture, 
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forestry, and fisheries are categorized in this group. With regard to this 
group, the current function of local governments’ Facebook pages is basi-
cally confined to providing and sharing information, and more effort 
could be required to make civic engagement via Facebook more proactive. 
The third group has a low number of followers as well as low engagement 
via Facebook. Employment is categorized in this group. We can also sug-
gest that the number of fans or followers does not influence the level of 
engagement. The fourth group could consist of obscure policy areas in 
Japan, which Japanese local governments do not deal with very much 
through Facebook. Policy areas with regard to diversity or social equality 
such as gender equality or multicultural coexistence are categorized in this 
group.

Establishing collaboration and enhancing civic engagement is an impor-
tant aspect in many areas of society; however, collaboration among citi-
zens, the public sector, and the private sector is one of the most important 
issues for many industrialized nations. Social media such as Facebook can 
provide a possible path for local governments to become more open and 
allow for such collaboration. In this scenario, citizens can be more involved 
in public service and policy decisions.

Our study finds that Japanese local governments use Facebook mainly 
for community development and community promotion, while policy with 
regard to diversity or social equality such as gender equality or multicul-
tural coexistence rarely exists. In addition, we categorized four different 
policy areas based on the number of followers and level of engagement. 
The first group has a high number of followers as well as high engagement 
in which the function of Facebook would not only be to provide and share 
information, but also to create opportunities to enhance communication 
and engagement among citizens. Public relations and community develop-
ment are categorized in this group. The second group has a moderate 
number of followers and engagement is relatively low; the function of 
Facebook would be basically confined to providing and sharing informa-
tion at that stage, and greater effort could be required to make civic engage-
ment via Facebook more proactive. Childcare; education and learning; 
civic engagement; and agriculture, forestry, and fisheries are categorized in 
this group. The third group has a low number of followers as well as low 
engagement via Facebook. Employment is categorized in this group. The 
final group consists of obscure policy areas that Japanese local governments 
do not deal with much through Facebook such as diversity, social equality, 
gender equality, or multicultural coexistence.
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The findings described in this chapter focus solely on Japanese local gov-
ernment Facebook pages, but the wider implications suggest a framework 
for assessing how local governments can promote political participation 
and civic engagement more efficiently.
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This chapter analyzes a case of social media usage by a local municipality in 
Japan, focusing on the possibilities and problems of complementary com-
munication channels such as social networking services. Rapid transmission 
allows social media to facilitate communication activities in new ways and 
offers new avenues for information interaction between citizens and local 
governments, as we have seen with the example in Chap. 2 of the micro-
blog Twitter. Twitter can connect citizen followers through a local govern-
ment’s Twitter account and citizens can receive updates continuously 
about public services and events.
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Other SNS platforms, such as Facebook, can also allow citizens to 
experience more personal connections with their local governments. These 
types of online relationships demonstrate not powerfully committed 
personal bonds, but weak links (Resnick et al. 2012; Wellman et al. 2003) 
that acknowledge the existence of a connection without requiring a strong 
bond among people using social media. If strong bonds exist among users 
regardless of social media, then they can mobilize people, as in the case of 
the 2010–2011 Arab Spring political movements (Howard et  al. 2011; 
Howard and Parks 2012). In general, just like websites, social media usage 
efficiently reduces distances between people and effectively connects 
members of modern society.

As indicated in Chap. 2, in the immediate aftermath of the Great East 
Japan Earthquake that occurred on March 11, 2011, voice communica-
tion through normal telephone lines was made difficult in the affected 
areas due to the initial congestion caused by the sudden increase of calls 
and broken lines. Immediately after the 1994 Northridge, CA earthquake, 
Pacific Bell was down in many affected areas, and the 1995 Awajishima- 
Hanshin earthquake left similar breakdowns in telecommunications lines 
followed by an overconcentration of incoming calls into the affected 
regions (Hooper 1999; Kroll-Smith 2001). Follow-up studies and reports 
have indicated that alternative ways of communication were effective for 
communications probing the safety of friends, relatives and close ones 
during these two earthquakes (Noam and Sato 1995; Kazuma 1995) to 
alleviate congestion due to concentration of phone calls into emergency 
areas. The Niigata-Chuetsu earthquake that hit the middle northern area 
of Japan on October 2004 disrupted telephone, cellular and Personal 
Handyphone System (PHS) communication by severing optic fiber lines 
and interrupting services, along with causing power failures.

As is in many natural disaster-related situations, people often became 
alarmed and nervous, needing reassurance that their loved ones were safe. 
Some needed to convey delays or cancellations resulting from disruptions 
to transport networks. Since the 1998 implementation of the Japanese 
disaster emergency voice message board (dengon dial) 171 operated by 
NTT, this has been regarded as the only alternative to normal telephone 
calls in such situations. However, in contrast to fixed telephone lines, 
Internet access through mobile devices was found to be relatively robust 
and resilient in comparison to the normal telecommunication channels. 
Voice over IP, SMS (Short Message Services) and email are quicker solu-
tions for communication and overcoming telecommunication breakdowns 
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or congestions in such disasters. Radio is also more effective due to its 
portability and its ability to function with batteries in comparison to televi-
sions that are of no use during power outages. Social media such as 
Facebook and Twitter have proved more effective in disseminating infor-
mation through the Internet than websites hosted on local servers which 
may have been put out of action as a result of the sort of power outages that 
occurred early in disasters such as the southern California wildfires and the 
Sichuan earthquake in 2008 (Sutton et al. 2008; Mills et al. 2009), or the 
hurricanes that hit the Atlantic coast of the USA in the same year (Hughes 
and Palen 2010). White (2010) has also discussed the role of social media 
in crisis-mapping during local-level disasters. Twitter was found to be most 
effective at quickly spreading information—whether true or false—in Japan 
during the Great East Japan Earthquake. In Chap. 2, I examined how 
Twitter has the potential to transmit false rumors very rapidly in Japan 
during disasters, therefore Twitter usage requires some further consider-
ation as to how to avoid some of the unfavorable consequences that were 
observed during the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011.

Following the Great East Japan Earthquake, many Japanese municipali-
ties began to experiment with various social media other than Twitter, 
including Facebook. As power outages affected the local servers that were 
hosting Internet services in Japan, the Great East Japan Earthquake dem-
onstrated how many of the expensive customized Chiiki SNS platforms 
were useless during times of unstable power supply, particularly as many 
areas were required to conserve energy via planned power outages during 
the weeks immediately after the Great East Japan Earthquake. Such situa-
tions were unimaginable before the disaster and served as catalysts to 
change the minds of conservative decision-makers within Japanese munic-
ipalities to outsource SNS platforms instead of constructing their own 
local platforms. During the Great East Japan Earthquake, researchers 
observed that through social media, a communication network of social 
support was formed in municipalities experiencing mid-level disruptions, 
and social interaction was made possible throughout a wide region 
(Hashimoto and Ohama 2014; Inoue 2013). Social media became an 
information conduit and knowledge source for the citizens of Japanese 
municipalities with mid-level disruptions in the early days after the disaster. 
This practical utilization suggests that this observed means of transmitting 
and receiving information is effective and potentially beneficial as a channel 
for municipal government communications.

Given this potential, in this chapter, we examine how the city of Tsukuba 
in Ibaraki prefecture experimented with the regular use of Facebook on an 
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initial trial basis for a six-month period in early 2012 as a means of 
enhancing its citizens’ social capital. This city’s experience is rather unique, 
as during the experimentation period, it experienced its own local disaster 
when a tornado ripped through the north part of the city in early May 
2012. Thus, the time period allows us to investigate the regular use of 
social media as a means of communicating local government information, 
as well as its use during a disaster situation. After examining the literature 
on social media, its relationship with social capital, and the background of 
social media and its use among municipalities in Japan, we look at the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square experiment period and how the 
experiment was conducted by the City of Tsukuba in early 2012 and dur-
ing the events of the May 6, 2012 tornado. In the final section of the 
chapter, we review the implications of the six-month experimental period 
and the use of social media during the tornado disaster, and contemplate 
the possibilities of social media utilization on the local government level in 
Japan to enhance the relationship between government and citizens.

soCiaL CapiTaL, media, desigN, CommuNiTy  
aNd CiviC parTiCipaTioN

As reviewed in Chap. 2, social capital is formed through the social contexts 
of trust, norms, and networks to make a more efficient society by promoting 
the resources that exist in the harmony among positive human relationships 
(Putnam 2000). Exchanges of ideas during times of difficulty build human 
relationships and demonstrate a means by which communication activities 
build social capital. Putnam (2000) has termed bridging and bonding to be 
the two ways of building social capital; however, when viewing this idea in 
the perspective of SNS-based communication activities, these two separate 
types of social capital may both be present. Communication that bonds 
close individuals may occur in SNS, but bridging among diverse individuals 
is equally possible with SNS; thus the intermix of the two types of building 
social capital needs to be considered as well.

Another approach directly related to the theme of this study is “social 
design” that explains the process of citizen involvement in community 
building and effective steps in tackling social issues in Japan (Kakei 2013). 
Social design is related to the Japanese concept of machizukuri (literally 
translated as “building community”) as a means of encouraging local resi-
dents to participate in their local communities. As communication among 
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residents is one of the core concepts, practical approaches—rather than 
theoretical constructs—are integral in developing and using online social 
spaces where residents can interact to tackle problems or issues.

The enormous economic growth and population increase in Japan 
during the twentieth century has now been replaced with the decline of 
both in recent years. This reversal of both economic and population 
growth has led local policy-makers to revise many previously uniform and 
standardized approaches to dealing with various social issues. Declines in 
tax revenues have led to cuts in budgets and a reduction in the number of 
government personnel. Management of social issues by the public sector 
alone is no longer possible in Japan, and this situation has offered oppor-
tunities for many citizen organizations and NPOs (non-profit organizations) 
to assume some of the roles that have traditionally been thought to be the 
responsibility of local Japanese governments. In this new fiscal environment, 
policy-makers need to focus more on constructing and designing social 
systems that take advantage of the available resources that enable them to 
accomplish their tasks, rather than creating new schemes or continuing to 
build new departments or structures. Many social actors share the same 
concerns towards society and each can play a role in building communities. 
Social design enables these social actors to communicate and share their 
concerns towards society and allow for coordination to actively use 
available resources and people (Kakei 2013). Many local governments in 
Japan are in need of such social design due to the increasing number of 
social issues that need to be addressed to help maintain local communities. 
One way that social design can be applied to local governments in Japan is 
to implement social media as a means of connecting civil society. As social 
media such as SNS can be used to virtually connect a new variety of social 
actors, social issues can be shared simultaneously through social media and 
all actors can begin participating and communicating with one another to 
address what needs to be done. Carey (1989) indicates how Internet com-
munication should be viewed as a cultural  transaction of meaning 
production. Online community message production in itself is a cycle of 
cultural life and recreates the many facets of a community’s culture. 
Appadurai (1995) points out how locality is a “complex phenomenological 
quality, constituted by a series of links between the sense of social imme-
diacy, the technologies of interactivity and the relativity of contexts” 
(Appadurai 1995, p. 204). In this sense one can stay in a set social arena 
or virtual neighborhood, as one can live in a spatial neighborhood and also 
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virtual neighborhood that is defined by different rules in regards to 
boundaries (Pedersen 2003). Rheingold (1993) describes a “virtual 
community” as “social aggregations that emerge from the Net when 
enough people carry on … public discussions long enough, with sufficient 
human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace” 
(Rheingold 1993, p.  5). Overall declines in social capital discussed by 
Putnam (2000) can be avoided in Japan by using social media in the pro-
cess of redesigning the concept of “community.”

With regard to previous research on social media increasing civic par-
ticipation, McAtee and Wolak (2011) discuss social networks and motiva-
tion for participation in civil society. The emergence of a network society 
allows for everyday online communication and interconnectedness 
(Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2002). Virtual communities have the fol-
lowing shared traits of: (1) space, (2) shared practice, (3) shared resources 
and support, (4) shared identities and (5) interpersonal relationships 
(Baym 2010; Wellman et al. 2003). Previous research has expressed expec-
tations of how virtual communities could help civil society function more 
effectively through the development and diffusion of online social net-
works (Jennings and Zeitner 2003; Livingstone and Markham 2008; Shah 
et al. 2005, 2001). Due to its increase in acceptance, many organizations 
and municipalities in Japan subsequently initiated projects to consider or 
implement Facebook usage for better civic engagement. This chapter 
focuses on one fascinating case in Ibaraki prefecture—specifically, the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Experiment [Tsukuba Shimin 
Katsudō no Hiroba]—of the Tsukuba municipal government of Japan.

The Tsukuba CiviC aCTiviTies  
Cyber-square experimeNT

The Tsukuba municipal government of Ibaraki Prefecture in Japan is located 
approximately 60 kilometers northeast of Tokyo, the capital of Japan. The 
population is slightly more than 210,000. This municipality has been work-
ing jointly with the University of Tsukuba and Intel Corporation to create 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square with the self-defined goals of: 
(1) nurturing future human resources and cultivating entrepreneurship; 
and (2) reactivating communities and recreating a healthy civic life by the 
year 2015. With these objectives in mind, in 2012, the Tsukuba municipal 
government began an empirical experiment to promote cooperation among 
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citizens by creating a new perspective among citizens through social media. 
To facilitate this, the municipality set up a “cyber plaza” or “cyber-square” 
in Facebook to help promote networking among civic activities and groups. 
This cyber-square was initiated to create a foundation for information shar-
ing and help visualize civic activities for enhancing civil society within the 
city. Prior to commencing this experiment, Tsukuba city already had the 
highest number of Facebook users in Ibaraki with approximately 10,860 
users in October 2011, a figure calculated through access to the Facebook 
statistics that were available through the advertising interface that provides 
the number of users that have indicated Tsukuba as their domicile in their 
profile. With these intentions, this initial experimental period was initiated 
in January 2012 and ended its first experimental phase at the end of June 
2012. With its success, social media usage was adopted and integrated into 
the city’s operations in cooperation with the University of Tsukuba.

In this section, we report on this preliminary phase of the experiment by 
first comparing the types of activities featured on this Facebook page as 
well as other Facebook pages operated by municipalities or groups within 
Ibaraki prefecture. Then, we quantitatively examine the posts in the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square from January 20 to June 30, 2012 
that refer to social capital factors using SPSS computer-assisted text analysis. 
During that period, Tsukuba city experienced a local disaster on May 6, 
2012 in the form of a rare tornado storm. Thus, within our analysis of the 
city’s experimental period with Facebook, we also had the opportunity to 
assess firsthand how community information provision and communica-
tions through Facebook played a vital role during the emergency situation 
from May 6 to May 31, 2012.

ComparisoN wiTh oTher soCiaL NeTworkiNg  
serviCes iN ibaraki

In order to situate the city of Tsukuba’s Facebook page among other 
locally operated Facebook pages in Ibaraki prefecture, we identified the top 
five Facebook sites in the same prefecture at the time of the first phase of 
the experimental period from January 20 to June 30, 2012 (see Table 4.1). 
Our selection criteria included sites that were either being operated by 
prefectural-level or local governments, or Facebook pages that had been in 
existence for a similar or longer duration than the city of Tsukuba’s 
Facebook page.
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The majority of the sites were focused either on promoting a particular 
feature of Ibaraki prefecture or tourism within the prefecture. For example, 
the “Foodies in Ibaraki” page concentrates on promoting local delicacies, 
as well as popular restaurants and eateries. “The Enchantment of Ibaraki” 
page focuses on encouraging tourism in Ibaraki by including information 
on local events, seasonal topics, popular tourist spots, and accommoda-
tion. The “Mito City Tourism” page is also about tourism, providing local 
information about the city of Mito (the capital of Ibaraki prefecture), its 
history, and its traditions. The “Sakuragawa City” page is a Facebook page 
that is more general in terms of content, offering  information and topics 
about Sakuragawa city, tourist information about the area, as well as listing 
restaurant information and popular places for families to visit. Among the 
top five sites, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square is the only page 
that focuses solely on civic activities and civil society. Due to the lack of 
Facebook pages in Japan with similar focus on such activities at the time 
of the experiment, the four tourism-oriented Facebook pages were 
selected for comparison.

Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of the total number of posts on the five 
Facebook pages during the period from January to June 2012 when the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square was in its initial experimental phase.

As noted earlier, providing tourism-related information, which is essen-
tially oriented towards information provision rather than communication, 
was the main focus of four of the five Facebook pages. In our assessment 

Table 4.1 Top five Facebook sites originating in Ibaraki prefecture (January to 
June 2012)

Page title (English) Page title (Japanese) Operating entity Likes as 
of June 
30, 2012

Tsukuba Civic 
Activities 
Cyber-Square

Tsukuba Shimin Katsudō 
no Hiroba

Tsukuba city 1263

Foodies in Ibaraki Umaimono dokoro Ibaraki Ibaraki prefecture, 
Agricultural and fisheries 
distribution department

907

Enchantment of 
Ibaraki

Ibaraki no miryoku-o 
tsutatetai

Ibaraki prefecture, Public 
relations department

863

Mito City Tourism Mito-shi kankōka 
Mitoshikankōkyōkai

Mito city, Tourism board 286

Sakuragawa City Sakuragawa-shi Sakuragawa city 491
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of the Facebook sites, we discovered that the sites that provided informa-
tion regarding tourism or food (information on four out of the five 
Facebook sites that could be directed at a broad range of people including 
residents or visitors) were likely to have more posted comments and likes 
in comparison to information aimed at residents (such as that posted on 
the Tsukuba city page).

For example, in terms of tourism-related information, the increases in 
the number of posts in the Sakuragawa and Mito Facebook pages during 
February 2012 can be attributed to drawing potential visitors to local 
events such as the Makabe Hina matsuri (Makabe Doll Festival), a tradi-
tional local event that celebrates the Japanese custom of “Girl’s Day” in 
early February, and the Sakuragawa annual marathon. Similarly, in Mito 
city during February 2012 and into early March, the majority of postings 
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focused on the Mito city plum blossom festival, an eight-day festival that 
was held on four consecutive weekends from February 18 to March 11, 
2012, and featured various theme events related to plum blossoms. The 
festival celebrates Mito city’s official flower that figures prominently in the 
city’s Kairakuen municipal park, known for being one of the three most 
beautiful municipal parks in Japan. All four tourism-related sites showed 
spikes in activity during the period late April to early May, coinciding with 
the “Golden Week” holiday period (wherein there are four national holi-
days occurring within the period April 29 to May 5), a popular period for 
domestic travel. Among the five Facebook sites, Fig. 4.1 also shows that 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square had a competitive amount of 
posted comments and likes in comparison to the other four pages in con-
sideration of the characteristics of information being communicated.

In terms of information provision, Facebook pages can be used in a 
similar manner as websites wherein the owner of an open Facebook page 
can transmit information to a broad audience. However, the engagement 
opportunities that are built into Facebook’s architecture, such as the 
liking, commenting, and sharing features for viewers or users to interact 
with the owner of the page in real time, offer enhanced communications. 
Thus, we also assessed Facebook’s engagement functions for the five 
Facebook pages (Fig. 4.2).

As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, a sudden increase can be observed during May 
2012 in the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. Although the number 
of posts by the four other Facebook pages are greater than the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square from January through April, access to 
engagement features surpasses the Sakuragawa page for May and June as 
well as the Mito page. The increase in online engagement in the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square after May 6, 2012 is due to the tornado 
disaster that occurred around 13:00 that day and resulted in outages 
affecting 20,000 residences and deaths and injuries, along with destruc-
tion of homes and other facilities (this disaster will be examined in detail 
later in this chapter).

From this analysis, we observed that among the pages we selected, (1) 
social networking service pages that communicate tourism-related or rec-
reational information are more likely to have comments posted or be liked, 
however, (2) social networking service pages that focus solely on commu-
nicating civic, resident-oriented, and government-provided information 
may be considered effective for increasing spontaneous feedback, such as 
comments or likes on Facebook.
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aNaLysis of posTs oN The “Tsukuba CiviC 
aCTiviTies Cyber-square”

The Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page had a total of 
109 posts (inclusive of updates and also comments to updates) between 
January 20 and June 30, 2012. We divided the overall contents into two 
broad categories: The first category concerns posts related to everyday life 
(62 posts) and the second category is made up of content posted in reac-
tion to the May tornado (47 posts). Computer-assisted text analysis has 
been used in studies to analyze sentiment in the past (Park et al. 2011); 
therefore, we used SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys 4.0 to analyze all 
postings morphologically after extracting the data. In this section, we first 
assess the posts related to everyday life in Tsukuba to find communality 
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with concepts related to social capital, such as community, public interest, 
social participation, and civic participation.

Computer-assisted text analysis allowed us to assess the 62 posts 
regarding everyday life that were made to the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
“Cyber- Square” during this period in terms of morphemes that reflect 
features of social capital. Table 4.2 shows the overall results of the mor-
phemes that were extracted from the posts.

Posts that reflected gratitude (27 posts, 43.5%) and requests (16 posts, 
25.8%) made up more than two-thirds of the total number of posts. 
Among the examples that we extracted, expressions of gratitude include 
phrases such as “Volunteering like this is welcome” and “Thanking you 
always.” These two types of postings, comprising close to 70% of the total 
number of posts in the “everyday life” category, were deemed to reflect 
social support and reciprocation among the users of the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square. The third type of posting, which we termed 
“affirmation,” accounted for more than 10% of the posts, and we considered 
these types of posts to reflect a positive image towards the Cyber- Square 
Facebook page. Positive feelings regarding the local area (Harper 2002) 
were demonstrated by the six posts (9.7%) that expressed “delight.” 
Finally, the social capital features of reciprocity and trust were illustrated by 
the five posts (8.1%) that were categorized as “encouragement.”

soCiaL CapiTaL Through updaTes

The results of the comparison of the activities within the Facebook page of 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square and the other Facebook pages 
being operated by municipalities in the vicinity show that the total number 

Table 4.2 Analysis of 
posts in Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square

Morpheme Total posts (N) 
and %

Gratitude 27 (43.5%)
Requests 16 (25.8%)
Affirmation 8 (12.9%)
Delight 6 (9.7%)
Encouragement 5 (8.1%)
Total 62 (100.0%)
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of posts are lower overall in the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square than 
on the other pages with “recreational” content. However, as described ear-
lier, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square has been proven to be effec-
tive in nurturing social capital through a computer-assisted text analysis of 
the posts made in the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. Even without 
making the content artificially “recreational,” communication to enhance 
civil society through social networking services has been demonstrated to 
be a viable option. Through the example shown earlier, the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page can gain attention equal to the 
other Facebook pages of local municipalities in the same region.

Assessing posts during the month after the natural disaster in the Tsukuba 
area demonstrates that civic-related information such as disaster relief com-
munication and civic activity notices are equally valuable for users of SNSs 
with such orientation, and can be competitive when comparing the number 
of likes or comments. Municipalities need not post “recreational” or tour-
ism-oriented information continuously to elicit instantaneous reactions 
such as likes or potentially superficial comments to their updates. People 
who have or who developed an interest in the communications of the 
municipality will “like” the page and subscribe to the disseminated informa-
tion. It is possible that when first accessing the page, a user might be a 
“silent subscriber,” or someone who reads posts but does not react or com-
ment on them. This may continue until a time comes when the subscriber 
feels the need to comment or communicate in another way. When a person 
is motivated to communicate and participate in communications involving 
the municipality, the person becomes more involved in the community, in 
this case, through civic activities. This interest can resonate from cyberspace 
back into real society. This cycle of interest and involvement demonstrates 
the possibility of SNS usage among the local municipalities in Japan. We 
shall now examine the flow of “civic” information of disaster relief commu-
nication during the Tsukuba Tornado disaster in further detail.

The may 6, 2012, Tsukuba TorNado  
(Tsukuba, ibaraki)

In comparison to other regions of the world, while not unheard of, torna-
dos in Japan are relatively rare, according to the Japan Meteorological 
Agency. Tornado sightings in Japan are not regionally isolated, and there-
fore, they may occur anywhere throughout the country. In the five-year 
period spanning 2005–2011, 116 tornados were recorded (on average, 
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23.2 per year, not including tornados on the ocean) by the Japan 
Meteorological Agency. Tornados occur most often in September and 
October, known as the typhoon season in Japan, and are relatively rare 
from January till May in comparison.

On May 6, 2012, at approximately 13:00, the southwest area of Ibaraki 
prefecture (where the city of Tsukuba is located) and southeast area of 
Tochigi prefecture were struck by a powerful tornado. The storm took a 
northeast route, first heading into the Hojō area in the north part of 
Tsukuba and then continuing in a northerly direction to neighboring 
Tochigi prefecture. Factories and buildings located in Tsukuba city’s north-
ern industrial area as well as the Hojō area were destroyed or had their roofs 
blown away. Ultimately, approximately 2000 buildings and homes were 
damaged, with Tsukuba city being the hardest-hit area in terms of overall 
damage. According to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 
of Japan, over 800 houses were damaged and 170 were completely 
destroyed. One person was buried alive in a house collapse and subse-
quently died. Immediately after the tornado, power outages affected 21,000 
homes and continued in the area for several days. Damage to water supply 
systems meant that close to 5200 homes also temporarily lost water access.

The Japan Meteorological Agency observed so-called “supercell” thun-
derclouds due to a cold air mass over Japan developing at the time of the 
tornado occurrence (The Daily Yomiuri 2012). According to the Fujita- 
Pearson Tornado Scale, or F-Scale (a six-level scale ranging from F0 being 
the weakest to F5 as the strongest), the tornado in Tsukuba was catego-
rized as a F2 tornado with winds of more than 50 meters per second or 
180 kilometers per hour, and may have been temporarily as strong as an 
F3 in some areas (The Daily Yomiuri 2012). The most powerful tornados 
ever recorded in Japan have been F3 tornados, such as the November 7, 
2006 tornado in Hokkaido, the September 24, 1999 tornado in Aichi 
Prefecture and the December 11, 1990 tornado in Chiba Prefecture, 
which tore down houses and upended train cars.

Tsukuba CiviC aCTiviTies Cyber-square 
aNd The TorNado

The Tsukuba municipal government went into action immediately after 
the initial sighting and confirmation of the tornado hitting the northern 
area of Tsukuba city. The city government very rapidly created a disaster 
response center in its main Municipal Hall. Through these circumstances, 
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the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page immediately 
took an emergency communications channel role during its experimental 
phase from May 6 to May 26, 2012, as it evolved into one of the essential 
information tools of the Tsukuba municipal government for sending out 
and collecting information pertaining to the tornado.

Figure 4.3 shows the number of postings during this three-week period. 
A posting by the municipality notifying residents that a tornado had hit 
the northern area of Tsukuba on May 6, 2012 had a reach of over 1000 
with subsequent postings of the damage of the area. A subsequent posting 
on May 6, 2012 included a notification that an operations center had been 
established at the Tsukubane citizens’ hall in northern Tsukuba with first- 
aid facilities. On May 7, the day after the tornado, volunteers were being 
recruited along with postings through Facebook of information about 
volunteer and clean-up activities. The procedures for accepting waste 
materials from the disaster were also being communicated via Facebook. 
On May 8 and 9, notices regarding volunteer activities and relief materials 
were also posted. On May 10, more detailed information related to the 
May 6 tornado started being reported through the Facebook page along 
with a new weather alert of another possible tornado that same day.  
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Fig. 4.3 Dates of postings and categories from May 6 to May 26, 2012, Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square
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On May 11, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square made a posting 
about availability of the Hojō Machikado newspaper, printed to allow resi-
dents without Internet access to obtain information. (The Hojō Machikado 
newspaper is published by the local area promotion board.) The Facebook 
page also informed citizens of extended working hours of municipal con-
sumer support centers and sent out warnings about uniformed swindlers 
impersonating municipal workers, trying to cheat or extort money out of 
disaster victim residents for waste disposal services.

After the tornado volunteer center closed on May 14, postings on May 
15 began focusing on health consultation for disaster victims and informa-
tion on application procedures for official disaster certificates for tax 
exemptions, with other how-to information on official procedures being 
communicated through various channels. On May 17 and 18, news about 
disaster victim benefits such as free transportation, as well as briefings on 
reconstruction and support centers for residents, were publicized through 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. On May 21, information 
related to subsidies and loans were posted and the Facebook page for the 
Hojō Machikado newspaper was introduced. Live benefit concert informa-
tion was posted on May 22, followed by further information on waste 
disposal two days later on May 24.

All postings from May 6 through May 16 had a reach of over 700, and 
subsequent postings had similar numbers. The May 26 posting related to 
the tornado relief concert and charity flea market for disaster-affected 
mothers and children had the lowest reach of 430, although close to 7% of 
the viewers reposted the information (Table 4.3).

As can be observed from Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.3, the postings can possi-
bly be divided into three categories: (1) disaster information, (2) volunteer-
ing and (3) support. Initial information posted on the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square was clearly about disaster information, however one 
week after the tornado, the main topic of the postings turned to support 
information for the disaster victims. Information related to volunteering 
was periodically distributed through the postings and actively assisted relief 
efforts. Information was disseminated swiftly during this period, although 
interactivity was not as high as one should expect from the mechanism of 
social networking sites such as Facebook.

The number of likes was higher than the preceding period of the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square experiment, and the number of 
responses shows that information was being disseminated effectively. As 
the topic turned to support for the disaster victims one week after the 
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Table 4.3 Information about posts during tornado disaster: Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square

Date Category Reach Action by user Talking about Communicated

2012/5/6 Disaster Info 1023 153 105 10.3%
2012/5/6 Disaster Info 847 68 48 5.7%
2012/5/6 Volunteer 771 60 40 5.2%
2012/5/7 Volunteer 882 111 73 8.3%
2012/5/7 Support 768 67 41 5.3%
2012/5/8 Volunteer 823 75 47 5.7%
2012/5/9 Support 780 66 44 5.6%
2012/5/10 Disaster Info 749 44 31 4.1%
2012/5/10 Disaster Info 740 62 31 4.2%
2012/5/10 Disaster Info 723 28 21 2.9%
2012/5/11 Volunteer 875 83 57 6.5%
2012/5/11 Support 776 36 29 3.7%
2012/5/11 Support 770 53 42 5.5%
2012/5/15 Support 797 39 31 3.9%
2012/5/15 Support 733 17 14 1.9%
2012/5/16 Volunteer 762 42 31 4.1%
2012/5/16 Volunteer 547 36 3 0.6%
2012/5/17 Support 702 21 14 2.0%
2012/5/18 Support 727 44 31 4.3%
2012/5/18 Volunteer 700 35 28 4.0%
2012/5/21 Support 673 22 17 2.5%
2012/5/21 Volunteer 663 53 33 5.0%
2012/5/22 Volunteer 720 51 31 4.3%
2012/5/24 Support 631 21 15 2.4%
2012/5/26 Volunteer 430 46 30 7.0%

tornado, the number of postings regarding information or facts about the 
tornado decreased in comparison to the first week immediately after the 
tornado (Fig. 4.4).

Tsukuba CiviC aCTiviTies Cyber-square  
experimeNTaL period

This chapter analyzes the initial experimental phase of SNS usage by the 
Tsukuba municipal government in Japan, focusing on the possibilities and 
problems of complementary communication channels. We described how 
municipalities in Japan are using SNS to enhance civil society and how 
these services can provide vital information and connect citizens, municipal 
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governments, and civil society. Although we speculated on the merits and 
demerits of the use of social networking services by municipal govern-
ments, our analysis of the practical experiment conducted by the Tsukuba 
municipal government during this six-month period highlighted both pos-
itive and negative aspects.

The main obstacles to initiating SNS usage by the Tsukuba municipal 
government prior to the experiment stemmed from common anxieties 
held by many local governments. The strongest of these fears was the risk 
of Enjyo or being crucified by the Japanese Internet users (See Chap. 1). 
The fears of making mistakes in the postings and/or inadvertently spread-
ing inappropriate information through social media, identified as common 
concerns among Japanese municipalities in the White Paper issued by the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (2013), were also shared 
by administrators within the Tsukuba municipal government. These past 
negative examples or instances in Japan have resulted in delaying or pro-
hibiting social media usage among many organizations and have created a 
general fear of using social media among those with less developed skills in 
managing or utilizing information technology. However, instead of shelv-
ing plans to use social media due to fear of trolls, the creation of guidelines 
was a vital step in the process of implementing the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
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Cyber-Square to avoid unwanted consequences of Internet usage that 
have been discussed in previous studies (Christopherson 2007; Dwyer 
et al. 2007; Tufekci 2007).

The Tsukuba guidelines required that the municipality utilize social 
media that allowed users to use their real names, created procedures to 
avoid careless mistakes, had workers refrain from posting slanderous infor-
mation, leaking secret and/or private information about the organization, 
avoid posting uncertain facts and clearly indicate when posting opinions 
that are the official position of the government. These guidelines were 
established through discussions within the Tsukuba government prior to 
the experiment. Many features of Facebook coincidentally satisfied the 
guidelines of using real names (in contrast to the Japanese SNS Mixi which 
can be used anonymously) and were vital elements for initiating Facebook 
usage and completing this experiment to a successful first stage.

The Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square built up a following of peo-
ple who are relatively interested in civic activities and who can be mobi-
lized quickly to disseminate information about volunteering, especially in 
the case of disaster relief as seen during the May 2012 tornado. SNS can 
therefore play a vital role in filling in the gap between the ordinary citizen 
and government, allow for more transparency, and create a community in 
cyberspace with people who have common interests. As we know from 
sociological studies, people within a similar environment with similar 
 characteristics and similar experiences tend to form communities (homoph-
ily). Homophily within Facebook, especially with similar orientations (in 
this case, towards government and civic activities) is natural behavior, and 
with more time and accompanying the increase of users, the Facebook 
community can reflect onto the real world and society what is currently 
being seen in cyberspace. Outside of the context of this example, this may 
be seen as a problematic characteristic of SNS and cyberspace, however, in 
the case of government and civic activities, this can be viewed as a 
possibility.

In this chapter, we also examined how social media began to play a 
prominent role in information provision and communications during and 
after a disaster. The increase in Facebook usage in Japan has seen numerous 
municipalities attempting to use this platform to communicate more effec-
tively with local citizens in attempts to cope with disasters. The example of 
Takeo city in Saga is one example, along with many others beginning to 
acquire Facebook accounts and attempting to reach out to local residents 
through this platform. The Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- Square 
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Experiment is another example of how municipalities are endeavoring to 
use SNS platforms such as Facebook to improve communications and cre-
ate positively oriented cyber communities in Japan. The findings here are 
confined to activities involving one municipality in Japan and one natural 
disaster, however, our results can be thought to be applicable in many 
situations.

The tornado which hit Tsukuba city of Ibaraki prefecture in Japan on 
May 6, 2012 tested the municipal government’s ability to handle a disas-
ter, but also was an opportunity to observe how people would communi-
cate on Facebook during a crisis through the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square. The reach and reactions towards the posts on the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square displayed considerable consistency with the 
previous literature advocating the potential effectiveness of social media 
during emergencies and disasters. We have observed that through social 
media, a communication network of social support was formed in Tsukuba 
when experiencing natural disasters like these, and social interaction was 
made possible in a wide region through social networking services.

During this tornado-inflicted disaster, the Tsukuba municipal govern-
ment initially sent out disaster-related information and, quickly after, 
began sending out information about disaster volunteers and information 
on procedures for volunteering. In the days following the disaster, post-
ings shifted towards more support for the disaster victims and information 
on events and ways to help these people. The occurrence of this tornado 
disaster in Tsukuba coincided with the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- 
Square Experiment, so although the natural path of diffusion among the 
residents of Tsukuba city was altered, it was also an opportunity to dem-
onstrate how social media such as SNS can play a possibly effective role in 
disaster-related information notification, enhancing civil society through 
volunteer coordination and later support and relief efforts.

Since the end of the experimental phase, the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square has been incorporated into the daily operations of the 
Tsukuba municipal government. An increase in the size of the SNS com-
munity is fostering future possibilities of civic activities in the Tsukuba city 
area and offers other ideas and solutions to local municipalities on how to 
deploy SNS to further their causes. Many local governments in Japan are 
initiating the usage of social media platforms to virtually connect commu-
nity members to confront an increasing number of social issues. These 
communities are following the steps taken by the Tsukuba municipal gov-
ernment to redesign themselves through using social media and recreate 
their communities.
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CHAPTER 5

Promotion and Care of Online Communities: 
Necessary Elements for a Self-Sustainable 

Online Facebook Community

Muneo Kaigo and Sae Okura

Challenges in sns Usage by Japanese loCal 
governments

Collaboration between the public sector and the private sector is one of the 
most important areas of current research into public policy studies. Nishio 
(2004) defined collaboration as the process of multiple entities such as 
individuals as well as groups that have different abilities and roles that com-
plement each other. They all work together continuously on even ground 
toward the achievement of a common goal. The concept has been dis-
cussed in the context of participatory democracy (Kodagiri 2014). Theories 
in this area often focus on the educational effects of political participation 
and argue that opportunities to participate in the policy process can pro-
mote citizens’ democratic values. As a result, participatory democracy has 
the potential to stabilize the political system (Kabashima 1988), meaning 
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that citizens become more democratic when given the proper  opportunities 
to participate in politics through a collaborative environment.

In the past, we have seen how collaboration between the public sector 
and the private sector is facilitated through social media. Social media not 
only enables open government (Lee and Kwak 2012), but also provides 
platforms allowing citizens better access to public services and to become 
more involved in policy-making (Linders 2012). In addition, the public 
sphere expands when social media brings governments and citizens 
together (Wilhelm 2000; Sassi 2000; Keane 2000; Dahlberg 2001). 
However, some scholars disagree with this argument. For example, Poster 
(1995) pointed out how Internet users can change their names easily, so 
the Internet as a new communications technology would have a limited 
effect with regard to changing the political apathy of citizens. For studies 
focusing on Japan, Tanaka and Yamaguchi (2016) have highlighted simi-
lar arguments. However, such concerns have already been addressed, at 
least partially, through the introduction and enforcement of real-name 
user registration by social media platforms such as Facebook. Social media 
can disseminate information and knowledge that may be of use to citizens. 
In addition, we have already reviewed how social media can play a useful 
role in disaster prevention (Kavanaugh et al. 2012). As we have discussed 
in Chap. 2, in particular, it enables governments to continue to function 
and to communicate when large-scale disasters prohibit normal adminis-
trative activities and communications. In other words, social media makes 
it easier for the public sector and the private sector to interact, thereby 
allowing more people to join the political discourse and enabling collabo-
ration between the two sectors.

This chapter aims to identify the various difficulties faced by employees 
of local governments when they try to make use of social networking ser-
vices (SNSs) to share information. The authors conducted exploratory 
interviews with three employees of the Tsukuba municipal government 
who had been involved in the operation of the municipal government’s 
official Facebook page—the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. 
Ultimately, the goal is to create a list of challenges in SNS use that are 
faced by local governments in Japan as this may provide hints for other 
nations as well. As this chapter is a pioneering work in relation to such a 
subject and is based only on a small sample, further research is necessary 
before we generalize our findings. Nevertheless, we believe that this chap-
ter’s results will be useful in understanding the evolving phenomena of 
local government use of SNSs to disseminate information and participate 
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in civic activities. The first section of this chapter will review previous work 
on related subjects, then explain our objectives and methodology, and 
finally provide our interview results and discuss our findings before we 
proceed to the second section of this chapter.

resoUrCes and skills for operation

Most studies on SNSs focus on whether using SNSs has led to desired 
outcomes. In Japan-related case studies, for example, Shoji (2008) found 
that strong ties were formed among local SNS users who communicated 
actively with one another. Hence, social network services can  help: (1) 
make everyday life more convenient; (2) organize events and community- 
building activities; (3) attract more consumers to the shopping street and 
boost sales; and (4) bring more tourists. Eventually, such merits will lead 
to regional revitalization. Noguchi and Ito (2013) studied the city of 
Takeo in Saga Prefecture, where the local government pioneered the use 
of Facebook for its public relations and other means of both internal and 
external communication. They found that Facebook not only created 
more social capital among government employees but also successfully 
improved local “civic power” (Sakamoto 2010) by strengthening the con-
nection between citizens and the government (Noguchi and Ito 2013). In 
other words, studies on the effects of SNS usage have shown that these 
services can expand the public sphere when properly utilized, although the 
use of SNSs do not always lead to desired outcomes.

Some studies have focused on the efficiency of SNS usage, attempting to 
identify factors that inhibit the use of the services. Nakano (2014b) con-
ducted semi-structured interviews with 14 local governments that used the 
Japanese custom Chiiki SNS platforms and studied how local government 
employees were involved in the management and operation of their Chiiki 
SNS. Although a few exceptions exist, he found that as long as the Chiiki 
SNS systems were functioning, local government employees kept their 
involvement to a minimum level because personnel and budget cuts meant 
that they were forced to manage the Chiiki SNS systems while holding 
other posts. Under such circumstances, it was difficult to achieve efficient 
Chiiki SNS use without having any dedicated staff managing the social 
media platform and related technology on a full-time basis, or having a 
dedicated section of the government (Nakano 2014b). Using results from 
the same interview, Nakano (2014a) concluded that three factors could 
lead to a local government deciding to terminate local Chiiki SNS use:  
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(1) project evaluation; (2) the introduction of a time limit; and (3)  competition 
with other existing ICTs. Studies like these emphasize the importance of 
resources (e.g., staff and budget) devoted to the SNS projects.

red tape

Another area of study regarding SNSs examines the regulatory and bureau-
cratic factors related to the governmental body that runs these operations. 
In most nations and local governments, numerous rules, regulations, and 
procedures are in place to ensure that the organization can run and oper-
ate smoothly. Governments also pass various laws, ordinances, and regula-
tions in order to achieve certain goals to meet objectives that have been set 
by lawmakers. However, excessive formalities can, over time, become 
administrative burdens, what is colloquially known as “red tape” (Kaufman 
1977). Bozeman (1993) defined organizational red tape as “rules, regula-
tions, and procedures that remain in force and entail a compliance burden 
for the organization but have no efficacy for the rules’ functional object.”

A fairly extensive amount of literature on red tape exists in the field of 
public administration studies (Merton 1949; Feeney 2011; Bozeman and 
Feeney 2011; Feeney 2012; Riccucci 2012; Borry 2013). For example, 
Bozeman and Feeney (2011) classified the delays in administrative activities 
into two types or categories: red tape that is “built-in” when the rules are 
first enacted, including bad or dysfunctional laws and regulations and com-
plex procedures. This is referred to as “rule-inception red tape.” The red 
tape occurring as rules, regulations, and procedures that are implemented 
through the evolution of rules and procedures is referred to as “rule-
evolved red tape.” Merton (1949) argued that the structures of bureaucra-
cies have a tendency to move toward dysfunction and introduced the idea 
of “dysfunctions of bureaucracies.” He also introduced and connected the 
use of the terms, “formalism,” “ritualism,” and “red tape” as examples of 
these types of dysfunctions.

Scholars argue that organizational red tape is one of the possible factors 
that impede the utilization of SNS by governments. When Shoji (2012) 
investigated electronic bulletin board system operations by local govern-
ments, out of the top 16 local governments that actively used electronic 
bulletin boards in 2003, only two had increased their use of the platform 
two years later, while six ended their use altogether and eight substantially 
reduced their usage. He concluded that personnel changes involving elec-
tronic bulletin board management staff were one of the major reasons for 
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reduced activity. As previously mentioned in Chap. 3, Kogawa (2012) 
studied the development of Fujisawa Citizens’ e-Conference Room, which 
was a joint operation conducted by the Fujisawa municipal government 
and Keio University. Between the platform’s inception in 1997 and 2011, 
when the municipal government eventually withdrew from its direct man-
agement, Kogawa found that the amount of activity decreased after 2004 
when the full-scale privatization of the platform failed to take place. Local 
government employees felt strong pressure to maintain the e-Conference 
Room as a centerpiece business of the city and were hesitant to carry out 
“irresponsible reforms.” Cullen (2008) compared the cases of Japan and 
New Zealand and found that the Japanese public tended to be more skep-
tical of their government’s ability to protect personal information and pri-
vacy. As a result, government employees in Japan have, in general, faced 
stricter monitoring and continue to have to deal with more restrictions.

Based on previous studies, the lack of full-time staff and IT skills along 
with the nigate-ishiki toward ICT that result in hesitation to better man-
age SNSs, as well as bureaucratic red tape can also make it difficult to uti-
lize social networking services. However, there has been no comprehensive 
investigation of the challenges to SNS use faced by local governments, at 
least in Japan. Therefore, this chapter aims to generalize the difficulties 
faced by local governments when using Facebook by examining the case 
of the Facebook page “Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square.”

the organization and management of the tsUkUba 
CiviC aCtivities Cyber-sqUare

According to a March 2013 survey reported by the Chiiki SNS Kenkyūkai 
(Chiiki SNS study group), 466 Facebook pages were being managed by 
local Japanese governments. We cross-referenced the list of Facebook 
pages identified by the study group and confirmed that, as of July 2016, of 
the 466 pages on the list, 425 pages are still in existence and six pages deal 
with civic activities. Of these, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- Square 
had the most “fans” and the second-highest level of “engagement.” This 
consistent level of activity explains why the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-
Square can be considered a representative case for examining civic engage-
ment and civic activity revitalization via social media in Japan.

Within the Tsukuba municipal government, the Civic Collaboration 
Desk of the Civic Activities Division of the Civil Affairs Department is in 
charge of the daily operation of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Space. 
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The Civil Affairs Department is composed of the Civil Affairs Division, the 
Civic Activities Division, the International and Cultural Affairs Division, 
the Sports Promotion Division, and the Lifelong Learning Division, and 
the Civic Activities Division is responsible for the protection of human 
rights, promotion and regulation of civic engagement, and communica-
tions with various self-government associations and neighborhood associa-
tions. Within the Civic Activities Division, the Civic Collaboration Desk is 
mainly in charge of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square page.

The core duties related to the operation of the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square include: (1) management and operation of the Facebook 
page; and (2) organization of events related to the Facebook page. The 
first duty involves interviewing local citizens’ groups, NPOs, and neigh-
borhood organizations. Based on the interviews, reports are written and 
then regularly posted on the Facebook page. It also involves monitoring 
the posts made by the general public, filtering out any posts that are for 
solely commercial purposes and deleting any comments that may be con-
sidered improper. In addition, the Civic Activities Division is also respon-
sible for replying to the various questions and comments that are posted 
on the page. The second duty involves organizing social gatherings for 
users of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square to communicate in 
real-life settings and promote information about the local festivals.

interviews

We interviewed regular and contract employees of the Tsukuba municipal 
government who worked at the city hall and were involved in the opera-
tion of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. Between the fiscal years 
of 2011 and 2014, a total of 17 local government employees were involved 
in the operation of the Facebook page (Table 5.1). These employees were 
divided into three groups: (1) those who were mainly involved in event 
organization; (2) those who were mainly involved in interviews and post-
ing on the Facebook page; and (3) those who were involved in both of 
these activities. Of the 17, we interviewed three employees from the third 
group, and selected one from each fiscal year spanning from 2011 to 
2014. For those who were involved in the project for more than two years, 
each full year of involvement was counted as “1.”

We selected three employees (employees A, B and C) for our inter-
views. Employee A was from the Planning Division of the Planning 
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Department and was involved in the early stages of the tri-party (Tsukuba 
City, University of Tsukuba, Intel Corp.) joint project. Our purpose in 
selecting employee A to investigate the possible inhibiting factors in usage 
during the initial and early stages. Employee B became the staff manager 
of the page after the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square entered its 
normal phase of operation. We selected employee B to investigate factors 
inhibiting elements of the daily operation of the page. Employee C was a 
contract employee hired to manage the Facebook page on a full-time 
basis. We considered employee C as a proper sample because the person 
was actively engaged in interviewing local citizens’ groups and posting 
interview reports, as well as organizing and participating in running the 
events. The interviews were conducted in January and February 2015.

In an exploratory effort, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 
this small sample. The purpose of this study is to identify the difficulties faced 
by managers when utilizing social networking services in a governmental 
setting. In order to take into account as many factors that could affect SNS 
usage as possible, such as organizational structure and administrative effi-
ciency at the city hall, we decided to conduct semi-structured interviews 
(For information related to factors promoting Facebook usage found in the 
same interviews, see Kaigo and Okura (2016)). In addition, because of the 
small number of existing cases studying local governmental use of Facebook, 
we believe it is proper to perform an exploratory analysis, which allows for 
more inclusive information collection through the interviews.

Table 5.1 Operation system (unit: person) of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- 
Square

Events only Facebook operation only  
(interview and post)

Both Total

FY2011 – 4(2) – 4(2)
FY2012 3(2) 0 1 4(2)
FY2013 2(2) 0 3 5(2)
FY2014 2(2) 0 2 4(2)
Total 7(6) 4(2) 6 17

1 The numbers in this table indicate the number of people at the end of each fiscal year

2 Numbers inside the parentheses indicate the number of people holding managerial posts

3 Each employee who remained engaged in the project throughout the fiscal year is counted “1” for the 
fiscal year
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Emails explaining the purpose of the interviews were sent to the inter-
viewees in advance. An interview was scheduled and conducted after the 
interviewee fully understood the purpose of the interview. All of the inter-
views were recorded using a digital voice recorder with permissions from 
the interviewees.

By conducting the interviews and analyzing our results, we categorized 
what Table 5.2 summarizes as the nine difficulties associated with project 
management identified throughout this section. The rest of this section 
reviews the evidence collected from the interviews. Statements made by 
the interviewees are emphasized using quotation marks, with the ID of 
the interviewee (A–C) inside parentheses.

 i. Appreciative Assessment and Support from the Division in 
Charge

As previously mentioned, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square 
was launched as a tri-party project involving the Tsukuba municipal gov-
ernment, the University of Tsukuba, and the Intel Corporation. The 
municipal government’s liaison with the other two parties is the Planning 
Division of the Planning Department, which proposed the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square to the Civic Activities Division.

Of the three interviewees, employee A had the most knowledge about 
the details of this aspect of the project. According to employee A, who 
was involved in the launch of the project as a staff member of the 
Planning Division, when employee A was trying to hand the Planning 
Division’s proposal to the Civic Activities Division, the key challenge 
was to make sure that the division in charge could have a full under-
standing of the purpose of the project. First, because Facebook was still 
“little known” inside the city hall at the time, it was necessary to per-
suade the director of the Civic Activities Division to create his own 
Facebook account and become familiar with this tool. Second, in order 
to institutionalize the project, it was necessary to request permission 
from the mayor to include the project in the municipal government’s 
budget. Although the staff would prepare the budget request docu-
ments, it would be the director of the division in charge who would 
“bear the full brunt of ” securing the budget. Thus, it would be difficult 
to move the project beyond test operation without the director’s full 
comprehension and support (A).
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Table 5.2 Analysis of interview results

Selected comments by the interviewees

(1) Appreciation and 
support from the 
division in charge 
(A)

Besides the fact that Facebook was not well known inside the city 
hall, the most challenging part was to obtain permission from the 
mayor to include the project in the municipal government’s 
budget. As the leader of the division in charge of implementing 
the project, the director of the Civic Activities Division bore the 
full brunt of securing budget at launching stage of the project. 
Although the staff of the Civic Activities Division prepared budget 
request documents, it was the director who would sit in the 
budget hearings to make sure they fully comprehend the project 
was key to a successful launch. (A)

(2) Budget and 
personnel constraints 
(A)

The use of Facebook itself did not require much of a budget 
initially. However, to initiate the project, first, it was necessary to 
compose a “project plan” and submit it to the mayor, and then it 
was necessary to design the banner for the Facebook page and 
advertise the project to local citizens. None of these tasks were 
covered by the initial budget, so I had to take care of them myself 
on a part-time basis. (A)

(3) IT skills of the 
staff (A, C)

I opened my Facebook account at the time of the project launch. 
Although reluctantly, the director of the Civic Activities Division 
also opened his Facebook account and showed understanding 
toward the project. (A) The new regular employee in charge of the 
project had no ICT background and had to spend most of the 
time getting himself familiar with the new job. There was little 
time for interviews so the frequency of having interviews dropped 
to one or two times per month. (C)

(4) Conflict with 
other job duties (C)

When the specially hired full-time community manager was not 
available, postings got delayed. In addition, when the regular 
employee in charge of the project was busy with subsidy 
disbursement because posting decisions must be made collectively, 
postings were delayed. In such occasions, two interview reports 
would be split into three posts. (C)

(5) Delays resulted 
from personnel 
changes (B, C)

It was my first year in the municipal government when I was 
assigned to the project. I barely knew the entrance to the city hall, 
not to say managing the Facebook page. I think it took me until 
June to be able to handle the job. (B) In the first months after the 
personnel change (April to June), “it was so tough because I had 
to take care of everything on my own.” The system is designed so 
that a young staff member can be in charge of the daily operation 
of the page under the supervision of a managerial staff member. 
Hence, the project pauses whenever there is a personnel change 
for this position. (C)

(continued)
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 ii. Budget and Personnel Constraints

Employee A also raised the issue of budget and personnel constraints as 
challenges that were faced at the early stage of the project. Although there 
was no need for a large amount of money to create a system using existing 

Table 5.2 (continued)

Selected comments by the interviewees

(6) Strict decision- 
making process  
(A, B, C)

Permission from either the director or the deputy director is 
required to post comments or share information. Therefore, 
although it does not take as long as 24 hours, I think it can take as 
long as a half-day to respond to a comment. (B) After the specially 
hired full-time community manager finishes his interview report, 
the report is passed to the regular employee who accompanied 
them to the interview to check the contents. After that, the report 
will be submitted to the director of the Civic Activities Division 
for final approval. Because of such a decision-making system, there 
is a time lag between an interview and a post. For example, the 
report on an interview conducted with a social group on January 
26 was posted on February 12/13 (amounting to around a 
two-week time lag). However, when the amount of reports is low 
in stock, the decision-making time can be shortened. (C)

(7) Response to 
irrelevant posts (B)

In order to compose a guideline on how to respond to posts for 
commercial purposes, I consulted with other self-government 
associations that also maintained Facebook communities. 
However, none had such guidelines and irrelevant posts were 
addressed case-by-case. (B)

(8) Privacy concerns 
(B, C)

It is necessary to contact the person who posted before sharing 
any private posts. (B) We are careful not to take photos that reveal 
personal information of the interviewee when conducting 
interviews. In case such photos were taken by accident, we will 
edit the photo before posting it online. (C)

(9) Assessment—has 
project has achieved 
initial goals? (A)

It seems that the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square as a 
project has progressed smoothly. Although it was difficult at times 
in the beginning, we managed to secure the budget. However, we 
have yet to confirm whether the project has successfully revitalized 
civic activities and whether the number of civic activity groups has 
increased. As over three years have passed since the inception of 
the project, it is perhaps time to evaluate the project against such 
measures. Perhaps we have already reached the limit of promoting 
civic activities via Facebook. (A)

1 The names of the interviewees have already been replaced with job titles
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platforms such as Facebook, because there was no budget to hire full-time 
staff to manage the page at the beginning, the Planning Division staff had 
to design the Facebook page and advertise the project as a volunteers 
without being credited (A).

 iii. IT Skills of the Staff

The interviewees also deemed acquiring the IT skills required to use 
social media like Facebook were regarded as a considerable challenge they 
had to face (A, C). First, those who were not good at ICT or who had 
nigate-ishiki at using computers had to “make their best efforts to familiar-
ize themselves with the new duty,” and consequently were only able to con-
duct one or two interviews per month for the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square (C). In fact, most staff members of the Civic Activities 
Division opened their Facebook accounts only after the project was launched, 
including the director (A).

 iv. Conflict with Other Job Duties

Employee C pointed out that management of the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square could, at times, conflict with other job duties that 
were their main occupation. As previously described, employee C was 
hired as a contract employee to manage the Facebook page on a full-time 
basis. However, regulations require a regular full-time employee to be 
present at all interviews and that all decisions on web posts must be made 
together with a regular full-time employee. Such rules are implemented to 
reduce mistakes or errors in posts and maintain accountability.

As a result, when the regular full-time employees were preoccupied with 
other tasks, the frequency of conducting interviews could drop and post-
ing of the information would be delayed. Specifically, the Civic Activities 
Division is composed of three sections or desks: the Civic Activities Desk, 
the Civic Collaboration Desk, and the Self-Government Promotion Desk. 
The Civic Collaboration Desk is chiefly in charge of the implementation of 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square project. However, the same 
desk is also in charge of disbursement of subsidies to social groups (in 
accordance with Tsukuba City Administrative Organization Regulations 
Article 6). Consequently, when the regular employee was busy with sub-
sidy disbursement, two interview reports were split into three posts when 
they had a deficit in procuring content (C) to save time.
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 v. Delays Resulted from Personnel Changes

The changes that result from personnel transfers could also make the 
operation difficult (B, C). Employees B and C took over the job from their 
predecessors in 2013, but there were no procedures or formal job training 
aside from some oral instruction and some written documents (B, C). 
However, at the time, employee B was still at the start of his first year as an 
employee in the municipal government and was “not even quite sure of 
which door was the proper entrance to enter the city hall.” As a result, 
although the job had begun in April, it took employee B until June to be 
able to manage the tasks involved. As a matter of comparison, most suc-
cessors also “had hard times” immediately after having taken over the new 
position.

 vi. Strict Decision-Making Process

Whether or not to post a comment and to share some information is a 
decision collectively made by the director or deputy director of the Civic 
Activities Division and the staff in charge of interviews. A long period of 
time was sometimes required between an interview and that actual inter-
view report posting due to the long decision-making process (A, B, C). In 
particular, it could take as long as two weeks for an interview report to be 
posted on Facebook when the regular employee was preoccupied with 
other jobs (C). At less busy times, it can still take close to a full working 
day (B) or—two to three days (C) to decide whether a post should be 
made. Nevertheless, all three interviewees agreed that, although such a 
decision-making system can take a long time, it is a necessary procedure in 
order to keep good job records and ensure accuracy.

 vii. Response to Irrelevant Posts

As Facebook allows any Facebook account holder to easily post any-
thing, posts can sometimes be placed on the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square for commercial purposes. In order to compose a guideline 
on how to respond to such irrelevant posts, employee B consulted a num-
ber of self-government associations that also maintain Facebook commu-
nities. However, to the extent of the employee’s knowledge, employee B 
found that none of the self-government associations had formal guidelines 
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and irrelevant posts were addressed on a case-by-case basis. Consequently, 
the Tsukuba municipal government adopted a similar policy, which could 
lead to further delays (B).

 viii. Privacy Concerns

Sometimes photos that could potentially reveal personal information 
were attached to posts by citizens and citizens’ groups. Such cases raised 
specific concerns in relation to privacy and personal information (B, C). 
Employee B always contacted the person who uploaded the post directly 
to confirm sharing permissions before sharing a post through the govern-
ment site. Such confirmation might cause a delay for “a certain amount 
of ” time. Some think such confirmation to be unnecessary, but employee 
B said that because of the public nature of a Facebook page and the num-
ber of readers, it was necessary to exercise caution with information shared. 
In addition, photos of children were to be edited prior to posting in order 
not to reveal any personal information (C).

 ix. Assessment of Whether the Project Has Achieved the Initial 
Goals

Employee A, who was involved in the launching of the project, was in 
charge of reviewing whether or not the project had achieved its initial goal 
to promote connections and communications among civic activity groups, 
citizens, and the government. Unfortunately, no such reviews have been 
carried out to date. Overall, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square 
project has progressed smoothly, with the project being added to the 
annual municipal government budget and beginning to hire full-time 
community managers (A). However, given that the project has been 
launched and has been progressing over three years, it is ripe to assess 
whether it has actually achieved the goal of revitalizing civic activities in 
Tsukuba via Facebook (A).

In this section, we gained important information through conducting 
semi-structured interviews to identify the difficulties in Facebook use 
faced by local governments. As described here, we were able to identify 
nine such difficulties, which support our experience-based assumptions. 
We believe the identified difficulties can be grouped into the following 
three larger categories.
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Category 1: Quantity and Quality of Resources Involved in Project Operation
The first category of problems is associated with the quantity and quality 
of resources necessary for utilizing social networking services, such as bud-
get and staff. Because the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square uses the 
already-existing platform of Facebook, it generates lower launching and 
operating costs when compared to the custom and expensive Chiiki SNS, 
which requires the construction of original platforms and servers. 
Nevertheless, there are still costs related to allocating human resources to 
plan and lead the launching of the project and to interact with local citi-
zens on behalf of the government, such as to conduct interviews. In addi-
tion, hiring full-time community managers will also generate costs. While 
the existence of full-time community managers is key to operational effi-
ciency, they are still hired as contract employees. As long as these people 
are hired on a contract basis and are required to work alongside regular 
employees, there will inevitably be conflicts between community manage-
ment and other job duties (Nakano 2014a). Hence, in order to ensure 
efficient operation of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square, it is nec-
essary not only to hire full-time community managers but also to recon-
sider the impact of employment and operation systems.

The low ICT efficacy or nigate-ishiki of ICT among the Civic Activities 
Division staff is also a problem. While those who use Facebook in their 
private lives are familiar with the platform and are aware of both its oppor-
tunities and pitfalls, those who do not are required to start by opening 
personal accounts. With respect to the latter case, our interviews have 
confirmed that nigate-ishiki of ICT could lead to delays in fulfilling job 
duties. Therefore, quantity and quality of budget and human resources 
will affect the utilization of SNSs.

Category 2: Red Tape
Secondly, red tape in administrative activities has also caused trouble for 
community managers. Specifically, the interviewees have pointed out that 
whether staff members of the administrative division in charge of imple-
mentation have fully comprehended the purpose of the project, periodic 
personnel changes and strict decision-making procedures can both com-
plicate the job and lead to delayed responses. In particular, the system of 
periodic personnel changes means that the delays resulting from personnel 
changes will keep recurring.
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Category 3: Privacy Concerns
Thirdly, concerns about the protection of personal information and how to 
respond to improper posts can sometimes also cause trouble. The aware-
ness that the public entity is responsible reinforces such concerns. For 
example, as a government employee, employee B gave clear expression to 
an obligation not to invade the privacy of citizens by saying, “precisely 
because the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square is a government-run 
platform, we should never make any mistake.” Such concerns, however, 
sometimes can cause delays.

do advertisements aCtUally deCrease 
online aCtivity?

As discussed in the first section, various inconveniences in relation to 
maintaining a social networking service page occur because of the customs 
embedded in Japanese local governments. To overcome low participation 
and to facilitate recognition and awareness of the existence of the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page, the Tsukuba municipality 
used paid advertisements available through the Facebook community 
page interface.

In this latter section of this chapter, we focus on the government’s cre-
ation of an online intersection between pre-existing civil society 
 organizations and offline individuals. This section explores how actions 
taken by local governments influence trend fluctuations in the online 
engagement of Japanese civil society on an SNS page. This section also 
discusses how some government initiatives increase engagement but at 
other times, the use of paid advertisements on SNSs such as Facebook 
negatively affected engagement.

The following research questions were established to examine the fluc-
tuation of engagement related to online interaction on SNSs among citi-
zens, civil society, and government. This section explores the potential 
drivers (social gatherings) and barriers (financial resources such as paid 
advertisements) of social networking pages in nurturing civil society 
regarding these fluctuations in engagement. 

RQ1: How do targeted online advertisements and organized offline gath-
erings alter communication and participation on Facebook?

RQ2: Why does the use of advertisements on Facebook not increase 
engagement among citizens?
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To understand the dynamism of engagement on Facebook, we will 
employ a time series analysis and a social network analysis. Insight data 
including engagement, comments, impressions, and so on from the 
Facebook insight page will be used for both analyses.

time series analysis: the relationship between ads 
on faCebook and engagement

We divided the timeline of the Facebook page into three phases (catego-
rized by five time divisions) according to the content of the activities. We 
compared the level of civic participation in each phase. With regard to the 
three phases, the first phase is a period without paid advertisements or 
offline gatherings. In other words, we did not conduct any artificial exper-
iments during this phase, and the Facebook page at this time was being 
managed spontaneously. Specifically, November 1–26, 2014 (①) and 
March 21–April 30, 2015 (⑤) are categorized as the time divisions in this 
particular phase.

The second phase involved the period after the initiation of offline 
gatherings on the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page. 
Specifically, December 28, 2014 through March 4, 2015 (③) is the time 
division for this phase.

The third phase involved the initiation of paid advertisements on 
Facebook. Specifically, November 27, 2015 through December 27, 2015 
(②) and March 5, 2015 through March 20, 2015 (④) are the time divi-
sions for this phase. The geographic location of the advertisements 
included citizens and organizations registered in Tsukuba, Ibaraki, who 
were targeted through the facilitation of employing an advertising agent 
because direct, paid advertisements were not to be approved by any of the 
entities that were involved with this initiative (Table 5.3).

This study uses the following two benchmarks which indicate civic par-
ticipation as obtained from the Facebook Insights menu, which is available 
in the interface for community pages.

• The term “reach” is used to describe the total number of people who 
have seen any content associated with the page.

• The Facebook insight term “engagement” is used to indicate the 
number of people that interacted with the page per month, inclusive 
of any time a person clicked on or created a story.
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“Reach” describes the total number of citizens who have seen any con-
tent associated with the page, inclusive of advertisement and posts by oth-
ers. “Engagement” in this section deviates from normal usage of the term 
in related literature and is limited to usage of the Facebook technical term 
that indicates the total number of citizens who had clicked on, com-
mented on, or shared a post. The engagement value here is important as 
it indicates the number of citizens who actually participate on the page 
through some type of action online through the page, while the reach 
value is a relatively passive measurement, indicating the potential of “eye- 
balls” looking at the page.

soCial network analysis: the relationship 
between ads and the network

The aim of this section is to identify the factors that define the level of 
engagement of citizens with the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. In 
an attempt to understand these factors, we will analyze and describe the net-
works created by the municipal government and citizens and compare the 
network structures based on the phases identified above. Indicators of the 
closeness centrality can be used to measure actors’ levels of interaction with 
each other in the network. Closeness centrality and betweenness centrality 
indicate patterns in how actors make ties. These centrality measures can be 
used to see the ties among those engaged in the network (Borgatti 2005).

• Closeness centrality can be used to measure how much an actor 
directly communicates with other actors.

• Betweenness centrality can explore the degree to which an actor 
plays a bridging role among other actors. The bridging role here is 
critical as this is the focal point where important information flows 

Table 5.3 Three phases and five time divisions

Phases Time divisions

1 Operation of the Facebook page without 
ads or offline gatherings

November 1–26, 2014 (①) March  
21–April 30, 2015 (⑤)

2 After offline gatherings were initiated December 28, 2014–March 4, 2015 (③)
3 Period when paid ads on appeared on the 

Facebook page
November 27–December 27, 2015 (②)
March 5–20, 2015 (④)
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from the leading non-profit organization to others. This will lead to 
subsequent information flows to other followers or members in 
subgroups.

The visualization of the network allows us to see the mutual communi-
cation and engagement patterns that are involved on the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page. In conducting our analysis, we 
made use of Node XL, which is a software package that allows us to ana-
lyze mutual networks and display graphs of SNSs such as Facebook or 
Twitter. In addition, the clusters can be used to identify the subgroups of 
a particular Facebook page. These results will provide evidence regarding 
the patterns of engagement on the Facebook page. The network is visual-
ized based on the comments created by citizens and groups on the 
Facebook page. Vertices indicate citizens on the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square Facebook page. Edges will be created by: (1) users who 
commented on the same post; (2) commenters and post authors; (3) two 
consecutive commenters; (4) commenters and comment authors; and (5) 
post/comment authors and users tagged.

relationship between ads on faCebook 
and engagement

As mentioned earlier, we divided the timeline of the Facebook page into 
three phases (categorized as five time divisions) based on the content of 
the activities. We compared the level of civic participation using values for 
“engagement” and “reach.” The results for each of the three phases are 
presented below.

Operation of the Facebook page without ads or offline gatherings (①, ⑤): 
Stable engagement and stable reach

Figure 5.1 indicates a shift in both engagement and reach from 
November 2014 through April 2015. One can observe how engagement 
and reach are stable from November 1 to 26, 2014 (①) and from March 
21, 2015 through April 30, 2015 (⑤).

1 Left axis indicates daily total reach, and right axis indicates daily page 
engaged users. After offline gatherings were initiated (③): Relatively high 
engagement and stable reach
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As mentioned above, social gatherings were organized to promote the 
usage of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square on Facebook and to 
encourage networking among citizens. Before the offline gatherings, the 
local government had posted news related to events on the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page and attempted to enhance com-
munication among citizens as well.

After offline gatherings were initiated, one can observe how engage-
ment increases, especially between January 2015 and February 2015. On 
the other hand, the reach value is approximately 1,000–2,000 per day and 
is relatively stable.

Period when paid ads appeared on the Facebook page (②, ④): Extremely high 
reach and stable engagement

The black arrow indicates a data shift of the reach value of the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square page during and after paid advertisements, 
which appeared from November 27 to December 27, 2015 (②) and from 
March 5 to 20, 2015 (④). During these periods, the reach values increased 
rapidly to approximately 3,000 per day and were relatively stable at 

Fig. 5.1 Total reach and engagement values for citizens visiting the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page
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 moderate levels during the period of paid advertisements. On the other 
hand, the gray arrow represents a data shift in engagement during the 
same period. One can observe that the engagement level is not strongly 
related to the period of paid advertisements. From November 27 to 
December 27, 2015 (②), the engagement level is around 30 to 150 per 
day and does not fluctuate much. From March 5 to 20, 2015 (④), engage-
ment is approximately 20–180 per day and does not fluctuate much here 
either.

the relationship between ads and the network

The next aim of this study is to identify the factors that define the level of 
citizen engagement with the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. To 
understand these factors, we analyzed and described the networks created 
by the municipal government and citizens and compared the network 
structures based on the phases discussed above.

Operation of the Facebook page without ads or offline gatherings (①, ⑤): 
A relatively strong network among citizens

We first describe the network analysis results of the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page without paid advertisements or 
offline gatherings. Figure 5.2 shows the network structure from November 1 
to 26, 2014 (①). Figure 5.3 shows the network structure from March 21 
through April 30, 2015 (⑤). The dark circle within the network link is the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square.

A mutual network or ties based on conversations can be observed 
between the municipal government and citizens. One can see that the 
municipal government led the conversations and communicated with citi-
zens. At the same time, different groups were spontaneously generated 
among citizens, and they interacted with each other and had conversations 
within those groups. As a result, a relatively strong network or strong ties 
can be observed not only between the municipal government and citizens 
but also among citizens in the same group.

After offline gatherings were initiated (③): Appearance of a leader

Figure 5.4 shows the network structure after offline gatherings were 
initiated, in the period from December 28, 2014 through March 4, 2015 
(③). A mutual network or ties based on conversations can be observed 
between the municipal government and citizens. At the same time,  different 
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groups were generated spontaneously among citizens, and they interacted 
with each other and had conversations within those groups.

The encompassing gray circles within the network indicate participa-
tion in an offline gathering. One can see that the citizens who participated 
in the offline gatherings led the conversations within the group. For exam-
ple, citizen A of Fig. 5.4 in the gray circle is a leader of an educational 
group located in Tsukuba who had lively conversations with the municipal 
government. Citizen B of Fig. 5.4, who is a member of a welfare group, 
had conversations not only with the participants in offline gatherings but 
also with citizens who did not participate in the gatherings. We found that 
a leader of a neighborhood association expressed gratitude for the daily 
support of municipal hall workers, and the workers also expressed appre-
ciation for the kind words and encouraged group members to be more 
active. Specifically, the welfare group posted the comment, “Thank you so 
much for your kind support of our activities,” and the municipal hall 
worker responded by saying, “I should say thanks to you, likewise. Looking 
forward to your success in the next academic year.” In another case, a 

Fig. 5.4 Node XL analysis result map (③)
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member of an educational group made a comment on the newsfeed stat-
ing, “It was a great opportunity for us to join the event and make new 
network connections here in Tsukuba,” and the member encouraged the 
municipal government to create more opportunities for citizens to com-
municate with each other.

As a result, a relatively strong network or strong ties can be observed 
not only between the municipal government and citizens, but also among 
citizens in Fig. 5.4. Some of the citizens who participated in offline gath-
erings led the conversations in the groups and the citizen networks within 
the same groups became stronger.

Period when paid ads appeared on the Facebook page (②, ④): Disappearance 
of the network

Figure 5.5 shows the network structure during the period of paid 
advertisements, November 27 through December 27, 2015 (②). We can 

Fig. 5.5 Node XL analysis result map (②)
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easily see that there is less of a network among citizens than in the phase 
after offline gatherings were initiated because they stopped communicat-
ing with each other even though some groups still existed in the network. 
To understand the reasons why the network disappeared, we need to take 
a closer look at Fig. 5.6, which illustrates the network structure during the 
paid advertisement period from March 5 to 20, 2015 (④), just after an 
offline gathering was held by the local government.

The circles within the network in Fig. 5.6 indicate participants in the 
offline gathering. We can observe here how “newcomers” to the commu-
nity started conversing, while other citizens stopped their conversations 
and rarely participated. For example, the leader of the educational group 
who participated in the offline gathering stopped communicating not only 
with the municipal government but also with citizens in the same group. 
Another citizen carried on conversations only with the municipal govern-
ment. As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, at the beginning of the fiscal 
year in Japan, local and national governments routinely shuffle personnel 
annually or bi-annually. The reason for these staff changes is to avoid 

Fig. 5.6 Node XL analysis result map (④)
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 collusion that occurs when workers become too comfortable with their 
assignments. Another reason for this inefficiency is to create  well- rounded 
employees. Although this may seem a reasonable rationale for annual per-
sonnel reassignments, this tradition of shuffling people around each April 
creates lapses in efficiency all throughout Japan because new workers are 
assigned to new tasks every April. Thus, one reason for the disappearance 
of the network may be that municipal workers who were in charge of the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page were reassigned 
during this period and the new staff members did not pay much attention 
to the page.

sUmmary of resUlts

Our time series analysis and the analysis of network shapes among the citi-
zen links were generated as follows (Table 5.4). We divided the timeline of 
the Facebook page into three phases (separated into five time divisions) 
and confirmed citizen engagement using the “reach” and “engagement” 
values of the Facebook Insights interface. The next aim of this section was 
to identify the factors that define the level of citizen engagement with the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. To understand these factors, we 
described the networks between the municipal government and citizens 
and compared the structure of the networks based on the three phases.

The first phase was the Facebook page during the period without ads or 
offline gatherings from November 1 to 26, 2014 and March 21, 2015 to 
April 30, 2015. One can observe how both engagement and reach are 
stable during this period. At the same time, a relatively strong network or 
relatively secure ties can be observed not only between the municipal gov-
ernment and citizens but also among citizens in the same group, because 
the municipal government led the conversations and maintained the pub-
lic sphere on the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page.

The second phase was after the offline gatherings were initiated from 
December 28, 2014 to March 4, 2015. During this period, one can see 
that engagement generally increased while the reach values were relatively 
stable. At the same time, a relatively strong network or strong ties can be 
observed not only between the municipal government and citizens but 
also among citizens in the same group, because some citizens who partici-
pated in the offline gatherings led conversations in the groups and the 
networks among citizens within the same groups became stronger.
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The third phase was the period after paid advertisements appeared on 
the page from November 27, 2015 to December 27, 2015 and from 
March 5 to 20, 2015. During this period, the reach values increased rap-
idly while engagement was relatively stable. This is because “newcomers” 
started conversing while the previous members stopped carrying on con-
versations and networks and groups barely existed.

Our findings indicate that the different stages of growth can be attrib-
uted to a blend of periodic social gatherings and paid advertisements. 
Social gatherings were found to be more beneficial for engagement because 
they can create leaders in the network among citizens. On the other hand, 
paid advertisements may be less effective for engagement, because the 
existence of paid advertisements seems to result in diminished citizen 
networks.

disCUssion

The importance of the growth of cooperation between the public and 
private sectors has been emphasized greatly because political participation 
through cooperation can create democratically minded citizens who are 
more aware of public issues. One of the ways to mediate issues between 
the government sector and the private sector is through the use of social 
media such as Facebook. Social media has the potential to create useful 
environments for citizens so they can participate virtually and actively 
toward a more open government. Citizens can become the producers of 
public services through social media. Opportunities created by enhanced 
online communication allow for the creation of greater social capital and a 
more effective civil society.

The aim of the first section was to identify the various difficulties faced 
by employees of local governments when using a social networking ser-
vice to share information. The authors conducted exploratory interviews 
with three employees of the Tsukuba municipal government who were 
involved in the operation of the municipal government’s official Facebook 
page—the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. The interviews revealed 
that nine factors could inhibit its operation: (1) appreciation and support 
from the administrative division in charge; (2) budget and personnel con-
straints; (3) staff IT skills; (4) conflicts with other job duties; (5) person-
nel changes; (6) strict decision making process; (7) response to irrelevant 
posts; (8) privacy concerns; and (9) whether project goals have been 
achieved. These factors can be grouped into three categories: the quantity 
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and quality of resources involved in project operation, red tape, and 
 privacy concerns.

In the second section, to understand the dynamism of engagement on 
the Facebook page, we employed a time series analysis and a network 
analysis. Facebook Insight data including engagement, comments, impres-
sions, and so on from the Facebook insight page was used for both analy-
ses. We divided the timeline of the Facebook page into three phases (which 
were separated into five time divisions), and confirmed citizen engage-
ment using “reach” and “engagement” values. The next aim of this study 
was to identify the factors to define the level of citizen engagement with 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. To understand the factors, we 
described the networks between the municipal government and citizens 
and compared the network structures in each phase.

Our findings indicated that the different stages of growth can be attrib-
uted to a blend of periodic social gatherings and paid advertisements. 
Social gatherings were found to be more beneficial for engagement 
because they can create leaders in the network among citizens. On the 
other hand, paid advertisements may be less effective for engagement, 
because this made the network stand out. In other words, daily communi-
cation and offline gatherings for citizens are more effective than online 
advertisements to create networks and expand the public sphere.

Finally, we would like to discuss possible directions for future research. 
This study is a pilot small-number case study on the management staff ’s 
involvement in SNS utilization. Therefore, in order to generalize findings 
from this study, it would be necessary to expand the sample size. In this 
study, we selected and interviewed employees who were actually involved 
in the daily operation of the Facebook page “Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square,” such as interviewing local civic groups and posting inter-
view reports. However, we did not interview any people who held the 
managerial posts of desk chief or higher. How these people view this proj-
ect, and, closely related, how do their actions and policy preferences affect 
the project are subjects of future research. In addition, it is necessary to 
expand the number of cases studied. This study focused on the single case 
of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square which was operated by the 
Tsukuba municipal government. However, whether or not the same fac-
tors/difficulties will be identified in cases of their local governments is a 
question that requires further investigation. Hence, we are considering it 
as another subject of future research.
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CHAPTER 6

Who Leads Advocacy Through 
Social Media in Japan?

Sae Okura and Muneo Kaigo

What Is advocacy and Why Is It Important?
The importance of advocacy activities by civil society organizations 
(CSOs), including public interest groups, citizens’ groups, non-profits, 
neighborhood associations and social movement organizations, in policy 
and decision-making procedures has been greatly emphasized in the polit-
ical science and social policy literature  (Child and Grønbjerg 2007; 
Salamon and Geller 2008). Salamon and Geller (2008) indicated, for 
example, that “active participation in the policy process is a fundamental 
function of the non-profit sector in a democratic society.” Child and 
Grønbjerg (2007) have noted that advocacy activities by CSOs might be 
the “primary vehicles by which people … pressure government to respond 
to disadvantaged groups … and attend to unresolved problems.” Pekkanen 
and Smith (2014) also pointed out that attention to advocacy by CSOs 
was growing because several valuable contributions have come from sur-
veys in recent years. At the same time, Pekkanen and Smith (2014) pointed 
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out that advocacy behavior generally resisted scholarly analysis for some 
critical reasons. That is, it is difficult (1) to measure advocacy because it 
covers a broad range of actions and (2) to determine its causality.

At the same time, local and central governments are motivated to focus 
on the CSOs. After World War II, the demands from citizens for social 
services regarding problems related to childcare or nursing care, environ-
mental problems, and employment measures, have increased and diversi-
fied. On the other hand, since the 1970s, the government has been 
withdrawing from spending on public policy or reducing its financial role 
as the result of financial stringency and the influence of the policy of neo-
liberalism. In other words, while it becomes difficult for the government 
itself to correspond to social needs, it becomes necessary on a trial basis for 
the public sector to perform the role it has been taking on until now in 
collaboration with the private sector.

As we have already discussed, one of the ways to integrate the govern-
ment sector with the private sector is through social media, such as 
Facebook. Social media enables an open government (Lee and Kwak 
2012) and expands possibilities for residents to become more involved in 
the provision of public services and have more influence on policy deci-
sions (Linders 2012). In addition, by connecting government and citizens 
via social media, there is an expansion of public space (Wilhelm 2000; 
Sassi 2000; Keane 2000; Dahlberg 2001), and social media can become a 
path for information and knowledge related to public issues such as citi-
zens’ daily living (Kavanaugh et al. 2012).

Despite the importance of their representative activities, both the rel-
evance and impact of the leading actors who structure the diverse net-
works and discourses through social media need further recognition in 
both fields. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze CSOs at the local 
government level involved in advocacy activities through the use of social 
media such as Facebook and Twitter. Despite some different definitions 
of “civil society,” we have used the conception of “civil society” defined 
by Schwartz (2003) as the “sphere intermediate between family and 
state in which social actors pursue neither profit within the market nor 
power within the state.” This chapter again employs findings from the 
Japanese Facebook community page, the “Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square,” run by the local government in Tsukuba City in Ibaraki 
Prefecture, Japan.
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advocacy actIvItIes by cIvIl socIety 
organIzatIons In Japan

The notion of “advocacy” has a wide range of contemporary meanings, 
and it is often used interchangeably with similar words such as “lobbying” 
and “political activity” by various authors in the bridging fields involved in 
studying advocacy. As mentioned earlier, Pekkanen and Smith (2014) 
pointed out that advocacy behavior generally resisted scholarly analysis for 
some critical reasons. That is, it is difficult to (1) measure advocacy, because 
it covers a broad range of actions and to (2) determine its causality.

Some researchers use the term “advocacy” to describe what others call 
“lobbying” (Bass et al. 2007). Leech (2010) argues that a broader defini-
tion of lobbying is necessary. On the other hand, Salamon and Geller 
(2008) introduce an analytical distinction between “policy advocacy” and 
“lobbying.” According to their definition, “policy advocacy” is the more 
general term which “aims to influence government policy at the federal, 
state, or local level and can encompass a range of activities, including con-
ducting research on public problems, writing op-ed pieces on issues of 
public policy, building coalitions, or participating in a group working to 
formulate a position on a matter of policy.” Lobbying is a specific subset 
of policy advocacy and involves the communication of the organization’s 
positions to policy-makers, either directly (direct lobbying) or by mobiliz-
ing the general public (grassroots lobbying). Salamon and Geller (2008) 
have also pointed out that the key difference between lobbying and other 
forms of advocacy is that lobbying involves taking and promoting a posi-
tion on specific legislation. Bass et al. (2014) have pointed out that lobby-
ing and advocacy are often regarded as synonymous, but advocacy is a 
broader concept that involves lobbying.

As the purpose of this chapter is not the creation of a new definition for 
“advocacy,” it may be more useful to define advocacy by the activities that 
a non-profit engages in to influence public policy, either directly or indi-
rectly (Salamon and Geller  2008). Furthermore, “advocacy” does not 
influence policy change by itself, but the “activities” that a non-profit 
engage in are an attempt to influence public policy. Therefore, we focus 
not on influence or policy change, but the communication activities such 
as requests by the civil society organizations directed toward the municipal 
government on Facebook.
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Who advocates? Japan’s “csos” 
through a comparatIve perspectIve

The appearance of Japan’s civil society differs slightly depending on whether 
you compare it internationally or confirm details of the organizations within 
the country. This chapter will review some of the noteworthy or special 
features of Japan’s civil society that are relevant.

First, there are some special or noteworthy characteristics of Japan’s 
civil society that have been observed from the viewpoint of international 
comparison. When the special characteristics of Japan’s civil society are 
described, resources have been found to be a significant problem. Robert 
Pekkanen (2006) indicates how Susan Pharr has coined the phrase “four 
smalls” when describing the special characteristics of Japan’s civil society 
at the Association for Asian Studies Annual Meeting in 2005. The expres-
sion “four smalls” refers to small membership, small numbers of profes-
sional staff, small budgets, and small geographic scopes. Leng (2015) also 
makes references to Pharr’s comment on this “four smalls” issue in his 
discussion of Japan’s civil society. Pekkanen (2006) investigated why 
Japan’s civil society is composed of many small groups but few large pro-
fessionally managed national organizations from a political institutional 
perspective. He demonstrates that political institutions such as regulatory 
frameworks, financial flows, and political opportunity structures are the 
main factors underlining civil society in Japan. In his conclusion, Japan is 
lacking in advocacy activities that bring about social change, and he has 
labelled this “Members without Advocacy” (Pekkanen 2006). Pekkanen 
has made a comparison of the number of employed personnel of civil soci-
ety organizations in Japan with other nations. According to his analysis, 
Japan was found to have the second smallest number of organizations 
employing personnel of all the OECD countries, with only Germany hav-
ing a smaller number (Pekkanen 2006). Furthermore, previous study 
results also confirmed that Japan’s CSOs have fewer employed staff than 
CSOs in the USA, Korea and Russia (Tsujinaka et al. 2010).

On the other hand, the survey results focused on Japan reveal that pro-
ducer groups, such as economic groups, labor unions and agricultural 
organizations, and political groups, are more dominant in advocacy while 
welfare groups, educational groups, civic organizations, and professional 
groups are more passive in voicing their interests (Tsujinaka et al. 2010; 
Tsujinaka and Mori 2010). Yamamoto (2010) analyzed the data of the 
Second Cross National Survey on Civil Society Organizations and Interest 
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Groups in Japan, (J-JIGS2), and indicated that economic groups and 
 agricultural organizations have more direct access to political elites such as 
the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), bureaucrats, and local government 
workers, while political groups, labor unions, and civic organizations have 
less access to political elites and have attempted to access them indirectly 
via media, public opinion, courts, etc. (outside lobbying). For instance, 
Okura (2013) analyzed the same data, and discovered that, in regards to 
welfare groups, the establishment of service-type organizations has been 
increasing since 1996, especially at the local level, because of institutional 
welfare reform in recent years, while since the 1980s the establishment of 
advocacy-type organizations has not been increasing at both the national 
and local levels. (Needless to say, there are some examples in which civil 
society organizations have some influence in policy-making.)

Path dependency theory could explain this feature of political structure 
in Japan. After World War II, countries categorized as capitalist develop-
mental states such as Japan had been protecting producer sector associa-
tions such as economic groups, labor unions, and agricultural organizations 
to achieve economic growth (the so-called convoy system). In this process, 
stronger information and human networks have been built among those 
associations, the bureaucracy, and the LDP in Japan, which had held con-
tinuous political power since its founding in 1955 until their loss to the 
Democratic Party of Japan prior to the Great East Japan Earthquake. In 
contrast, the non-profit and civic sectors excluded from this convoy have 
been discouraged from appearing in the focal areas of the Japanese political 
network. This older political structure (kyū kouzou) can be observed in a 
survey conducted in 2006–2007 and is a special and noteworthy character-
istic of Japan’s civil society (Tsujinaka and Mori 2010).

In addition, the survey results also indicate routes of information flow 
available through the traditional community—neighborhood associations 
(Jichikai or Chonaikai). The survey results clarified that neighborhood 
associations, rather than political parties or politicians, try to exert influ-
ence over policies by directly contacting the administration (Tsujinaka and 
Ito 2010). Furthermore, previous study results also confirmed that groups 
with capital resources such as employed personnel, budgets, and several 
individual members actively carry out activities in comparison to groups 
without resources (Yamamoto 2010).

Through these previous studies, we can summarize that Japan’s civil 
society advocacy ability is assessed as vulnerable, based on the number of 
employed personnel when compared to the numbers in other nations. 
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Based on the previously mentioned typology of area of policies, groups such 
as welfare groups, educational groups, civic organizations and professional 
groups have fewer opportunities to make direct contact with political actors. 
On the other hand, Japan’s civil society organizations have obtained local 
routes of information flow through economic groups, labor unions and 
agricultural organizations, political groups and neighborhood associations.

advocacy and medIa In Japan

Civil society organizations with limited resources in Japan have tradition-
ally gained the help of mass media to communicate their messages. Around 
the end of the LDP-dominated era of Japanese politics of the 1970s, 
views of Japan’s political system as being more pluralistic began to emerge. 
Among these views were the referent pluralism championed by Kabashima 
and Broadbent (1986) who emphasized the influence and the important 
role played by mass media.

Using data from the March 1980 study “Elites and the Idea of Equality” 
and citing a deep relationship between the class structure of influence as 
acknowledged by the elite and the actual class structure, Kabashima illus-
trated that: (a) there was a high degree of coincidence in the ranking of 
evaluations of each group’s influence; and also that (b) all the group lead-
ers, with the exception of the mass media leaders, saw the mass media as 
the most influential group in terms of Japan’s overall political and social 
systems. Kabashima also underlined the two principles of: (a) neutrality, 
i.e., mass media leaders were politically neutral in all areas of political party 
support, political ideology, view of socio-economic equality, and tradi-
tional values; and (b) inclusiveness, i.e., in examining the relationship 
between the influence of interest groups and the degree of contact with 
the following four influence groups: (a) LDP leaders, (b) the bureaucratic 
elite, (c) opposition leaders, and (d) the mass media. The mass media had 
direct connections with a variety of group leaders that went beyond 
 differences in size and the relative newness of group and political ideology, 
so Kabashima argued that the mass media was positioned outside the core 
of the traditional authority group comprising the LDP and the bureau-
cratic elite, and served to inject into the political system the preferences of 
groups that tended to be excluded from the main authority (Kabashima 
and Broadbent 1986; Kabashima 1990, 2004; Kabashima et al. 2007).

Recently, social media has been added alongside mass media as a way of 
transmitting certain information from the civil society organizations into 
the political system. To reiterate a point made previously, social media is 
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one way to connect civil society organizations with local and central 
 governments that are struggling with limited budgets. On the other hand, 
Kobayashi (2013) analyzed the result of an Internet survey conducted in 
2012, and discovered that the proportion of respondents who recognize 
the partisan nature of newspapers, TV news, and Internet news is 28 
 percent, 18 percent, and 13 percent respectively. The result of the analy-
sis indicates that Japanese citizens might not recognize the partisan nature 
of their information sources when they are viewing or reading news in 
normal everyday situations (Kobayashi 2013). Ogasawara (2014) ana-
lyzed aspects of social media usage and its influence on political interest, 
cognition of a number of important issues, and attitudes to political par-
ties after the 2013 Japanese Upper House election. The results of his anal-
ysis indicate that: (1) only 18.3 percent of the respondents had accessed 
websites or social media for electoral information, while over half of them 
watched TV programs or read newspapers; and (2) social media usage of 
respondents is weakly related with political interest, cognition of a number 
of important issues, and attitudes to political parties. Furthermore, as 
online election campaigns have been allowed in Japan since 2013, atten-
tion to political and policy-related Internet usage, including social media 
and civic engagement, is greater (Yamazaki 2015). With regard to Japan, 
Tsuda (2012) also pointed out that the anti-nuclear demonstration held in 
front of the prime minister’s official residence in 2012 was enhanced by 
social media usage. Okamoto et  al. (2015) analyzed the impact of the 
internet campaigning liberalization on voters in 2013 during the upper 
house election held in Japan that year. Compared with the upper house 
election in 2010, respondents in 2013 tended to vote for candidates and 
accessed the websites of the candidates significantly more.

Social media users can be considered to be positioned outside the tra-
ditional authority groups, but they can create flows of information, and 
one can observe such changes in the behavior patterns of civil society 
organizations. Such changes, however, have been the subject of little dis-
cussion until recently; therefore, this chapter will attempt to observe and 
measure these new changes in information flows.

As mentioned earlier, previous studies have suggested that Japanese civil 
society organizations with limited financial and political resources have dif-
ficulty in influencing public discourse and political processes. Specifically, 
civil society organizations such as welfare groups, educational groups, and 
civic organizations have pointed out that they have fewer opportunities to 
make direct contact with political actors. However, social media has 
equipped civil society organizations and stakeholders with new tools that 
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allow them to effectively share information and communicate with the 
government and to distribute information about their specific interests and 
missions. Our chapter attempts to discover the ways in which social media 
usage will affect the behavioral patterns of civil society organizations. The 
following two research questions were established to investigate any diver-
gence in the behavioral patterns of the civil society organizations.

RQ1: Who are the leading actors who use social media such as Facebook 
for interaction with local governments?

RQ2: Are Japanese civil society organizations effective advocates when 
using Facebook?

methodology

In this chapter, we focus again on the Japanese Facebook community 
page—the “Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square,”—which aimed to 
enhance civil society activities in Japan. Our rationale for analyzing this 
specific page is based on the findings of the Chiiki SNS Kenkyūkai of March 
2013. An analysis of the activity levels of the 466 Facebook pages analyzed 
in 2013 indicate how the “Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- Square” can be 
considered to be a representative case for examining civic engagement via 
social media in Japan. Detailed frequency regarding engagement and num-
ber of fans can be confirmed from Kaigo and Okura (2016).

Facebook metrics data of the “Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square” 
was obtained through the Insight interface of Facebook community page 
functions. Node XL was employed to measure network statistics based on 
the data derived from the Facebook user accounts. In addition, qualitative 
content analysis software, KH Coder, was also used in this chapter to iden-
tify policy-related articles in the community page content and discourse in 
Japanese. Our rationale for utilizing this data is the assumption that there 
are direct and indirect connections between non-profits and governments 
enhancing policy-making processes.

Users of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square

As we have discussed in previous chapters, the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square Facebook Page was created on February 1, 2012, to acti-
vate social networks within the Tsukuba community and enhance the level 
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of civic activities (Appendix C). By investigating the residential profiles of 
the users, we have found that more than 50 percent of users are  inhabitants 
or have their main social activity in Tsukuba, Ibaraki or other cities in the 
vicinity. This data indicates that the Facebook page is basically used by 
local individuals and groups.

In Chap. 5, we observed how Tsukuba City had been testing how 
advertisements and offline gatherings could lead to the further enhance-
ment of civil society through the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square. 
In our qualitative analysis of Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square posts, 
we identified how interviews among civil society organizations in Tsukuba 
have been conducted and their opinions have been featured on the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square in news article formats with photographs. 
Various organizations which focus on environmental protection, welfare, 
education, and neighborhood associations that operate on maintaining 
communities in Japan have been featured in the Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square. This chapter analyzes how these policy-related articles and 
their reactions via social networking services reflect the actual network and 
advocacy activities through the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square.

For this chapter, we used social network analysis to identify vital actors 
who exist in the social network community of Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square. The indicators of: (1) closeness centrality; and (2) cluster-
ing coefficient can be used to measure the level of how actors are involved 
with each other in a network.

Closeness centrality indicates the patterns of how actors make ties. These 
centrality measures can be used to see the ties among those in non- profit 
advocacy networks (Borgatti 2005). According to Borgatti, the closeness 
centrality can be used to measure the degree of how much an actor directly 
communicates with other actors. The visualization of advocacy networks 
allows us to see the features and other patterns of the different organiza-
tions that are involved with the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square 
Facebook page. Node XL can analyze these network indicators and identify 
these subgroups in non-profit advocacy networks (Smith  et  al. 2009). 
Further analysis of the cluster can identify the subgroups and this sort of 
analysis can allow us to understand the networking of subgroups and view 
how they may be leading non-profit advocacy (Hansen et al. 2011). The 
results illustrate how advocacy activities are supported by actors in a net-
work, allowing us to focus on who is leading each subgroup. These results 
will provide an insight into the patterns of advocacy activities in a subgroup 
by the leading actor through the centrality indices.
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We chose five different policy cases: (1) the neighborhood association 
networks (specifically those located in Tsukuba), (2) the educational net-
works, (3) the disaster networks (especially focusing on the networks dur-
ing the Hojō tornado in May 2012), (4) the social welfare networks, and 
(5) the volunteer networks. Previous studies pointed out that the neigh-
borhood association and educational organizations have greater direct 
access to political elites such as political parties, bureaucrats, local govern-
ments, and so on, while social welfare groups (including groups involved 
with volunteering and disaster reconstruction activities) have less direct 
access to the political elites. In comparison, we keep in mind these two 
different types of network structure; we will also illustrate how these dif-
ferent groups have different structures.

results

Through the available data based on various interview articles about civil 
society organizations and the reactions posted through the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook page, the result of this analysis identi-
fied five policy-related articles and analyzed the interactions of (1) neigh-
borhood association networks (specifically those located in Tsukuba), 
(2)  educational networks, (3) disaster networks (during the Hojō tor-
nado), (4) social welfare networks, and (5) volunteer networks.

Neighborhood Association (NHA) Networks

Figure 6.1 describes the network among the actors who interacted with 
the neighborhood association-related article. The cluster (the dots in the 
black circle) in the center of Fig. 6.1 consists of: (1) heavy users of the 
Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square who frequently interact with 
the articles; (2) Tsukuba municipal hall workers; and (3) representatives of 
the neighborhood associations. These actors are indicated by the black 
circle. (These were the users who have clicked “Like” more than once on 
the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square, as was reported by a part-time 
worker in Tsukuba municipal hall responsible for interviewing the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square during the Fiscal Years 2013 and 2014.)

These three categories of actors display high centrality, and individuals 
of Tsukuba City are connected in the vicinity of those who are in these 
three categories. Figure 6.1 shows the linking among the representatives 
of the neighborhood associations and Tsukuba municipal hall workers in 
the network.
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Through our qualitative analysis, we discovered a noteworthy comment 
by the neighborhood association representative, stating how important it 
is to be connected in a horizontal relationship and that it is important for 
the city’s government to explain what the neighborhood associations are 
to other members in the community. Specifically, one representative of a 
neighborhood association posted the following comment: “I heard that 
municipal government would be holding a meeting with the social welfare 
council, neighborhood association, and social workers. Very Good. A hor-
izontal network is important. Please publicize the fact that the ward 
assemblies (Kukai) and neighborhood associations (Jichikai) are the same 
organizations.” Other neighborhood association participants also posted 
comments such as “Recently, communities with children and families are 
growing rapidly in Tsukuba. I would like to make a ‘home’ where the 
children can return to when they become adults.” The municipal hall 
workers responded with gratitude to this being pointed out to them, and 
they promised that they would endeavor to spread this information. In 
another case, a representative of a neighborhood association posted a 
comment on a newsfeed regarding the small festival held in Kukizaki dis-
trict of Tsukuba City stating, “It is a wonderful festival! I did not know 
about it. Because I had never participated in the festival, I felt that Kukizaki 
district was a different municipality” (November 6, 2016), and the other 

Fig. 6.1 Node XL analysis result map of neighborhood associations (June 12, 2015)
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representative of a  neighborhood association responded, “Please come 
and join us!” to the post as well as to the municipal hall workers.

Educational Networks

In an analysis of the network among the actors who interacted with the 
articles related to topics about education in January 2017, we observed 
how the links among users of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square, 
educational organizations, and other users are of equal distance within the 
network. There were no specific posts or conversations, and they con-
nected via “sharing” and “liking” the posts. In other cases, however, a 
member of an educational civil society group made a comment on the 
newsfeed regarding the scientific events for small children, stating: “It is 
very interesting for adults to have scientific experiments with small chil-
dren. It is also wonderful that we can exchange communication about 
volunteering. Children can have great experiences that will enhance their 
development with their parents. Let us expand the scientific culture in 
Tsukuba!” (September 14, 2016).

Disaster Networks

Figure 6.2 describes the network among the actors who interacted with 
the articles related to the tornado disaster of Tsukuba City’s Hōjō area in 
May 2012. The cluster of actors in the circle 1 are the Tsukuba municipal 
hall workers and heavy users linked to this group of actors. The cluster of 
actors in circle 2 are welfare workers and heavy users who are linked to this 
group of actors. The cluster of actors in the circle 3 are actors in education 
and research and heavy users who are linked to this group of actors.

In another case, one of the citizens in Tsukuba posted a comment to a 
newsfeed regarding the reconstruction activities conducted by one of the 
social welfare groups from the Great East Japan Earthquake telling municipal 
hall workers, “I support your activities.”

Social Welfare Networks

In analysis of the network among the actors who interacted with the arti-
cles related to welfare and medical services we observed how the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square linked to the welfare-related organization 
involved in rescue education is linking other users of the Tsukuba Civic 
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Activities Cyber-Square community. Through our qualitative analysis, we 
found that the welfare group expressed their gratitude to the daily support 
of municipal hall workers, and the workers also expressed appreciation for 
their words and encouraged the group members to be more active. 
Specifically, the welfare group commented “I truly appreciate your kind 
support to our activities,” to which the municipal hall worker responded 
“I should say thanks to you likewise. Looking forward to your success in 
the next academic year.” In other cases, a member of a welfare group com-
mented on the newsfeed, “Please pay particular attention to community- 
based health care even if you are currently healthy, and take part in our 
team as soon as possible” (March 5, 2016), and encouraged the municipal 
government to have more interest in the welfare problem.

Volunteer Networks

Figure 6.3 describes the network among the actors who interacted with 
the articles related to volunteering. Through this network map, one can 
observe how the links among users of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- 
Square, welfare organizations, and leisure-related organizations are of 
equal distance within the network. In contrast to the other networks 
which had a central actor, this represents how many of the actors are linked 
equally to each other.

Fig. 6.2 Node XL analysis result map of   Tornado in Hōjō, Ibaraki (June 12, 2012)
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Through our qualitative analysis, we found that volunteering groups 
expressed their gratitude and opinions through the newsfeed. For example, 
on September 15, 2016, one volunteering group commented, “I would 
like to change information regarding volunteering. Children can join sci-
entific activities just like adults. Let’s expand a grassroots network through-
out Tsukuba!” The group encouraged the participants of the Facebook 
page and the municipal hall workers to engage more in this specific type of 
volunteering.

analysIs results and comparIson

Our analysis of network shapes among the organizations links can be gen-
eralized as follows (Table 6.1) and our main findings are as follows.

First, we could confirm that the disaster network structure consisted of 
welfare groups, civil servants in Tsukuba City, and other entities. Previous 
studies have indicated that these are people in groups that have fewer 
chances to advocate to political elites directly, but they were found to have 
a similar network structure to the neighborhood associations in our study 
results. This is noteworthy because previous studies have pointed out that 

Fig. 6.3 Node XL analysis result map of volunteering (January 28, 2016)
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neighborhood associations have more opportunities to connect to  political 
elites such as those in local governments. Specifically, the neighborhood 
association representatives in our analysis were found not only to be hubs, 
but were also communicating requests and demands to be delivered to 
the local government through Facebook and were able to obtain a posi-
tive response from the local government that they would sincerely con-
sider their request. We could confirm that neighborhood associations had 
an important function to advocate to the local government as previous 
studies had already pointed out, and that they are among the tradi-
tional advocacy routes, especially at the local level in Japan. At the same 
time, interestingly, when we look at disasters, the municipal hall workers 
and welfare organizations are creating a hub within the network. When it 
pertains to neighborhood associations (community maintenance and 
community building groups), representatives of those associations, 
municipal hall workers and other users of the community page are at the 
center of the network (Appendix D). These results indicate that smaller 
organizations and citizens have more opportunities to connect to the 
local government via Facebook by becoming hubs of the information and 
advocacy activities.

Second, with regard to the welfare network, the welfare groups were 
able to have some online conversations with the local government, and 
advocated their political concerns to them, just as the neighborhood asso-
ciation representative did in the result of our analysis of the neighborhood 

Table 6.1 Comparison

The center (leading actors) The periphery

NHA network NHA
Civil servants in Tsukuba
Users of the Tsukuba Civic
Activities Cyber-Square

Users of the Tsukuba Civic
Activities Cyber-Square

Educational network None None
Disaster network Welfare groups

Civil servants in Tsukuba
Users of the Tsukuba Civic
Activities Cyber-Square

Academic/educational groups
Users of the Tsukuba Civic
Activities Cyber-Square

Welfare network Tsukuba Civic Activities 
Cyber-Square

Welfare groups
Users of the Tsukuba Civic
Activities Cyber-Square

Volunteering network None None
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association network. Specifically, one member of a welfare group made a 
comment on the newsfeed that they would be able to gain more attention 
and as a result, possibly influence the welfare policies through the munic-
ipal hall workers. In the same way, the neighborhood association represen-
tative posted a comment on the newsfeed in order to establish a horizontal 
network between local government and citizens. This result indicates that 
platforms such as Facebook may provide more opportunities for newer 
and smaller groups with limited resources to advocate their concerns to 
local governments as well as connect with them directly.

Third, in a social networking service community page focusing on civil 
society activities, networks among actors and organizations do not need a 
hub when it concerns volunteer activities and social welfare activities. 
Similar to volunteer activities and social welfare activities, educational 
activities do not have a hub within the network, and actors or organiza-
tions can connect directly to each other.

These results indicate how social media can be a platform to provide 
opportunities for direct communication with local governments and 
advance advocacy activities. This becomes vital especially for social welfare 
groups that traditionally do not have many opportunities to have direct 
communication with local governments in Japan and where such civil soci-
ety organizations are lacking in employees, when compared with other 
nations. In other words, a platform like Facebook could (1) provide more 
chances to connect with the local government, (2) provide more political 
opportunities to advocate, and (3) create opportunities to exert greater 
presence.

better advocacy through socIal medIa

Our analysis discovered that diverse patterns of usage were evident in non- 
profit advocacy among the leading actors connected to the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square. In this section, we will conclude this chapter with 
our main findings.

First, we could confirm that the disaster network structure in the result 
of our analysis consisted of welfare groups, civil servants in Tsukuba City 
and other entities. Previous studies had pointed out that these people have 
fewer opportunities to advocate to political elites directly; however, we 
found that they have a similar network structure as the neighborhood 
associations, which have more chances to connect to the political elite. 
Both welfare groups and neighborhood association representatives in our 
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analysis were found to be hubs in the communication flow as well as when 
communicating requests and demands to be delivered to the local govern-
ment through Facebook. These results indicated that smaller and newer 
organizations and citizens have more opportunities to connect with local 
governments via Facebook by becoming the hubs of the information and 
advocacy activities.

Second, with regard to the welfare network, the welfare groups were 
able to have some online conversations with local governments, and advo-
cated their political concerns to them, in the same manner as the neighbor-
hood association representative, through the results of the analysis of the 
neighborhood association network. A member of a welfare group made a 
comment through Facebook in order to get more attention to the welfare 
policies from the municipal hall workers. We suggest that the dynamic that 
we observed indicates that social media platforms such as Facebook may 
provide more opportunities for newer and smaller groups with limited 
resources. These smaller entities can possibly have a better chance to advo-
cate to local governments as well as connect to them directly.

Third, in a social networking service community page focusing on civil 
society activities, networks among actors/organizations do not need a hub 
when it concerns volunteer activities and social welfare activities. Similar to 
the situation with volunteer activities and social welfare activities, educa-
tional activities do not have a hub within the network, and actors and orga-
nizations could connect horizontally with each other.

These results show that civil society organizations such as welfare groups 
that were once categorized as “silent” groups, displayed equal amounts of 
advocacy in comparison to other educational organizations and traditional 
communities such as neighborhood associations. The results of the qualita-
tive content analysis suggest that these organizations are not just attempting 
to exchange and share information with the local government via Facebook, 
but are also able to advocate their concerns and issues they would like to 
pursue. To illustrate this dynamic, a member of a welfare group made a 
comment on the newsfeed to encourage the municipal government to show 
a greater interest in welfare issues. In another case, one volunteering group 
encouraged the participants on the Facebook page and the municipal hall 
workers to engage more in volunteering.

Our findings indicate that social networking services such as Facebook 
could provide civil society organizations with (1) more chances to connect 
with the local government and (2) more political opportunities to advo-
cate and could (3) create opportunities to exert greater presence, despite 
their limited financial and political resources.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

Muneo Kaigo and Sae Okura

Shaken into the age of Social Media?
Some time has now passed since the Great East Japan Earthquake. Often, 
the memories of all catastrophes and consequences gradually fade away. 
The Great East Japan Earthquake is now no longer the most important 
topic for many Japanese. Many of the images of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake are still able to trigger memories of the Japanese, as the visuals 
of destruction are revisited by the media every March 11, the anniversary 
of the earthquake. The problems around the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
power plant meltdown recovery effort will continue for decades, and each 
report of progress will remind the Japanese of the catastrophic events 
that occurred in 2011. The trauma among many of the citizens in the 
 worst- affected areas may never heal. Taken as a whole, it is clear that 
the earthquake has altered both the country and its people in many ways 
since March 11, 2011.
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The negative consequences that still emanate from this multi-stage 
 catastrophe are being researched in many fields in Japan and it is to be 
hoped that the results will better prepare Japan for the next large-scale disas-
ter. During the time this tragic disaster occurred, the attitudes of Japanese 
towards media were gradually changing. This coincidence in timing may 
have resulted in the disaster acting as a catalyst in quickening this change of 
attitude towards the media in Japan. The first chapter of this book discussed 
how wary the Japanese had been about using the Internet in the past, 
and we have observed in the rest of the study just how the Japanese have 
shifted quickly into becoming increasingly reliant on the Internet.

The first chapter covered the Japanese Internet environment and 
focused on the differences between computer anxiety and the cultural 
construct of the Japanese nigate-ishiki or low self-efficacy of information 
and communication technology (ICT). For some time, the sluggishness 
over the adoption of computers in Japan limited the total range of infor-
mation available for many Japanese. This was the result of many Japanese 
only using devices with limited access, such as web-enabled mobile phones. 
Many were relying on access to the Internet solely through mobile phones 
and the Japanese Internet environment evolved to be dependent on the 
small screen of these web-enabled mobile phones.

The inconvenience of substituting a telephone keypad is cumbersome 
for those who are accustomed to the QWERTY keyboard; however, in the 
case of the Japanese and also for many nations with languages that are 
non-alphabetic, some sort of character substitution is required for input 
processing. In Japan, the telephone keypad became one of the popular and 
preferred input methods, and it allowed many Japanese to finally adopt 
ICT usage and the Internet. High-speed mobile data access evolved 
quicker in Japan because of the dependence on the mobile phone and this 
led to a unique and peculiar evolution of mobile phone development 
among Japanese electronics manufacturers.

Chapter 1 also introduced several prominent, but negative facets of the 
Japanese Internet environment, including the Ni-Channel and Matome 
Saito, which have also led the public to be wary of the Internet. The 
Ni-Channel and Matome Saito are representative platforms that highlight 
the dark and sinister nature of Internet users in Japan. Even worse, the 
highly prominent viral infection of Japanese computers through the Winny 
peer-to-peer file sharing platform scared away many Japanese who were 
ambivalent regarding accessing the Internet through computers. Even the 
wide variety of content available on the Internet led people to think that it 
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lacked the wholesomeness to be allowed in the home. The regulatory 
standards used for evaluating the decency of content of commercial main-
stream media left the Japanese shocked when they saw that horrifying 
images of death or obscenity were readily available through the Internet.

Through this unintentional combination of chance, the Japanese were 
creating an impression of the Internet as a dark and scary environment. 
Accordingly, the Japanese were very cautious with regard to adopting 
ICT, especially Internet-related devices. The impression was given that 
computers should be handled by the experts because amateurs will soon 
end up having their computers infected and distributing sensitive personal 
information to criminals. It was thought that children would be able to 
access illegal pornography or end up dead after accessing suicide assistance 
bulletin boards. To most Japanese, the Internet has been perceived as an 
environment that was full of danger and therefore in stark contrast to the 
mostly safe society of Japan. The Internet was perceived to be something 
that was to be guarded against and that parents needed to limit the expo-
sure among children and keep them in the safe, real world.

One commonly known term has often been used to describe this trait of 
the Japanese, Galapagos. The term or metaphor derives the perception that 
the Japanese are so good at isolating themselves as they are the residents of 
an archipelago of islands. The somewhat self-deprecating usage of the met-
aphor of Galapagos is often also used to describe the unique evolution of 
the Japanese with regard to electronics, computers, and mobile ICT. The 
most common item of this peculiarly national phenomenon were the highly 
advanced, web-enabled multifunctional mobile foldable phones that domi-
nated Japan during the 2000s, and these have been commonly known by 
the abbreviated term, gara-kei (garapagosu keitai = Galapagos-style mobile 
phones) among Japanese. The gara-kei was the primary device for the 
development of ICT in Japan. The Japanese ICT environment and even 
social media, for a time, was proceeding with its own style of evolution, 
until smartphones arrived and then the Great East Japan Earthquake.

The ability to be mobile and to be less reliant on an electrical outlet were 
two things that Japanese became increasingly aware of during and after the 
Great East Japan Earthquake. Along with television sets and  stereo sys-
tems, computers normally require constant or frequent connection to an 
electrical outlet. The batteries of today’s laptop computers and tablets do 
not require frequent charging; however, at the time of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake, laptop computers did not generally have such long-lasting 
batteries and therefore quickly required recharging. As discussed earlier, 
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during the Great East Japan Earthquake, a large area of Japan lost its 
 electricity supply. In addition, in the days following the debacle of the 
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant meltdown, many areas of Japan 
had to start preparing for planned power outages. These planned power 
outages were already taking place in Tokyo immediately after the earth-
quake as a preemptive measure designed to avoid a widespread blackout 
because of the lack of electricity. Following the earthquake, all of the coun-
try’s nuclear power plants had to be shut down because of the concerns 
following the Fukushima Daiichi accident. Keikaku-teiden or planned 
power outages were for a long time unheard of in Japan before the Great 
East Japan Earthquake. The expression was last heard during days follow-
ing the post-World War II defeat and the ensuing chaos. It was clear that 
during and after the Great East Japan Earthquake Japan was experiencing 
another catastrophe similar to the post-World War II-style crisis situation.

In result, the planned power outages following the Great East Japan 
Earthquake acted as catalysts for the Japanese to adopt devices and tech-
nology that are not reliant on having constant electricity procurement 
through outlets. Companies adopted standby supply systems and smart-
phones and tablets were being adopted as perfect auxiliary devices for 
accessing the Internet in the event of planned power outages. Wireless 
connectivity with devices that had computer-like Internet access and less 
dependency on having an electrical outlet were catalysts that pushed the 
Japanese out of their Galapagos ICT environment.

The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accident also played a role 
as a catalyst for changing the general attitude toward media, especially 
mainstream media, among the Japanese. As the meltdown and explosions 
of the power plants were being televised and reported, the mainstream 
media were inadvertently leaving the public in the dark about what was 
actually happening. The media themselves were not receiving any vital 
information, and, ironically, this had the consequence of gradually lower-
ing the credibility of the mainstream media. The Tokyo Electric Power 
Company did not immediately disclose information of what was happening 
for the media as a result of confusion or incompetence, and the Japanese 
cabinet at the time was ill-prepared to manage such a major nuclear power 
plant accident. To make matters worse, the Japanese prime minister and 
cabinet at that time had a poor relationship with the Japanese ministries 
and high-level bureaucrats. Instead of letting the administrative vice-minis-
ters or undersecretaries have increased control of the ministries as had tra-
ditionally had been the case, the newly appointed ministers themselves had 
been claiming accountability by adopting a new policy to better control 
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them and taking control over press conferences. In this crisis situation, the 
nuclear power plant disaster left the government in disarray along with the 
Tokyo Electric Power Company, the owner of the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear power plant. As the meltdown of the plants continued, the Japanese 
public were making extensive efforts to find more information to better 
understand and assess the situation, but the mainstream media were unable 
to provide any worthwhile information about what was happening, or 
would happen, in Fukushima. During this period, social media became the 
new channel of information providing various types of information from 
different sources, not all of them accurate, but still worthwhile reading or 
viewing and information pertaining to the needs of the public. Social media 
was providing news, answers and expert information in relation to the fol-
lowing questions that the mainstream media were not providing. What is 
happening at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant? What will hap-
pen if there is a meltdown? Who will be affected? What precautions should 
we take? What will we need? The media was falling behind, as people were 
increasingly seeking for information through social media.

In a sense, the level of mainstream media dependency of the Japanese 
effectively changed after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant acci-
dent. Media dependency on the mainstream media among Japanese has 
since been lower among many younger Japanese as the information being 
provided by the mainstream media was both limited and slow, especially 
with regard to accessing knowledge about the accident. The public 
increased its demand for more timely information and an increase in the 
news about what was actually happening. The usual method of providing 
information through telecasts and newspapers or websites was too slow 
and the format demanded too much time of the audiences. Users were 
realizing that glancing at the tweets and retweets of the same information 
is instantaneous, requiring only seconds. Other social media were able to 
provide detailed information by experts on speculation of what was going 
to happen to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, while the 
 mainstream media were still trying to verify their facts and sources. The 
combination of smartphones and social media such as Twitter and 
Facebook which give easy access to information from overseas also shifted 
many Japanese into the age of social media usage. The Japanese skepticism 
towards the mainstream media has fostered the strong demand for alterna-
tive information sources, and social media was the perfect fit at the time.

At the local level, the Great East Japan Earthquake also shifted the 
Japanese into social media usage, albeit in a different context. As docu-
mented in the second chapter, Twitter was used at the local government 
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level to send and share information immediately after the Great East Japan 
Earthquake as occurred, for example, in the case of Tsukuba and other 
municipalities. Social support and trust was formed and became an impor-
tant source for gaining vital information in the days after the large-scale 
disaster. The relatively high pre-existing level of social capital among 
Japanese was advantageous and the characteristics of Twitter were, accord-
ingly, beneficial for many citizens of Tsukuba and other areas with mid- 
scale disruptions. The success of Twitter usage led to the subsequent 
launch of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square of Tsukuba City, and 
the diffusion of other social media such as Facebook has reduced online 
anonymity (Park et al. 2011). This enables local governments in Japan to 
be able to communicate with their citizens with less concern of the issues 
that Japanese have towards the Internet. Chapter 4 also illustrates how the 
Tsukuba Facebook page, the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square func-
tioned during another subsequent disaster, a destructive tornado. 
Information about damage caused by the tornado came in quickly through 
Facebook, and within one week, users began providing information to 
support the disaster victims. Information about volunteering was distrib-
uted and this actively assisted the relief efforts. Social media was found to 
be useful in both instances of Tsukuba related disasters. The findings here 
can potentially be used as a guide on how to navigate social media during 
these situations. In a sense, the Great East Japan Earthquake made every-
one a stakeholder for keeping the community together. Social media users 
and the government worked together to share information and help each 
other during the disasters (Fig. 7.1).

Since the Great East Japan Earthquake, Japan has been avid in dissemi-
nating information about disaster preparation, as municipal governments 
across Japan are preparing prevention maps. Facebook has a safety check-
 in service, and all telecommunication carriers have voicemail services such 
as message dials or message boards to so that people can check the safety 
of others during congestion. Japanese apps for smartphones provide early 
earthquake warning systems and safety tips are circulated periodically 
meaning that people will be aware of these important resources. Another 
significant change since the Great East Japan Earthquake is that many of 
these resources are now provided in English or have English-language 
instructions on how to use these services.

Most local governments in Japan have already initiated some sort of use 
of social media to cope with crises and disasters, as a significant portion of 
the population has access online. The problem lies in the management of 
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information and crisis management planning by the local governments 
(Wendling et al. 2013; Freberg 2012). Social media is an interactive plat-
form and is quite different from the traditional practices of strategic com-
munications and public relations. The citizens also have a voice that allows 
to be heard through the same platforms on level terms. If the local govern-
ment begins to be perceived as disorganized or lacking interest, the public 
can undermine any prior crisis contingency plan. In Japan, the neighboring 
city located next to Tsukuba, Josō City, experienced severe flooding 

Internet 
Distrust
•Flaming
•Trolling
•Wasteland
•Blame

The Great East Japan 
Earthquake and Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 

Disaster

Social Media 
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Smartphones
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Social 
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Fig. 7.1 The transformation of the Japanese perception of the Internet
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 following a prolonged storm in September 2015. As the city hall was located 
in the affected area, it was also became submerged, and became the victim 
of enjyo on social media as the Josō City Hall was a designated evacuation 
center. Therefore, although social media networks are effective tools for 
managing a risk or crisis, the contingency plan itself is of utmost importance 
or the administration will risk a public relations disaster at critical moments.

the StruggleS and SucceSSeS with Social Media 
and civil Society in Japan

Another main foundation of this book focuses on the struggles and suc-
cesses by local governments in Japan to adopt social media usage to revi-
talize communities and civil society. The third chapter examines the policy 
areas of Japanese local governments, and through an analysis of all of the 
Facebook pages operated by Japanese local governments, we found a wide 
variation of policy areas, number of followers and levels of engagement. 
Although it is difficult to gauge the appropriate number or size of follow-
ership for social media to be effective for civil society to communicate, the 
case of Tsukuba may provide an interesting hypothesis.

Prior to the Great East Japan Earthquake, we know that the number of 
followers of Tsukuba City Hall’s Twitter page had already reached 2000, 
and this became a solid foundation of social media users that helped the 
number of followers to grow dramatically during the subsequent disaster. 
When we examined the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square, we were 
able to observe that during the first and second year the number of follow-
ers was under 2000 users, and during this time, the status of the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square was akin to being on a life support system. 
If the community was not being managed, activity within the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square would quickly become silent. However, 
once the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square had more than 2000 fol-
lowers, the community became more sustainable, requiring less mainte-
nance by community managers. Our hypothesis about the sustainability of 
these sites is therefore related to this number, 2000. We believe that once 
a community dealing with civil society and local governance reaches 2000 
members, the community becomes more self-reliant requiring less inter-
vention by community managers. In other words, 2000 may be the lower 
threshold for maintaining a virtual community to be self-sustainable.

Our 2000-member hypothesis is also a rejection of the notion that 
social media allows for anything to become “viral” automatically. We have 
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observed through this project that for something to become viral on social 
media requires many conditions, and it is not automatic. Especially in the 
case when people use social media with regard to civil society, a post becom-
ing viral is somewhat rare, and requires a coincidence of many other ele-
ments and conditions. On the other hand, in a bad way, viral communication 
is a common risk that needs to be acknowledged by organizations that use 
social media. Anything scandalous or prone to criticism is easy prey and can 
become viral in next to no time. In this sense, viral communication is a pos-
sible threat to social media with regard to civil society to which local gov-
ernments need to pay attention. The Japanese “take” on flaming, enjyo, has 
become even more common in recent years with the advent of social media. 
In Japan, Twitter is the platform most prone to enjyo, as its users often 
forget about their potential audience—which may be every single person 
online. The speed of proliferation of information through social media and 
the potential for comments by others to be uninhibited or extreme, easily 
lead to this. Once enjyo starts, everything is literally up in flames and it is 
difficult to stop.

Another finding from our project that is related to the field of marketing 
is how the reach statistic of a posting on Facebook does not always corre-
late with the value of engagement that is provided through the Facebook 
Insight interface. The Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square example has 
provided evidence that high levels of engagement can coexist with low 
levels of the reach statistic. What can such a relationship mean? We observed 
in Chap. 5 how engagement among members of the community would be 
high on social media even when the level of reach is low. However, we also 
observed when advertisements that steer in higher levels of reach were 
initiated, that this would cause engagement among the community to 
diminish. The results need more verification through  support from other 
research, but our findings suggest how low levels of reach are not necessar-
ily always a bad thing, especially if the issue of engagement is more impor-
tant for the community. Social media is designed in a way to allow for 
people to interact and, therefore, the members of the community cannot 
be passive, but need to be more active. Our hypothesis here is that adver-
tisements may not necessarily be beneficial for social media communities.

One outcome of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square is how 
social media usage prompted the city hall workers to begin actively collect-
ing information about local neighborhood associations in Tsukuba. 
Before, the connection between the municipality and the neighborhood 
associations were more bureaucratic, as documents would be exchanged 
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and reports would be formally processed. Facebook usage helped better 
facilitate the city hall workers to find and share information about Tsukuba, 
and brought about the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square community 
managers to visit the neighborhood associations so that they could intro-
duce and share the experiences with other neighborhood associations and 
citizens. This information dissemination was fundamental in building 
bridges between the neighborhood associations in different jurisdictions.

One noteworthy example of information dissemination with regard to a 
neighborhood association in Tsukuba is Shinozaki. Shinozaki has a blend of 
residents that have lived in the area for generations and those that have just 
recently moved in. Usually, in many parts of Japan, this type of blend of 
residents typically results in tensions arising between the newcomers and 
the old residents, making neighborhood associations difficult to manage. 
The Shinozaki neighborhood association of Tsukuba is a relatively rare suc-
cessful anomaly where the blend of new and old residents function in the 
association harmoniously. To feature their activities, the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square interviewed the representatives of the association. 
This interview later caught the attention of the local newspaper (Joyō news-
paper) and became a news article. The news article that was partially acces-
sible as a web page then caught the attention of the Fujimi City municipality 
of Saitama Prefecture, which has itself been struggling to successfully blend 
new and old residents to function cooperatively in the neighborhood asso-
ciations. The Fujimi City Hall workers visited Tsukuba City and was pro-
vided the information that was originally reported through the Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square. This type of synergy among local govern-
ments, social media and traditional media provides an attractive way of rais-
ing interest among civil society. Unfortunately, for the case of Tsukuba, the 
Joyō newspaper will be in hiatus from April, 2017 and will no longer be able 
to provide information about local neighborhoods in Ibaraki Prefecture.

regeneration and cytokineSiS of civil Society 
organizationS in tSukuba

After the Great East Japan Earthquake, the residents of Tsukuba experi-
enced heightened levels of social capital and a public sphere that was con-
structed through social media. Although the natural disaster left the city 
with considerable damage, it left the city with a heightened expectation of 
better community building. The Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square 
on Facebook was an attempt on the part of the city to expand the network 
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of non-profit organizations and civil society to communicate and  cooperate 
with each other. Social media has been found to be a good vehicle to attain 
this and Facebook was a good platform to initiate this framework and also 
a mechanism to permit civil society organizations to begin increased inter-
actions with each other. In the case of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-
Square, the Tsukuba City government became a leader in arranging and 
getting together the civil society in Tsukuba.

From the viewpoint of the civil society organizations, the online inter-
actions through social media and offline interactions through organized 
events by the city are both important. Relying solely on social media and 
interaction through the Internet does not allow for deeper connections or 
strong networks. However, civil society organizations each have their 
activities and ideas, so without the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square, 
the organized events would not have been able to gather participants. 
Through the annual forum to permit civil society groups and organiza-
tions to exchange information and share ideas, Tsukuba City has attempted 
to address some of the concerns expressed by the people in the civil society 
organizations.

Social media use through the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square has 
played the important role of providing information with value to users that 
are particularly interested in the topic of civil society. Social media allows 
the users to engage the content, and this differs highly from the one-way 
pamphlets and leaflets distributed by the local governments. The Tsukuba 
Civic Activities Cyber-Square was able to introduce different organizations 
throughout Tsukuba involved in civil society matters,  something that was 
able to heighten the self-perception of each organization that was high-
lighted through social media. This further facilitated better participation 
and helped people to be more enthusiastic in the events that the city 
organized.

In 2014, five representatives or deputy representatives belonging to 
different civil society groups with active Facebook pages (Childcare Rest 
Station & Relaxation Oasis, Clothing and Shelter Research Group, Tsukuba 
Children’s Theater, Group for Enjoying and Playing with Kanji, and 
Tsukuba Assertiveness Society) conducted an extended discussion during 
the second annual get-together event organized by the Tsukuba City Hall 
and this resulted in the establishment of a new group named Tsukubano 
Ichinen wo Tanoshimu kai (Let’s enjoy Tsukuba year round). This was the 
first example in Tsukuba where the online and offline synergy resulted in 
producing a brand new endeavor, organized through the civil society 
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organizations. However, insufficient funding for this new group along 
with the pre-existing groups becoming increasingly busy resulted in this 
new group to postpone new activities for the time being.

Two years later, in 2016, three more new groups were formed. The 
2016 forum, saw the formation of a group named UD Work. Two thera-
pists had decided to participate in the forum after seeing a notice about 
the forum on the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook Page. 
However, neither of them were avid Facebook users. Their participation 
through social media was limited solely to the viewing of content. Through 
their encounter at the forum, they reaffirmed their shared interests and 
decided to begin working together. They formed an official group after 
realizing that to do so would be advantageous when they were applying 
for funding from Tsukuba City.

UD Work is comprised of two occupational therapists in their late thirties. 
With the objective of making it easier for patients who have finished their 
rehabilitation to proactively participate in outings, they visit and build new 
relationships at various places on a monthly basis. With no restrictions 
regarding age or type of disability, they aim for relaxed interactions which 
transcend both generational and medical boundaries. Specifically, they 
recruit participants for their outings from places such as the hospital and 
care center where they work and groups such as the Chat Group for Families 
of Young Patients. They now make use of their Facebook page to proactively 
share information and recruit participants.

The example of UD Work illustrates that sharing information through 
social media and raising awareness of relevant issues on the Tsukuba Civic 
Activities Cyber-Square Facebook Page and  also through face-to-face 
encounters at the forum resulted in the formation of an entirely new group 
for the promotion of citizen activities. The interaction of offline and online 
spheres and information of actual citizen activities had the effect of expand-
ing both the reach of activities and the loose networks involved.

The 2016 forum also harvested two other strong ties among civil soci-
ety groups and individuals interested in civic activities. During the 2016 
forum, two groups, the Rescue Classroom for Kids and the Fun! Mysterious? 
Experiment Corps, interacted with each other in the comments of the post. 
As both groups are quite active on the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- 
Square Facebook Page, they were both already aware of each other, but 
the post about the forum provided the impetus for more direct online 
communication between these two groups.

As the forum sparked the start of loose interactions between the groups, 
the Tsukuba Gakuin University Juggling Club, which was invited to be an 
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ice-breaker at the beginning of the forum also participated in the event 
and interacted with participants. One of the groups with which they inter-
acted was the Chat Group for Families of Young Patients. Following the 
forum, the chat group shared an article about the Tsukuba Gakuin 
University Off-Campus Program on the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- 
Square Facebook page. The representative of the chat group wrote in the 
comments for this post—“I had only heard about this from others so it 
was very useful to be able to read this article.” This was the initial point for 
interaction between the Tsukuba Gakuin University Juggling Club and the 
chat group, with the Tsukuba Gakuin University Juggling Club later mak-
ing a presentation of their activities for the chat group.

The interaction between the chat group and juggling club developed 
into further interactions between the chat group and the Tsukuba Gakuin 
University Off-Campus Program. The chat group made a request to 
Tsukuba Gakuin University and began to interact with students other than 
those involved with the Tsukuba Gakuin University Juggling Club. For 
instance, they participated in events such as the summer festival and 
Christmas party with students from the university. A participating student 
commented—“This summer festival was a collaborative production between 
the adults who planned it and the children who played there. Even in the 
very unique hospital environment, I was extremely pleased and greatly 
encouraged that the children had such a great time. If there is a chance to 
help out in this kind of event in the future, I would very much like to par-
ticipate.” The chat group posts these activities on Facebook and also shares 
other information and awareness about relevant issues. Citizens who have 
seen the posts have made comments such as “I’ll definitely come next year 
… and help out as well!”

One common concern in Japan is how to encourage more young peo-
ple to join and participate in civil society organizations that are already 
active. This may be a common feature in Japan and other nations, of 
course; however, new and constant participation is among senior citizens 
or older people and the organizations are in need of young people to join 
and participate. This example shows how this “barrier” can be conquered. 
We can observe how the loose interactions that began as a result of the 
gathering gradually expanded. Further, posting details of the interactions 
on social media generated new participants and new encounters.

These examples illustrate how sharing of information and promotion of 
awareness of relevant issues on the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square 
Facebook Page combined with face-to-face encounters at the forum have 
resulted in a regeneration of civil society, or the formation of groups and 
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the promotion of citizen activities. We observed how there is no necessity 
for individuals to be frequent users of social media for the procession from 
social media to group formation to be a successful one. The two individu-
als that formed UD Work after meeting face-to-face, for example, were 
participants of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber-Square Facebook Page, 
but did not comment or share on the platform. Nevertheless, sharing 
information on social media and sharing awareness and perspectives on 
citizen activities can promote, in conjunction with face-to-face encoun-
ters, the formation of groups and loose networks.

The interaction of offline and online spheres, as seen in the independent 
transmission through Facebook of information about citizen activities, had 
the effect of expanding the reach of activities and the loose networks 
involved. We observed a series of flow-on effects as follows: (1) sharing of 
information and awareness of issues through social media; (2) face-to-face 
encounters; (3) formation of groups and loose networks; and (4) expan-
sion of loose networks through social media.

These are the accomplishments of the Tsukuba Civic Activities Cyber- 
Square and the endeavors of social media usage at the local government 
level of Tsukuba City. We have shown how the efforts of the city using 
social media has actually transformed municipal workers and civil society 
and have led to the regeneration of new civic activities. We see a powerful 
regeneration of the Tsukuba City civil society being made through the use 
of social media.
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1 Launch time of the Facebook page 1-Feb-12
2 Facebook group page manager Division for volunteering support 

policy of the municipal government 
of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

3 Main target area Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
4 Objectives To activate social network within a 

community and promote more 
civic engagement by developing 
information infrastructures

5 Accumulated “Likes” of the  
Facebook page (as of 17 April 2016)

2604

6 Gender of users by age (as of  
17 April 2016)

–24: women 3%, men 4%
25–34: women 11%, men 14%
35–44: women 12%, men 20%
45–54: women 8%, men 13%
55–64: women 3%, men 6%
65+: women 1%, men 4%

7 Residential Profiles of users (as of  
27 January 2014)

Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan: 54.2%
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan: 8.7%
Tsuchiura, Ibaraki, Japan: 4.4%
Mito, Ibaraki, Japan 2.9% etc.

 Appendix c: overview of History 
of tHe “tsukubA civic Activities  
cyber- squAre” fAcebook pAge
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 Appendix d: tmin., mAx., Avg. 
And mediAn betweenness centrAlity 

And closeness centrAlity

NHA 
(12 June 
2015)

Tornado in 
Hojo, Ibaraki 
(12 June 2012)

Social welfare 
(25 January 
2016)

Volunteering 
(28 January 
2016)

Minimum betweenness centrality 0 0 0 0
Maximum betweenness centrality 63 220.176 42 0
Average betweenness centrality 10.356 20.217 1.826 0
Median betweenness centrality 0 0 0 0
Minimum closeness centrality 0.008 0.011 0.023 0.024
Maximum closeness centrality 0.014 0.022 0.045 0.024
Average closeness centrality 0.012 0.016 0.043 0.024
Median closeness centrality 0.013 0.016 0.043 0.024
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